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High Entropy Alloys (HEAs) are new and promising classes of metallic alloys for structural 
applications. HEA development is challenging, due to the vast compositional space that exists for these 
multicomponent alloys. As such, predictive modelling is paramount for the development of HEAs, so 
alloy design does not need to rely on time-consuming, expensive trial-and-error experimentation. 
Although solid solution strengthening is the main strengthening mechanism of HEAs, the fundamentals 
behind this mechanism are not fully understood in this context, and further consideration with respect to 
modeling is warranted. In this work, the solid solution strengthening mechanism of Face Centered Cubic 
(FCC) and Body Centered Cubic (BCC) HEAs is investigated experimentally, and the results are 
interpreted using a combination of different strengthening models available from the literature. Here we 
show the mechanical behavior of HEAs is comparable to conventional alloys. Similar temperature-
dependent yield stress regimes are observed in comparison to conventional BCC alloys, and solid solution 
strengthening via the contribution of atomic size and elastic modulus mismatch is found to be the main 
strengthening mechanism. Strength models are used in high-throughput alloy design by combining solid 
solution strengthening and thermodynamic predictions to find strong, single-phase (e.g. FCC) HEA 
compositions in the multicomponent space. In addition, a high-throughput experimental methodology for 
characterizing a large number of HEA compositions is developed. This work contributes to fundamental 
understanding of solid solution strengthening and phase stability of HEAs, toward the design of 
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Multicomponent alloys, high entropy alloys (HEAs), multi-principal element alloys (MPEAs) and 
complex concentrated alloys (CCAs) are different names for the same class of materials currently being 
developed for applications in extreme environments. The main difference compared to conventional 
alloys is that these alloys do not contain a primary element, i.e., they are characterized by mixtures of 
several different alloying elements with concentrations usually close to equiatomic. 
Not being confined to a specific primary element makes the total number of possible alloying 
combinations increase dramatically. The true potential of HEAs lies in the unique combinations of 
properties that may be accessible. While such opportunities are exciting, the study of HEAs becomes 
challenging, especially if conventional trial-and-error experimental techniques are used to explore the 
possible composition space. To search this vast multicomponent field in an effective way, the 
development of high-throughput experimental and computational tools is paramount. These tools may be 
used not only to screen vast composition fields for a desired property, but also to find alloys that exhibit a 
combination of desired properties. This would enable compromises between properties and cost to be 
examined, allowing for the selection of the best alloy for a given application, given cost and additional 
considerations. 
Developing and applying empirical and/or first principles models to predict material properties is 
promising for achieving performance-driven alloy design. Using this approach, the application dictates 
the expected performance, and the performance dictates what alloy should be developed, which is 
backwards from conventional alloy design approaches, but aligned with modern Integrated Computational 
Materials Engineering (ICME) approaches. To date, high-throughput studies of multicomponent alloys 
have been limited. In this work, existing models for predicting solid solution strengthening of face 
centered cubic (FCC) and body centered cubic (BCC) solid solutions are evaluated. When these models 
fail to capture the solid solution strengthening, the primary strengthening mechanism in these alloys, the 
model is altered accordingly. 
1.1  Objective 
The goal of this work is to understand if the strengthening mechanisms in HEAs are the same as 
in conventional alloys. This process involves understanding and identifying the underlying solid solution 
strengthening mechanisms operating in FCC and BCC HEAs. Understanding the fundamentals of solid 
solution strengthening enable the development of high-throughput alloy design concepts. This is done for 
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FCC metals in Chapter 2 and BCC metals in Chapters 5 and 6, where models for solid solution 
strengthening of HEAs are applied and modified when necessary, based upon comparisons with 
experimental data from both the literature and this work. Chapter 3 further explores high-throughput alloy 
design, showing the development of an experimental technique to produce and characterize several HEA 
compositions in a single sample. Chapter 4 presents the characterization of the alloys modeled in Chapters 
5 and 6. Chapter 7 presents some general conclusions and recommendations for future work.  
1.2  Literature Review 
Following below, a literature summary of the main concepts necessary for understanding this 
work is presented. Some of these topics are further developed in subsequent chapters. 
1.2.1  High Entropy Alloys 
It was initially thought that HEAs, as mixtures of different elements, would have the following 
four “core effects”:  
1. The high entropy effect: high configurational entropy would stabilize simple solid solutions 
such as FCC, BCC or hexagonal close packed (HCP); 
2. The lattice distortion effect: mixtures of atoms with different atomic radii would substantially 
increase lattice distortion and provide strengthening; 
3. The sluggish diffusion effect: atoms with different sizes would make diffusion sluggish, 
hindering most solid-state phase transformations; 
4. The cocktail effect: HEA mixtures might generate an outcome greater than the sum of the 
individual parts. 
All but the last of the core effects can be seen as hypotheses. In the past few years, experimental 
evidence has been presented in the literature that contradicts these three hypotheses. For example, a recent 
paper by Miracle and Senkov [1] provides evidence and a rationale that goes against the first core effect. 
Their basic counter argument is that simple ordered phases, such as the common B2 and L12 phases when 
present in HEAs, have a similar configurational entropy term. This occurs because they contain two 
sublattices, and the configurational entropy equation will still apply inside these sublattices; as a 
consequence, the configurational entropy term of one of these “ordered” phases would escalate together 
with that of the disordered parent phase (FCC, BCC and HCP). Similarly, the enthalpy term of the simple 
disordered phases also escalates together with the enthalpies of the ordered phases. Thus, in the 
multicomponent space, phase selection will be dictated by small differences between enthalpy and 
entropy, which happens in conventional alloying. 
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Concerning the second effect, several HEAs indeed show high strengths. However, the strength 
of an alloy system has been shown to not always correlate with configurational entropy. For example, it 
was shown that for the CrMnFeCoNi alloy system [2–5], the ternary, equiatomic CrCoNi alloy is stronger 
than the quinary equiatomic alloy from the same family [6–8], both being single-phase FCC at room 
temperature. The ternary and quinary equiatomic alloys also display a significant amount of work 
hardening [2,7,9–11], making them tough. Lattice strain measurements performed by high energy x-ray 
diffraction showed that the lattice distortion of one HEA was only slightly larger than that of a 
conventional alloy [12]. These results have refuted considerably the second proposed core effect. 
Regarding the third core effect, the diffusion coefficients of the elements in an HEA have been 
shown to be similar to those in conventional alloys [13], thereby challenging this effect as well.  
Although aspects regarding the initial hypotheses around these alloys have been shown to be 
incorrect, the preliminary research performed on HEAs has identified several compositions that have 
interesting mechanical, electrochemical and functional properties. Furthermore, the study of HEAs has 
stimulated new alloy, microstructure, and property design concepts. Examples range from alloys with 
desirable strength [14,15], toughness [6,16–20], and corrosion resistance [21–24]. In addition, promising 
refractory alloys [25–29] with better specific strengths from room temperature up to their melting points 
than conventional superalloys have been identified as shown in Figure 1.1 [1]. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Specific strength vs temperature of several refractory HEAs compared to conventional 
superalloys. The horizontal lines represent the minimum requirements for several common aerospace 
applications (from [1]). 
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More important than identifying potential compositions for various applications, the study of 
HEAs has created a completely new alloy design approach. Since HEA alloy design is not bound to any 
specific element, the degree of compositional freedom is enormous, leading to an alloy design process 
that is considered to be inside out, since it starts from the center of phase diagrams instead of from a 
single corner [30]. 
Given the enormous number of possible HEA compositions, we should expect to find 
compositions in this space with improved properties compared to conventional alloys. But, these 
properties might only be slightly better than those exhibited by conventional alloys. The true potential of 
HEAs lies in the possibility of finding compositions with significantly better combinations of properties 
than found with conventional alloys. Here, the development of composition-dependent models becomes 
paramount for exploring the multicomponent alloy space, since experimental trial-and-error is unfeasible, 
especially when non-equiatomic compositions are considered. Computational alloy design tools may be 
useful when screening vast composition fields, searching for improving a single property (i.e., finding the 
maximum value of this property), or identifying compositions with the best combination of several 
properties. This second case would permit making compromises between properties, allowing for the 
selection of the best alloy for a given application. In this scenario, cost could be easily incorporated from 
an industrial point of view. 
An example of where this type of alloy selection process would be of great value is in the 
development of new refractory alloy compositions. Most research done with these alloys was performed 
between 1950 and 1980; not much has been done since, mostly due to two factors [31–33]:  (1) 
advancements made with Ni-base superalloys and (2) the difficulty to identify refractory alloys that 
simultaneously exhibit room temperature ductility, high temperature strength and adequate 
corrosion/oxidation resistance. In addition, conventional refractory alloys are often not economically 
feasible for most applications, but remain necessary for niche aerospace and defense applications, for 
example, where performance in extreme environments is necessary.  
The potential of identifying new refractory HEAs with desirable properties that are economically 
viable has generated new interest into researching refractory alloys, given that they represent an 
opportunity to overcome the limitations encountered with conventional refractory alloys. For example, 
there appear to be some refractory HEAs with good oxidation/corrosion resistance and good combinations 
of strength and ductility, suggesting that this field of study might provide interesting compositions. Again, 
a main limitation is the lack of predictive models to allow for the alloy design process to happen more 
effectively in large composition spaces.   
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In this study, strength models for solid solution strengthening that allow for high-throughput 
calculations were developed and improved by comparing with experimental results. These models are 
considered in combination with thermodynamic simulations to assure the alloy compositions remain in 
the single-phase field, where the predictions are valid. In order to better understand the strength models 
for HEAs, strength predictions for conventional metals and alloys are described in the next section. 
1.2.2  Yield Strength of Conventional Solid Solutions 
The strength of a conventional solid solution is determined by the stress necessary to move 
dislocations in the material [34]. The strength is usually described as the contribution of two terms, a 
thermally-activated component and an athermal one. The thermally-activated component arises from 
short-range interactions between the dislocations and the surrounding environment. This thermal 
contribution is represented schematically in Figure 1.2, where the material containing dislocations is 




Figure 1.2 Schematic drawing showing the potential energy of a dislocation as a function of position, 
highlighting short-range barriers for dislocation motion. 
 
As shown in Figure 1.2, the initial state is for a dislocation at position a=0. When a certain stress 
is applied, the dislocation gains potential energy (tab) to try to overcome this short-range barrier, where b 
is the burgers vector. If the dislocation overcomes the first obstacle, it moves. Therefore, if the applied 
stress is equal to the peak lattice resistance, the material will yield. However, since these are short range 
barriers, thermal energy might also assist the dislocation motion by providing some of the energy for the 
dislocation to move; therefore, at temperatures above 0K, the material will yield when ta<t0 [36].   
The usual way of incorporating the thermal activation is by considering that the probability of a 
local thermal fluctuation providing an energy greater than DG, i.e., the activation energy, is given by the 
Boltzmann distribution; this yields an Arrhenius expression for the dependence of the strain rate on the 
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activation energy for slip (DG). A more thorough derivation of these deformation parameters will be 
given in Chapter 6; here, it is important to emphasize that by either increasing the temperature or 
decreasing the strain rate, in both cases, there is an increase in the probability of having a thermal 
fluctuation of enough energy to overcome a deformation barrier. Therefore, slip will occur more easily. 
These short-range barriers account for the temperature and strain-rate dependence of the yield stress. 
Solid-solution strengthening alters these short-range barriers and some solid solutions, such as those that 
form the FCC structure, are expected to have an increased temperature dependence of the yield stress in 
comparison to pure metals. This can be seen in Figure 1.3, in which Ni is compared to several other FCC 
solid solutions, including some HEAs. For BCC metals, solid-solution strengthening might increase or 
decrease the magnitude of this barrier, as will be discussed later. 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Yield strength plotted as a function of temperature for a series of FCC alloys1. 
 
As also shown in Figure 1.3, when the temperature rises the yield strength never drops to zero. 
This occurs because there is also an athermal component to the yield strength. This athermal barrier 
comes from long-range forces imposed on the dislocations. The thermal energy has little to no influence 
on aiding dislocations to overcome these barriers, which are believed to be grain boundaries and 
secondary phases. Solid solution strengthening also contributes to the athermal component, since the 
strengths of some alloys are higher than pure Ni, even in the athermal regime (above 500K) when the 
thermal energy should be sufficient to overcome the short-range barriers. This athermal barrier in solid 
solution strenghtening comes from the collective effect of the dislocation-solute interactions occurring 
                                                   
1 Reprinted from Acta Materialia, 81, Z. Wu, H. Bei, G. M. Pharr, E. P. George, Temperature dependence 
of the mechanical properties of equiatomic solid solution alloys with face-centered cubic crystal 
structures, Pages 428-441, 2014, with permission from Elsevier 
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over the whole dislocation line, creating an athermal stress from short-range interactions. Pure FCC 
metals, even without any strengthening mechanism such as grain size refinement, still possess an athermal 
yield stress, this also comes from the interaction between the dislocations and collective forces from the 
lattice, however, these values are low. 
From the above discussion, it is clear that solid solution strengthening impacts both the thermal 
and athermal contributions. When modeling solid-solution strengthening in FCC alloys, two approaches 
are usually taken. In one of them, the solid-solution strengthening component is incorporated into the 
activation energy for slip and the yield strength is calculated as a function of composition, temperature 
and strain rate. This approach was taken by Varvenne et al. [37,38] in their model for predicting the yield 
strength of FCC HEAs. Although this is expected to generate a more fundamental prediction, it might 
generate inconsistencies at higher temperatures, because the strength can decrease to zero, since all the 
strength is being described by the thermally-activated component. Another approach usually taken is to 
start with semi-empirical equations that assume a certain dependence of the yield strength on 
composition, and then derive a correlation considering the atomic size and elastic modulus mismatch. 
This approach generates predictions for different temperatures and allows for the separation of strength 
into the thermal and athermal components. The downside is the need for empirical parameters. Toda-
Caraballo has used this approach to develop their model for strength predictions in HEAs [39,40]. 
Body centered cubic (BCC) materials exhibit quite different mechanical behavior at low 
temperatures - below 0.2Tm, where Tm is the melting temperature in degrees Kelvin. The deformation at 
these temperatures is controlled by the mobility of screw dislocations, which have non-planar core 
structures. Specifically, since screw dislocations in BCC alloys have their burgers vectors b parallel to 
<111> directions that have 3-fold symmetry, the dislocation cores must distort out of the slip plane to 
maintain this symmetry.  
The lattice resistance to dislocation slip is generally approximated by means of the Peierls-
Nabarro stress, given by Equation 1.1: 
𝜏+, = 2𝐺1 − 𝜐 exp 6−2𝜋𝑊𝑏 :																																																				(1.1) 
where G is the elastic modulus, n the Poisson ratio, b the burgers vector, and W the width of the 
dislocation core. For FCC metals, the Peierls stress is small such that a few MPa of applied stress enables 
the dislocation to overcome the lattice resistance. However, in the case of screw dislocations in BCC 
alloys, the Peierls stress is significantly higher and the dislocations are harder to move at low 
temperatures, where sufficient thermal energy does not overcome the high activation energy barriers. 
Therefore, the strengths of BCC alloys have a larger thermally-activated component, making them more 
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sensitive to temperature and strain rate. This results in strengths that decrease rapidly with increasing 
temperature, especially at low temperatures (e.g., Figure 1.4). 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Normalized yield strength of BCC Fe-Mo alloys versus temperature. The dotted line represents 
pure Fe; the other curves are for alloys with different amounts of Mo (at.%).2 
 
The strength of BCC metals and alloys also depends heavily on the solid-solution strengthening 
components. Solutes change the thermal and athermal components of the yield stress. Usually, most solid-
solution strengthening models in BCC alloys are applied at the athermal plateau. At lower temperatures, 
since the dislocations are difficult to move, the motion usually occurs by a double-kink mechanism, 
which involves the nucleation and propagation of kinks in the slip plane, so the activation energy for this 
double-kink nucleation and propagation is important [36]. At these low temperatures, solutes can aid in 
the nucleation of kinks, resulting in solid-solution softening [41,42]. This usually occurs at temperatures 
much lower than room temperature. 
Since this work will deal with solid solution strengthening in HEAs, conventional solute-solvent 
interactions and their influence on strengthening need to be reinterpreted. In HEAs, all elements constitute 
the alloy, there is no proper solvent. Figure 1.5 presents the basic idea of a dislocation in an HEA. It will 
be surrounded by different atomic environments at each position. Also, in most cases, especially FCC 
alloys, the dislocation will not be a straight line, it will bow to find local energy minima. A big part of the 
                                                   
2 Reprinted from Acta Metallurgica, 21, A. Sato, M. Meshii, Solid solution softening and solid solution 
hardening, Pages 753-768, 1973, with permission from Elsevier 
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discussion in the following chapters is with respect to what the dislocation configurations will be like in 
different alloys and how they will move at different temperature regimes. 
 
 
Figure 1.5 Schematic drawing of a dislocation in a HEA. Since the alloy is multicomponent, the local 
atomic environments will most likely vary considerably from point to point. Also, the dislocations will 
unlikely be straight lines, especially in FCC alloys.  
 
1.2.3  Thermodynamic Simulations by CALPHAD 
Since the main goal of this work is to evaluate the strength of multi-principal element alloy solid 
solutions, it is important to know which compositions in the multicomponent space can form simple 
single-phase solid solutions. Although there are many empirical methods to do that, as will be described 
in the next chapters, the most widely-used methods involve thermodynamic simulations. For this work, 
thermodynamic simulations are used to predict the compositions and temperatures in which single-phase 
alloys should be stable. Furthermore, these simulations can be easily incorporated into high-throughput 
methodologies and are a core part of the present study. 
Thermodynamic simulations have become invaluable for high-throughput alloy development 
[43,44]. For example, empirical determinations of binary phase diagrams require a large a number of 
experiments, depending on the complexity of the system. By adding three or more elements, it is easy to 
see how the number of experiments increases rapidly. Thus, the experimental determination of phase 
diagrams becomes impractical for these multicomponent systems. In the 1960s, Larry Kaufman 
developed the CALPHAD (Computer Calculation of Phase Diagrams) approach for predicting phase 
diagrams. The approach generates free energy data for each phase in the particular alloy system such that, 
once a temperature, pressure and composition are selected, the phase equilibria between all possible 
phases are calculated and the combination of phases that gives the lowest free energy for the system are 
determined. 
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Although the conceptual relationship between phase diagrams and free energy curves has been 
known for over a century, until the creation of the CALPHAD method, they were seldom quantitatively 
employed in the calculation of phase diagrams. Thus, this method enabled not only a great reduction in 
the number of experiments to determine a phase diagram, but also the inclusion of metastable phases in 
the calculations and consequently equilibrium and "meta-equilibrium" diagrams [45,46]. The CALPHAD 
method takes advantage of the fact that most compounds are unary, binary or ternary. Phases containing 
four or more elements do exist, however, they are almost always solid solutions of these simpler 
compounds, rarely being true quaternary compounds (that need all 4 elements to form). Thus, the 
strongest interactions among the constituents of a system are binary or at most ternary. 
The basic idea of the CALPHAD method is to perform Gibbs free energy minimization of all the 
phases in a system. For that to be possible, accurate descriptions of the free energy of all elements in an 
alloy should be provided. For example, a phase with complete solubility between two elements has the 
thermodynamic description given in Equation 1.2. 
𝐺> =?𝑥A𝐺ABA + 𝑅𝑇?𝑥Aln	(𝑥A)A +??𝑥A𝑥H?𝛺AHJ (𝑥A − 𝑥H)JJHKAA 																		(1.2) 
The first term in this equation is basically a weighted average of the free energies of all pure 
substances and xi is the atomic fraction of an element i. The latter term is usually called a mechanical 
mixture term and provides the baseline, or the thermodynamic reference state, for the system. The second 
term accounts for the configurational entropy contribution of the mixture. The combination of the first 
two terms is sufficient to describe an ideal solution whereas the third term is the excess term, or the 
Redlich-Kister polynomial, that describes all non-ideal contributions to the free energy equation. 
Although the equation above is used for binary solid solutions, when incomplete solubility (i.e. solubility 
on a particular sublattice) exists, or if more elements are present, analogous equations based on the 
Redlich-Kister polynomial are available. 
Usually, the free energies of the pure substances (the Go terms) are well known, and the main 
challenge is to determine the W parameters in the Redlich-Kister polynomials. Thus, experimental efforts 
are usually concentrated on the determination of this parameter and “assessing” a phase diagram. In the 
CALPHAD literature, this basically means determining all of the relevant W parameters for all phases for 
a given combination of elements. A collection of several W parameters is basically what composes a 
CALPHAD database. Since the CALPHAD predictions can only be as good as the data, having accurate 
databases is paramount for the development of a robust high-throughput predictive methodology. 
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For the current study, since the alloys of interest are composed of several elements, there are 
many subsystems involved. Therefore, it is not feasible to develop our own database. Instead, the TCHEA 
databases, which are commercial databases produced by Thermo-Calc® for HEAs, were used in this work. 
Because the TCHEA2 database used here has all binaries between refractory metals and first-row 
transition metals, this database describes all combinations of metals explored in this work. Besides these 
binaries, there are 135 fully assessed and 308 partially assessed ternary phase diagrams. 
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2.1  Abstract 
High Entropy Alloys (HEAs) are new classes of structural metallic materials that show 
remarkable property combinations. Yet, often times interesting compositions are still found by trial and 
error. Here we show an “Effective Atomic Radii for Strength” (EARS) methodology, together with 
different semi-empirical and first-principle models, can be used to predict the extent of solid solution 
strengthening to discover and design new HEAs with unprecedented properties. We have designed a 
Cr45Ni27.5Co27.5 alloy with a yield strength over 50% greater with equivalent ductility than the strongest 
HEA (Cr33.3Ni33.3Co33.3) from the CrMnFeNiCo family reported to date. We show that values determined 
by the EARS methodology are more physically representative of multicomponent concentrated solid 
solutions. Our methodology permits high throughput, property-driven discovery and design of HEAs, 
enabling the development of future high-performance advanced materials for extreme environments. 
2.2  Introduction 
Multicomponent equiatomic alloys have garnered considerable interest in the literature over the 
past decade. One of the main focus areas is to fundamentally understand the high strengths and 
toughnesses exhibited by some of them [1–3]. Although the properties are extremely promising [4], the 
compositional landscape (i.e., the number of possible compositions), is massive, and an almost infinite 
number of compositions is possible. One of the so-called “core effects” [5,6] for HEAs suggests that the 
total compositional complexity (the configurational entropy) correlates directly with strength in single 
phase alloys. Indeed, several single phase quinary or senary alloys display attractive mechanical 
properties [7–10]. However, single phase alloys with fewer elements have proven to be stronger than the 
“parent”, higher entropy alloys that contain 5 elements or more [6]. A notable example is the ternary 
equiatomic Cr33.3Co33.3Ni33.3 alloy [3,11–13], which is stronger and tougher than the quinary equiatomic 
Cr20Mn20Fe20Ni20Co20 alloy. To date, this Cr33.3Ni33.3Co33.3 alloy is the strongest and toughest face 
centered cubic (FCC) single phase solid solution from the quinary CrMnFeCoNi system out of hundreds 
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of possible compositions, including several conventional stainless steels. The ternary Cr33.3Co33.3Ni33.3 
alloy, which is the benchmark for strength in this work, was discovered in a study that involved producing 
all possible equiatomic alloys from the CrMnFeCoNi family with an FCC structure [13]. This alloy was 
effectively discovered by trial and error [13].  
The paradigm of HEA alloy design has shifted significantly since their inception [6]. The concept 
was mostly based on the aforementioned four “core effects”, where multicomponent, equiatomic HEAs 
are single phase and exhibit high strengths. Nowadays, these core effects have been challenged [6]. The 
main interest in HEA alloy design lies in the flexibility of these compositions with respect to phase 
stability and microstructural design [14]. If high-throughput tools are developed for predicting properties 
as a function of composition [15,16], it then becomes possible to perform targeted alloy design, which 
means designing an alloy with ideal property combinations for a given application. Since there are endless 
possible alloys to be discovered, it is almost impossible to think there is not a composition best suited for 
a given application that exists today. Experimental mapping is prohibitive, as surveying the entire 
composition space would involve the production and characterization of thousands of samples. Finding 
idealized alloys cannot be a product of luck and extensive trial-and-error experimentation; the 
compositional landscape is too big for the time and resources that humankind has available. Targeted 
alloy design must be used to unlock the potential of new HEA compositions and properties for 
performance in extreme environments. 
Although the high-throughput idea is not new for HEAs [6,17], CALPHAD simulations, for 
example, are a high-throughput method for predicting phase equilibria that are used in HEA alloy design 
[6,10,18]. Alloying [19] and microstructural [20] evolution have also been linked to strength, but we 
could not find an example of targeted alloy design for the prediction of HEA solid solution strengthening, 
the key strengthening mechanism in these alloys, in which a significantly stronger composition was 
designed based upon prediction. Studies exist that show stronger compositions are not necessarily the 
ones with the highest entropy, and these alloys are also not necessarily equiatomic [21]. Varvenne et al. 
have suggested the strongest compositions should be those with the highest volumetric misfit between the 
atoms and/or the ones with the highest shear moduli [22,23]. If these ideas are correct, it should be 
possible to design significantly stronger alloys than existing ones if accurate atomic radii and elastic 
constants can be determined. By modifying two existing models in the literature with our new EARS 
methodology, we designed and made a single-phase FCC alloy (from the CrMnFeCoNi family) 
significantly stronger than the Cr33.3Co33.3Ni33.3 alloy. 
Regardless of the mechanism for strain-hardening after yielding, the yield strength determines the 
baseline strength potential for a given alloy and is controlled by two primary factors: grain size and 
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composition. Refining the grain size always results in higher strengths20,21, and can be accomplished via 
thermomechanical processing (i.e., rolling, forging, etc.). On the other hand, solid solution strengthening 
is not as straightforward, and is linked to atomic size and elastic moduli mismatch [24]. The former is 
usually considered the most important. Two general models have been published in the literature to 
predict the strength of multicomponent solid solutions. One model is proposed by Varvenne et al. [22] for 
FCC solid solutions, while the other applies to FCC and BCC structures and is proposed by Toda-
Caraballo (TC) [25,26]. The Varvenne model is derived from first principles, whereas the second model is 
semi-empirical and adapts an equation valid for concentrated binary solid solutions. Both models predict 
composition-yield strength trends, and are thus suitable for high-throughput modeling. The final 
formulation of these models considers only the size mismatch contribution for strengthening. Therefore, 
the outcomes of both models are extremely dependent on atomic size input. The elastic constants are also 
important. The EARS methodology developed here provides accurate and physically significant values of 
these two properties. 
2.3  Results 
Strength predictions by EARS and the TC and Varvenne models guided the selection of four 
experimental HEAs in this work. One alloy (Alloy B) is the ternary equiatomic Cr0.33Co0.33Ni0.33 alloy, 
which serves as the benchmark for the strongest single-phase FCC alloy reported to date [3,11,27] from 
the CrMnFeCoNi family. The reasons for selecting the other alloys will be further discussed below. The 
tensile stress vs. strain behaviors of the four alloys are shown in Figure 2.1. Our EARS methodology 
predicts the strength to increase from Alloy A to D. With EARS, yield strength of each of the four alloys 
is predicted. Alloys C and D are 13 and 53 % stronger, respectively, than Alloy B. These numbers rise to 
25 and 70%, respectively, if we consider only the solid solution strengthening contribution, which can be 
determined by extracting the other contributions from the total yield strength, as described in the Methods 
section and shown visually in Figure 2.1. Alloy B (the benchmark) has a remarkable combination of 
strength and toughness [3,11,27,28], and has been suggested as a potential candidate for cryogenic 
applications, due to [29] nanotwinning during deformation. The same nanotwins are observed in Alloys C 
and D, two of the stronger alloys, as shown in Figure 2.1. A simple estimate of toughness, calculated by 
the area under the stress-strain curve, suggests that the strongest Alloy D has higher toughness than Alloy 
B, which to our knowledge represents the toughest HEA alloy ever produced (including HEAs outside the 
CrMnFeCoNi family) [3]. As mentioned previously, this composition was arrived at by prediction using 
the EARS methodology. Although there are several alloys in the literature with higher yield strengths than 
that of the Cr45Co27.5Ni27.5 alloy designed here, our alloy is a single-phase, coarse grained FCC solid 
solution, which typically would be expected to have low strength. The absolute yield strength of this alloy 
can be significantly increased, for instance by grain size reduction, as discussed later. In this work, we 
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attempted to limit this effect. The most impressive property of Alloy D is not its absolute yield strength, 
but the solid solution strengthening component. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 (a) Tensile engineering stress - strain curves of Alloys A-D. The Cr45Co27.5Ni27.5 alloy, or Alloy 
D, is 52.7% stronger than the equiatomic Cr33.3Co33.3Ni33.3 alloy, or Alloy B, regarded as the strongest and 
toughest FCC solid solution to date from the CrMnFeNiCo family 3,11,13. Because Alloy D is from the 
same ternary system as Alloy B, but has lower configurational entropy and is significantly stronger, it is 
contrary to previous thoughts that strength correlates to entropy. (b) The toughnesses extracted from the 
area under the tensile curves are plotted for the four alloys; Alloy D is the toughest by this criterion. 
Although fracture toughness tests 15 may be preferred measurements of toughness, the results shown here 
demonstrate that Alloy D is indeed tougher than Alloy B. (c) Strength predictions with EARS are 
compared to experimental results. 𝜎LL, 𝜎MN and 𝜎O refer to solid solution strengthening, Hall-Petch 
strengthening, and base strength (60 MPa for pure Ni), respectively. The determination of these values is 
described in the Methods section. (d) Dark field Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images and 
selected area diffraction patterns (SADPs) are shown for Alloys C and D after tensile testing, highlighting 
the presence of fine deformation twins. The dark field images were acquired using the (111) twin 
reflections; the SADPs were taken from <011> zone axes for these two alloys. The scale bar in both 
images is 500 nm. 
 
The predicted strength values using the EARS methodology can be seen in Figure 2.2, in which 
pseudo-ternary phase diagrams are presented. The rationale behind picking Alloys A and D is that they 
are in the same compositional dimension as Alloy B (Cr2xNi50-xCo50-x), but with different amounts of 
lattice distortion due to Cr content (Cr is a larger atom). The EARS methodology predicts increasing 
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strength from Alloys A to D, with Alloy D as the strongest alloy. The fact that subsequent experimentally 
measured strength increases in order from Alloy A to D strongly supports the methodology used here. 
The strength calculations also predict that lattice distortion can be increased by adding small amounts of 
Mn, as shown in Figure 2.2, with a resulting increase in yield strength. By adding Mn and removing Ni 
and Co, the lattice distortion is increased, since we approach a 50% ratio of big and small atoms (Alloy 
C). This occurs since Mn is bigger than both Co and Ni, but is smaller than Cr (Table 2.1). Also, Cr is 
determined to have a larger elastic modulus than Mn in the FCC structure, as shown in the Supplementary 
Materials section, while Cr-containing alloys have higher shear modulus than Mn-containing ones. On the 
other hand, Fe is smaller than Mn, so the same effect is observed at reduced magnitude, which explains 
our selection of Mn over Fe. In the plot of configurational entropy over the same composition space in 
Figure 2.2, it is clear that the composition with the maximum configurational entropy, which is the 
equiatomic mixture between four elements (Alloy C), deviates completely from that predicted to have the 
maximum strength using the EARS methodology. This contradicts the original definition of HEAs [6]. 
 
Table 2.1 Atomic radii of the elements used as inputs to the TC model. The “Pure Metal Radii” were 
calculated using the lattice constants of the pure metals in their original crystal structures, as given by 
Pearson’s handbook 37 for Cr, Fe, Co and Ni. The Mn value is given by Linus Pauling 38 for the room 
temperature crystal structure. For both Co and Mn, since the nearest neighbors do not have the exact same 
distances, the total radii were calculated as half of the weighted average of the nearest neighbor 
interatomic spacings. The “Okamoto Radii” were calculated by first-principles for CrMnFeCoNi alloys 
30. The “Solutions Radii” were extracted form binary FCC solid solutions by Varvenne et al. 22,23. The 
EARS radii, or “Effective Atomic Radii for Strength” were calculated in this work. The fact that the TC-
EARS values differ from the Varvenne-EARS values is expected, since the setup of each model is 
different. Using either models yields with EARS provides better strength predictions than any of the other 
atomic radii sets. 
Atomic Radii (pm) Cr Mn Fe Co Ni 
Pure Metal Radii 124.90 130.55 124.12 125.10 124.59 
Okamoto Radii  126.90 123.50 121.90 121.90 123.90 
Binary Solid Solutions 129.44 130.60 128.81 125.26 124.59 
TC-EARS (This work) 129.25 127.52 126.81 124.46 123.28 
Varvenne-EARS (This work) 130.09 129.41 127.86 124.30 122.66 
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Figure 2.2 Pseudo-ternary phase diagrams in at% for the Ni50Co50-Mn-Cr system. (a) The 1130°C 
isotherm predicted by thermodynamic simulations using the software Thermo-CalcTM and the TCHEA1 
database. (b) Predicted strengths from the TC model and EARS atomic radii (Table 2.1). (c) Calculated 
configurational entropy plotted over the same composition space. Clearly, the compositions with 
maximum configurational entropy do not correspond to those predicted (and shown) to have the 
maximum strength. The four alloys produced in this study are plotted in all three diagrams. The 
compositions are given in the legend. The predicted strengths for the allots A-D are 223, 235, 243 and 
258 MPa, respectively, considering only the 𝜎PP contribution. 
 
The robustness of the EARS methodology is further shown by comparing experimental and 
predicted strengths for a large number of alloys reported in the literature [13], calculated with different 
atomic radii from Table 2.1. These results are presented in Figure 2.3 for both the TC and Varvenne 
models. The main reason why EARS is so effective in the prediction of the solid solution strengthening is 
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how it is determined. It is not trivial to determine accurate atomic radii for concentrated, multicomponent 
solid solutions. They can be determined by first principles methodologies, as performed by Okamoto [30]. 
This atomic radii set is called here the “Okamoto Radii”. They can also be determined by experimentally 
evaluating the lattice parameters of the pure materials [23], the “Pure Metals Radii” or by extracting the 
atomic radii from solid solutions and extrapolating the atomic size of the pure components, the “Solutions 
Radii”17,18. The atomic radii calculated from first principles, or the “Okamoto Radii” and the “Solutions 
Radii” are more accurate in calculating the experimentally observed strengths of these alloys, but the 
strength values can still be overpredicted by as much as 100%. The EARS methodology predicts the 
strength of all the experimental alloys with the least error, for both the TC and Varvenne models. The 
EARS methodology significantly increases the accuracy of the predictions for all of the alloys examined, 
including our experimental alloys and those from the literature. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Comparison between the experimental and predicted yield strengths for the four alloys studied 
in this work using (a) the Toda-Caraballo Method and (b) the Varvenne method, plus additional alloys 
from the literature 13, determined with three different sets of atomic radii (Table 2.1). The prediction using 
the “Pure Metal Radii” data is poor, primarily because the size of the Mn atoms is larger than the other 
atoms. Therefore, all the compositions with Mn are predicted to be strong, whereas the other 
compositions are predicted to be weak. This is possibly the result of the uncommon crystal structure of 
Mn at room temperature, which most likely does not represent the atomic bond length that Mn has when 
it is in an FCC structure with other elements in a concentrated solid solution. Using the “Okamoto Radii”, 
it is possible to predict the strength vs. composition trends for these alloys; however, the values are 
generally overpredicted by a factor of 2 or 3. The EARS methodology developed here provides the most 
accurate strength predictions of the alloys. The alloys from this work are indicated by their respective 
letter A full table with the compositions plotted in this figure is provided in the Supplementary Materials 
section. (c) The calculated atomic radii of the four alloys produced in this work are compared to 
experimentally measured lattice parameters determined by XRD (see Methods section). EARS values are 
not only more accurate in performing strength predictions, but also give the most accurate lattice 
parameter predictions for HEAs, suggesting EARS values are more physically significant. 
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Efforts were made in this work to assure that all of the compositions were single-phase solid 
solutions with equivalent grain sizes. As noted previously, grain size may significantly impact 
strengthening. The four alloys were cast, rolled and annealed, as described in the Methods section. To 
ensure the FCC single-phase nature of the final microstructures aſter annealing, the alloys were 
investigated by XRD and electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) as shown in Figure 2.4 and, for 
Alloys C and D, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), as shown in Figure 2.1 and also in the 
Supplementary Materials. These analyses confirmed a single-phase solid solution for all four alloys 
presented here, and that Alloys B, C and D have similar grain sizes. The Hall-Petch (grain size) influence 
on the strength of these alloys was subtracted from the strength predictions, as described in the Methods 
section. This is paramount for the accuracy of the predictions, since the TC and the Varvenne models both 
predict the solid solution strengthening component. 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Characterization of as-tested Alloys A-D. (a) XRD patterns of the four alloys indicates that 
each is single-phase FCC solid solution. (b) Electron back scattered diffraction (EBSD) inverse pole 
figure maps are provided, along with an orientation color legend. As can be seen, Alloy A has a slightly 
more uniform grain size distribution than the other alloys, with an average grain size of approximately 20 
µm; the other three alloys have a similar, but slightly wider, distribution of grain sizes, centered around 
10 µm. The scale bar corresponds to 100 µm. 
 
2.4  Discussion 
Considering the CrMnFeCoNi family, only Ni is FCC at room temperature. The exact atomic size 
changes based upon the crystal structure and the elements in solution. For this reason, the “Pure Metals 
Radii” will be inaccurate in a solid solution, which will compromise strength model predictions based on 
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lattice distortion. Radii predicted by Density Functional Theory (DFT), or the “Okamoto Radii”, will also 
have a reasonable degree of uncertainty, due to various factors such as the accuracy of the database, 
temperature effects and magnetism. The “Solutions Radii” is potentially the most accurate, but reasonable 
error still exists when predicting the radii of multicomponent solutions, as will be shown. For the EARS 
method, instead of directly inputting the atomic radii into the TC and Varvenne models, available strength 
values from the literature were used to calculate the best atomic radii values that match the experimental 
data. We assume the main factor for solid solution strengthening is indeed atomic size mismatch and the 
models considered here are accurate. The output are the EARS values, but the EARS methodology also 
includes the grain size contribution and the elastic moduli of all compositions (see Methods section).  
One major concern with the EARS values is that, since they are not experimentally measured and 
the purpose is to better represent the strength of these alloys, they may have lost their physical 
significance. This is addressed in Figure 2.3. The lattice parameters calculated by the EARS radii are 
closer to the carefully measured experimental lattice parameters by X-ray (XRD) diffraction of the 4 
alloys produced in this work. The lattice parameters determined by EARS are even more accurate than the 
Solutions Radii, showing that the EARS values are not only more appropriate for the prediction of 
strength, but are also more physically significant for representing atomic sizes in concentrated 
multicomponent alloys. This also suggests that EARS radii might also be derived from carefully 
measured lattice parameters obtained from multicomponent alloys, instead of from strength values as was 
done here, although we believe that further understanding of short range order in concentrated solid 
solutions may be necessary. The caveat is that experimental lattice parameter determinations must be 
performed with care to achieve a high degree of accuracy, since very small changes in an atomic radii set 
will significantly change the strength predictions. 
EARS of HEAs is a powerful methodology that predicts lattice strain and solid-solution 
strengthening. It was shown that the EARS methodology was applied in conjunction with thermodynamic 
and strength models to improve compositions and strength predictions. The atomic radii are also more 
physically significant for concentrated solid solutions. Here we apply these ideas for the first time to 
perform targeted alloy design in the multicomponent landscape, with the goal of maximizing solid 
solution strengthening. The resulting alloy was 52% stronger than the strongest multicomponent alloy 
measured from the CrMnFeCoNi family, or 75% stronger if only the solid solution strengthening 
contribution is considered. This work represents a first step toward property-driven alloy discovery and 
design of multicomponent alloys. Given the framework of the methodology, it is also possible to include 
additional property predictions in the future to target optimal compositions for a given application (e.g. 
strength plus oxidation resistance). The results from this work highlight a new opportunity for the 
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development of strong alloys with different combinations of properties, driving us closer toward high-
throughput, property-driven alloy design needed to realize the full potential of HEAs for enhanced 
performance in extreme environments. 
2.5  Methods 
The four alloys were prepared by non-consumable arc melting from pure elemental components 
(99.2% Cr, 99.9% Fe, 99.9% Mn, 99.9% Co and 99.9% Ni). The buttons were flipped and remelted four 
times to ensure chemical homogeneity; the weight loss of each ingot was determined by making 
measurements before and after preparation, and was always less than 0.5%. Two buttons from each 
composition were cross rolled to a thickness of 2.5 mm (~70% cold work), annealed at 1130 °C for 2 h, 
and then cold-rolled an additional 40% to approximately 1.5 mm. Tensile samples were cut from the 
resulting plates by electro-discharge machining (EDM), annealed at 1130 °C for 30 min and then water 
quenched. 
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) was performed with a PanAnalytical Empyrean diffractometer using 
Mo Kα radiation for background signal minimization. Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD) data 
was collected with an FEI Helios FESEM using an accelerating voltage of 30kV; the samples were 
prepared by grinding through 1200 grit SiC papers, polishing sequentially with 6, 3 and 1 µm diamond 
suspensions for 5 minutes each, and then polishing for 4 h with a Vibromet vibratory polisher and 0.05 
µm colloidal silica. The diffraction patterns and inverse pole figure maps are presented as raw data, 
without any refinement or cleaning performed. For the lattice parameter determination, a Si standard was 
run at the exact same height as the samples to correct for potential systematic errors. Lattice parameters 
were calculated using the software HighScore Pro. The deviation of the Si lattice parameter was used to 
baseline the measured lattice parameters of all the experimental alloys produced in this work. 
For TEM analysis, samples were taken from the uniform elongation region of the gauge length of 
the tensile samples after deformation. They were prepared by grinding to 100 µm and then 
electropolishing with a 10% sulfuric acid in methanol solution at 30 V and around -20 °C using a 
Fischione dual jet instrument. The annealed Alloy B sample shown in Figure 2.S1-2 was prepared by 
Focused Ion Beam (FIB) with the FEI Helios and a final cleanup step at 2 kV. The TEM was performed 
using an FEI Talos microscope operating at 200 kV. 
A standard sub-size ASTM E8 tensile sample geometry was used. Tensile tests were performed at 
a strain rate of 10-3 s-1, up to failure with a 25.4 mm (1-inch) gage, 50% extensometer. A total of two 
samples were extracted from each plate of each alloy, resulting in a total of 4 samples per alloy. All the 
tensile curves are shown in Figure 2.S1-3. 
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The thermodynamic simulations were performed using Thermo-CalcTM software with the 
TCHEA1 and Gheno [31] databases. 
The Toda-Caraballo model (TC) was used to calculate the strength and lattice distortion. The first 
calculation necessary to implement the model is the lattice parameter (a) of the alloy. It can be calculated 
using the following equation: 
𝑎 = 1𝑓 (𝑥S, … , 𝑥,) V𝑠SS ⋯ 𝑠S,⋮ ⋱ ⋮𝑠,S ⋯ 𝑠,,ZV
𝑥S…𝑥,Z																																														(2.1) 
where f is the packing factor of the crystal structure, xi is the atomic fraction of element i, and sij 
is the interatomic spacing between the atom i and atom j. This interatomic spacing is estimated by: 
𝑠AH = (2𝑟A)\𝐾A𝑥A + ^2𝑟H_\𝐾H𝑥H2𝑟A𝐾A𝑥A + 2𝑟H𝐾H𝑥H 																																																						(2.2) 
where ri is the atomic radii of atom i and Ki is the bulk modulus. The strength of the alloy is 
estimated as: 
𝜎 = 𝜎O +𝑀	𝑍𝜇 6𝜉𝛼𝑎 :
ef 𝛿∗																																																									(2.3)	 
The 𝜎B term is a base strength for the material and was considered to be 60 MPa based upon 
literature values for pure Ni [13] and M is the Taylor factor. A value of 3 was used here [25,26]. Z is a 
fitting parameter used by TC, and here a value of 5 was used. This value was proposed by Toda-Caraballo 
after fitting experimental data with this model [25,26]. The term 𝜇 is the average shear modulus; the 
determination of these elastic constants are explained later, 𝜉 is related to the activated slip systems in the 
crystal (a value of 1 was used here following TC), and 𝛼 is a parameter that accounts for the nature of the 
dislocations. The TC model uses 16 to account for a mixture of edge and screw dislocations. The 𝛿∗ is the 
estimated lattice distortion, and can be calculated by: 
𝛿∗ = (𝑥S, … , 𝑥,)
⎝⎜
⎜⎜⎜




where each term in the matrix estimates the distortion caused by substituting one element from 
the mixture for another. The simplest way of calculating each of these terms is by considering how much 
the lattice parameter changes by making a 𝛿𝑥 change in composition. For example: 
𝑑𝑎𝑥S\ = ⎝⎜
⎛(𝑥S, 𝑥\, … , 𝑥,)y𝑠SS 𝑠S\ ⋯ 𝑠S,𝑠\S 𝑠\\ ⋯ 𝑠\,⋮ ⋯ ⋱ ⋮𝑠,S 𝑠,\ . . . 𝑠,,zy
𝑥S𝑥\⋮𝑥,z
− (𝑥S − 𝛿𝑥, 𝑥\ + 𝛿𝑥,… , 𝑥,)y𝑠SS 𝑠S\ ⋯ 𝑠S,𝑠\S 𝑠\\ ⋯ 𝑠\,⋮ ⋯ ⋱ ⋮𝑠,S 𝑠,\ . . . 𝑠,,zy
𝑥S − 𝛿𝑥𝑥\ + 𝛿𝑥⋮𝑥, z⎠⎟
⎞ 1𝛿𝑥					(2.5) 
The value of 𝛿𝑥 can be a small value. Here, 0.001 was used. 
For determining the EARS values, the TC equation was used to calculate the yield strength of all 
the alloys in Table S1-1. The atomic radii of the elements were varied until the difference of the squares 
between the calculated strength and experimental strength from the literature [13,32] were minimized. 
The “Solutions Radii” were used as a starting point, and the maximum allowable variation of the atomic 
radii was set to be 3%. 
The Varvenne et al. model [22,23] is derived from first principles. In this model, the interaction 
energy between a dislocation and a solute atom is calculated. The interaction energy is then inputted into 
a conventional equation to account for thermal aid to overcome the activation energy. The end result is a 
model for the critical resolved shear stress (converted into yield strength by the Taylor factor) that 
accounts for strain rate and temperature dependence. The final formulation considers only size misfit 
contributions, the activation energy for moving a dislocation (𝛥𝐸~) and the Peirels Stress at 0K (𝜏O) as 
follows: 
𝜏O = 	0.051𝛼Sf 61 + 𝜈1 − 𝜈:
ef 𝑓S(𝑤) ?𝑥,𝛥𝑉,\𝑏 	, 
\f 																																	(2.6) 
𝛥𝐸~ = 	0.274𝛼Sf𝑏f 61 + 𝜈1 − 𝜈:
\f 𝑓\(𝑤) ?𝑥,𝛥𝑉,\𝑏 	, 
Sf 																														(2.7) 
The 𝛼 term is the proportionality constants between the dislocation line tension and Gb2, with G 
being the shear modulus and b the burgers vector. The value 0.123 was used following Varvenne. The 
two f(wc) functions are called minimized core coefficients, and they account for the non-straight character 
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of the dislocations, that bow out to find local energy minima. The values used were 0.35 and 5.70 for 
f1(wc) and f2(wc) respectively. The most important term is 𝛥𝑉,	 , which is the average volumetric misfit of 
each atom, calculated as the volume of the nth atom minus the average atomic volume of that mixture. The 
atomic volume is calculated from the atomic radii given in Table 2.1. The atomic volume is the volume of 
the FCC unit cell divided by four, so it is not the atomic volume considering a hard sphere model. The 
two terms calculated from the equation above are then plugged in the following equation for calculating 
the yield strength: 
𝜏(𝑇, 𝜖̇) = 𝜏O exp 6− 10.51 𝑘𝑇𝛥𝐸~ 𝑙𝑛 𝜖Ȯ𝜖̇ :																																								(2.8)		 
 In the equation above, k is the Boltzmann constant and 𝜖Ȯ is a reference strain rate state set as 10-
4s-1, again following Varvenne. All the studies performed in this work used a strain rate (𝜖̇) of 10-3s-1. The 
calculations were performed to evaluate the strength at 293K. 
For all the elastic constants used as input to both the TC and the Varvenne models, the actual 
elastic constants measured from ultrasonic techniques reported in the literature were used [13]. For the 
high-throughput predictions (Figure 2.2), the elastic constants were calculated by extrapolating the shear 
and Poisson moduli to what would be expected from pure single-phase FCC Cr, Mn, Fe and Co. This was 
performed by fitting a first order polynomial for both moduli values as a function of composition for all 
of the 10 different alloys used in this work. The final elastic moduli used for a composition were: 
𝐺PP = 103.5	𝑥 + 81.0	𝑥, + 51.7	𝑥 + 81.0	𝑥B + 76.0	𝑥A 																												(2.9) 𝜈PP = 0.275	𝑥 + 0.056	𝑥, + 0.353	𝑥 + 0.293	𝑥B + 0.310	𝑥A 																			(2.10) 
These values were only used for the high-throughput calculations. Note that the elastic constants 
used for Ni are those from pure FCC Ni. The elastic modulus and bulk modulus were obtained from these 
two elastic constants using standard conversion equations.  
Both the Varvenne and TC models predict only the solid solution strengthening contribution. 
Therefore, all other strength terms were subtracted from the experimental values. This practice is 
commonly performed [33]. The total strength of an alloy was considered to be: 
𝜎 = 𝜎O + 𝜎MN + 𝜎PP																																																												(2.11) 𝜎O is a base strength term explained in the following section, 𝜎PP is the solid solution 
strengthening term calculated by the TC and the Varvenne models, and 𝜎MN is the grain size contribution, 
accounted for using the Hall-Petch (HP) equation: 
𝜎MN = 𝑘𝑑S/\																																																															(2.12) 
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The constant k is material dependent and is usually called the locking parameter; d is the grain 
size. The k values inputted into the HP equation were extracted from the literature (12, 34, 35). Not all the 
alloys produced in this work had reported locking parameters, so some alloys only had values extracted 
from hardness tests. The locking parameter seems to escalate with Cr content: Two alloys with Cr – Ni 
and Ni60Co40 have a k of 180 MPa µm-1/2 [11]. The quinary Cr20Mn20Fe20Co20Ni20 has a k of 226 MPa µm-
1/2 [34], the ternary Cr0.33Co0.33Ni0.33 has a k of 265 MPa µm-1/2 [11], and as shown later, the 
Cr0.45Co0.275Ni0.275 has a k of 489 MPa 𝜇m. This is also true for the HP locking parameters values for the 
series of alloys measured by hardness, as shown in another study by Wu [35]. The absolute values of the 
locking parameters extracted by hardness were not used here. The full list of locking parameters used in 
this work is provided in Table S1-1. All the values were between 180 and 480 MPa µm-1/2. For Alloy A, 
for which 2 different grain sizes were observed, the HP relation estimated from this Cr content matched 
the strength of the two experimental alloys analyzed. The coarser grain size (around 60 µm) exhibited a 
yield strength of 255 MPa, while the finer grain size (around 20	𝜇m), had a yield strength of 290 MPa, 
which match the locking parameter of 250 MPa µm-1/2 for the alloys. 
Extra attention was given to Alloy D produced in this work. In order to get a more accurate 
locking parameter for this alloy, a second tensile test on a sample annealed for 2 h instead of 30 min was 
performed. The experimental stress-strain curve of this material, as well as the microstructure viewed by 
EBSD, is shown in Fig S1-5. This additional sample had a grain size of 80 µm and a tensile strength of 
455 MPa, which gives a locking parameter of 480 MPa µm-1/2. This is provided in Table S1-1. This value 
aligns with the higher values of k for samples with higher Cr contents, as this is the sample with the 
highest k and the highest Cr content. 
The experimental strength of pure Ni reported by Wu et al. [13] is about 80MPa for a grain size 
of 85 µm. After extracting the HP contribution for this material (k=180 MPa µm-1/2), 60MPa is still 
unaccounted for. This is the 𝜎O term that accounts for the base strength of Ni at room temperature, 
although this value is likely slightly higher than what would be expected for a pure single-phase FCC 
metal. Since all the alloys used in the EARS determination procedure were characterized in the same 
study by Wu et al. [13], this 𝜎O term also accounts for any systematic experimental deviations 
characteristic of their specific setup. 
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3.1  Abstract 
While some high entropy alloys (HEAs) have been shown to display remarkable combinations of 
properties, exploration of the extensive multicomponent space by conventional methods is experimentally 
intractable. Thus, identifying and developing high-throughput methods is paramount to alloy design. 
Here, a high-throughput experimental methodology is developed for rapid yield strength estimations of 
single-phase HEAs, which involves the production and testing of a compositionally-graded sample made 
by a diffusion-multiple approach. The sample is analyzed by a combination of nanoindentation and 
microstructural characterization, and nanohardness results are analyzed by different conversion equations 
to determine yield strength. The values estimated by nanohardenss agree with bulk tensile properties. 
Both are compared to a high-throughput solid solution strengthening model, again yielding a good 
correlation. This work shows that high-throughput methodologies for predicting and measuring properties 
is a promising way of designing new HEAs with desirable combinations of properties. 
3.2  Introduction 
High entropy alloys (HEAs), multi-principal element alloys (MPEAs) and complex concentrated 
alloys (CCAs) are classes of metallic alloys under development for extreme environment applications [1–
7]. These alloys do not contain a main constitutive element, and are characterized by equiatomic (or near 
equiatomic) mixtures of several alloying elements [1,8–11]. Since these alloys have no primary alloying 
element (i.e., they are multi-principal), there is an endless number of possible alloys, and thus, property, 
combinations that exist. Although the prospect of new HEAs is exciting, the sheer number of possible 
alloys makes their investigation intractable by conventional trial-and-error experimental techniques. 
In order to explore this vast multicomponent space in an effective way, the development of 
accurate experimental and computational tools is paramount. These tools might be used not only to screen 
vast composition fields for a desired specific property, but also to find specific alloys that exhibit selected 
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combinations of properties. For example, it was shown recently that the strength of some face centered 
cubic (FCC) multicomponent, single-phase compositions can be predicted by simple computational alloy 
design methods that include the Toda-Caraballo (TC) [12,13] or Varvenne et al. strength models [14,15]. 
The predictions become significantly improved if an accurate atomic radii set is used, termed “Effective 
Atomic Radii for Strength” (EARS) [16]. These models with EARS were combined with thermodynamic 
predictions to determine the extent of solid solution strengthening [16]. It was shown that the strongest 
compositions contain approximately equal mixtures of large and small atoms and a high shear modulus 
[16]. By this combination of computational tools, an alloy with a yield strength approximately 50% 
higher than the strongest alloy [16] from the same transition element HEA alloy system was produced. 
Besides having a high-throughput methodology to estimate yield strength, also having an 
experimental methodology to accurately determine the yield strength over a wide range of compositions is 
of great importance for the development of HEAs [1,8,11,12,17–19]. This would not only guide the 
development of new HEAs, but would also serve to validate the computational models being developed. 
As shown in this work, this can be done using compositionally-graded samples. High-throughput 
measurements of yield strength needs to be fast, quantitative, accurate, and repeatable. In cases where 
nanohardness is measured to estimate yield strength, the ability to characterize compositional variations is 
important. 
Here we develop a methodology for extracting yield strength from nanoindentation measurements 
in a compositionally-graded sample.  This technique involves probing small volumes, can be performed at 
different temperatures, can be performed on any sample polished to have a smooth surface [20,21], and 
can be applied to thin film or bulk samples.  
A high-throughput, hybrid experimental and modeling methodology for evaluating the yield 
strength of compositionally-graded samples over a wide composition space is developed and used. 
Experimentally, the sample is analyzed by a combination of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with 
energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and nanoindentation. The experimental values serve as input 
for two different types of calculations, namely one that predicts yield strength based on composition with 
the TC-EARS method [14–16], and another developed here that estimates strength from nanohardness 
values. This methodology allows for accurate determination of strength profiles in compositionally-
graded samples, and is applied to a compositionally-graded sample from the CrMnFeCoNi HEA family 
produced by a diffusion multiple approach. This system can be considered a model alloy system for 
studying strength and solid solution strengthening, since: (1) all of these elements are mutually soluble 
and (2) substantial property information exists in the literature for this quinary equiatomic alloy [22–28] 
and the ternary and quaternary alloys [2,6,17,18,29,30]. This methodology can be used to explore the 
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strength of alloys over a range of compositions to give a clear idea of alloying strategies to further 
increase yield strength.  
3.3  Materials and Methods 
For the compositionally-graded sample used in this study, a diffusion multiple between Fe50Mn50 
and Co50Ni50 (in at. %) alloys and pure Cr was prepared and characterized by energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDS) in an SEM as described elsewhere [19]. Nanoindentation was performed with a 
Hysitron TI 950 nanoindenter using a Berkovich tip. An area function was defined with fused quartz as a 
standard using the Oliver and Pharr method [31]. The tip was checked against the quartz standard before 
every indentation trace to ensure no significant change occurred between the traces. All indents were 
made in depth-controlled mode to 100 nm. An indent array was made in the single-phase quinary region, 
where the spacing between indents was 10 µm. This was the same region analyzed by EDS to correlate 
nanohardness with the quinary composition. 
Bulk alloys were produced to test nanoindentation predictions by non-consumable arc melting 
under an inert argon atmosphere using high purity (99.9% or more) elements. The ingots were flipped and 
remelted at least 4 times to ensure homogeneity. After casting, these alloys were encapsulated in quartz 
tubes under vacuum and heat-treated for 24 h at 1130 °C, followed by water quenching. The resulting 
homogenized alloy was metallographically prepared and tested by nanoindentation with the same method 
used to test the diffusion multiple. A total of 10 indents, spaced approximately 100 µm apart, were made 
per alloy. 
Two models available in the literature for predicting the yield strength of HEAs are highlighted 
here. First, the Toda-Caraballo model (TC) is an athermal, semi-empirical model that predicts strength 
based on a modified equation valid for solid solution strengthening of concentrated binary solid solutions 
[14,15]. The Varvenne et al. model [12,13] is derived from first principles and calculates the strength of a 
multicomponent solid solution by evaluating the interaction energy between a dislocation and the 
distorted lattice of the HEA for a given temperature and strain rate. It was shown in previous work [16] 
that both models are dependent on atomic radii input, and can be significantly improved by selecting the 
most relevant atomic radii, as exemplified by the EARS methodology. For simplicity, only the TC-EARS 
approach is used here, but the Varvenne-EARS model would yield similar results.  
The first step in the TC method is to estimate the lattice parameter of an HEA, which can be done 
via the following Equation 3.1.  
𝑎 = 1𝑓 (𝑥S, … , 𝑥,) V𝑠SS ⋯ 𝑠S,⋮ ⋱ ⋮𝑠,S ⋯ 𝑠,,ZV
𝑥S…𝑥,Z																																													(3.1) 
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where f is the packing factor of the crystal structure, xi is the atomic fraction of element i, and sij is the 
interatomic spacing between atoms i and j, which can be estimated by Equation 3.2. 
𝑠AH = (2𝑟A)\𝐾A𝑥A + ^2𝑟H_\𝐾H𝑥H2𝑟A𝐾A𝑥A + 2𝑟H𝐾H𝑥H 																																																									(3.2) 
where ri is the atomic radii of atom i and Ki is its bulk modulus. The TC equation for yield strength is 
given by Equation 3.3. 
𝜎 = 𝜎O + σ +𝑀	𝑍𝜇 6𝜉𝛼𝑎 :
ef 𝛿∗																																																							(3.3) 
where the 𝜎MN term is the grain size contribution given by the Hall-Petch equation (𝜎MN = 𝑘𝑑op), with d 
being the grain size and k the Hall-Petch constant, or the “locking parameter”. The 𝜎O is a base strength 
term, which needs to be incorporated, otherwise a pure metal with coarse grains would have no strength. 
For example, after extracting the grain size influence, pure Ni still has 60 MPa of strength unaccounted 
for [16]. Since most of the experimental alloys being compared here come from the same experimental 
setup [16], a value of 60 MPa for so is used to account for any lattice resistance and experimental setup 
particularities. M is the Taylor factor (a value of 3 is used [14,15] in these estimations), Z is a fitting 
parameter (5 in these calculations [14,15]), 𝜇 is the average shear modulus of the pure metals, 𝜉 is a 
constant related to the activated slip systems in the crystal (a value of 1 is used in this work [14,15]), 𝛼 is 
a parameter that accounts for the type of dislocations operating in the material (the TC model uses a = 16 
[14,15] to account for a mixture of edge and screw dislocations), and 𝛿∗ is the estimated lattice distortion, 
calculated from the lattice parameter equations given by Equation 3.4. 
𝛿∗ = (𝑥S, … , 𝑥,)
⎝⎜
⎜⎜⎜
⎛ 0 klmnopkqr ⋯ klmnoskqrklmnpokqr 0 ⋯ klmnpskqr⋮ ⋯ ⋱ ⋮klmnso kqr klmnsp kqr . . . 0 ⎠
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎞V𝑥S…𝑥,Z																																				(3.4)  
In this calculation, each term in the matrix estimates the distortion caused by substituting one 
element from the mixture with another. These terms can be calculated as shown in Equation 3.5 by 
considering how much the lattice parameter changes when a 𝛿𝑥 change in composition is made. 
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𝑑𝑎𝑥S\ = ⎝⎜
⎛(𝑥S, 𝑥\, … , 𝑥,)y𝑠SS 𝑠S\ ⋯ 𝑠S,𝑠\S 𝑠\\ ⋯ 𝑠\,⋮ ⋯ ⋱ ⋮𝑠,S 𝑠,\ . . . 𝑠,,zy
𝑥S𝑥\⋮𝑥,z
− (𝑥S − 𝛿𝑥, 𝑥\ + 𝛿𝑥,… , 𝑥,)y𝑠SS 𝑠S\ ⋯ 𝑠S,𝑠\S 𝑠\\ ⋯ 𝑠\,⋮ ⋯ ⋱ ⋮𝑠,S 𝑠,\ . . . 𝑠,,zy
𝑥S − 𝛿𝑥𝑥\ + 𝛿𝑥⋮𝑥, z⎠⎟
⎞ 1𝛿𝑥																									(3.5) 
This corresponds to a calculation of the difference between the lattice parameters of the modified 
and unmodified alloy, divided by the composition change. As shown here, the only input parameters 
needed for this model are the atomic radii of the elements, their bulk and elastic moduli, and the 
composition. It is noted that the model presented here is valid for FCC materials; it can be applied for 
BCC metals as well, but different constants are used [14,15]. 
Since this model uses the elastic constants of pure metals, it imposes a problem, since only Ni is 
FCC at room temperature. In the EARS approach, the elastic constants of all the HEAs are calculated 
using extrapolated constants for pure Cr, Mn, Fe and Co from the elastic constants of multicomponent 
alloys measured by ultrasonic techniques [32]. The equations used for µ and n, the shear modulus and 
Poisson ratios, respectively, are given by Equations 3.6 and 3.7. 
𝜇PP = 103.5	𝑥 + 81.0	𝑥, + 51.7	𝑥 + 81.0	𝑥B + 76.0	𝑥A 																												(3.6) 𝜈PP = 0.275	𝑥 + 0.056	𝑥, + 0.353	𝑥 + 0.293	𝑥B + 0.310	𝑥A 																							(3.7) 
The elastic and bulk moduli are calculated from n and µ using standard conversion equations 
[33]. 
3.4  Analysis of the Compositionally-Graded Sample by the TC-EARS Methodology 
The compositionally-graded diffusion multiple consisted of 3 bonded metallic samples, namely 
the alloys Fe50Mn50 and Cr50Ni50, as well as pure Cr. This is shown schematically in Figure 3.1, together 
with EDS composition maps produced from the quinary region of the 5 components in the sample. 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of the diffusion multiple (top). The composition profiles measured by EDS of each 
element in the quinary region of the sample are shown below by colored maps. The composition legend is 
provided in the bottom right corner. In each map, the single-phase and dual phase regions are highlighted. 
 
The composition maps shown in Figure 3.1 indicate that the interdiffusion between the two 
binary alloys had a greater penetration depth in comparison to Cr. This was expected, since the two binary 
samples were diffusion bonded initially, and then the diffusion couple was bonded to Cr in a second step 
to produce the diffusion multiple. The maps also show that different elements diffused at different rates. 
Mn, for example, was the fastest diffuser, while Cr clearly had faster diffusion kinetics into the Fe-Mn 
alloy than into the Co-Ni alloy. Overall, the sample presented a large, single-phase region that dominated 
the Ni-Co side of the sample; upon moving toward the Fe-Mn side, a two-phase region is observed. A 
more complete characterization of these multiphase regions is presented elsewhere [19]. Since the main 
focus of this work is the single-phase region, data from the two-phase region is ignored. 
As shown in Figure 3.2, the region with the highest hardness in the single-phase region occurs in 
the zone that is rich in Ni, Co and Cr. This does not correspond to the region of maximum configurational 
entropy (maximum complexity) calculated from the EDS maps, in contrast to some of the literature that 
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suggests that hardness/strength should correlate with complexity/entropy [34]. Other publications [13,19], 
also suggest that the strongest alloys may not always be those with the highest-order equiatomic 
composition (in this case the Cr20Mn20Fe20Co20Ni20 alloy). Recent publications [13,16] show that this is 
not only the case, but also show alloying strategies that improve yield strength. 
 
 
Figure 3.2 (Left) Nanohardness maps of the compositionally-graded sample on the left and (right) the 
configurational entropy, calculated using EDS data from Figure 3.1. 
 
The methodology for calculating strength combines the TC model with the EARS methodology 
[16]. EARS values have been shown to be more physically significant for multicomponent alloys, by 
comparing measured and estimated lattice parameters [16]. Since the TC model is based on lattice 
distortion, it is sensitive to the atomic sizes of the different constituent atoms, which is why EARS values 
improve the TC predictions. The TC-EARS methodology is straightforward to apply, since the only input 
needed is alloy composition, which is ideal for high-throughput screening of an HEA alloy family. 
In this study, three different sets of atomic radii were used to estimate the strength of the 
compositionally-graded samples (Table 3.1). The pure metal radii correspond to the atomic radii extracted 
from the pure metals in their original crystal structures [35,36], the Okamoto radii were calculated from 
first-principles calculations [25], and the EARS radii were calculated to optimize the strength [16]. In 
Figure 3.3, the calculated strengths over the entire compositionally-graded, single-phase region are 
presented using these three sets of atomic radii, applied to the compositions measured from EDS (Figure 
3.1). The calculated lattice distortion, d*, given by the model is also shown. It is important to note that the 
calculations presented in Figure 3.3 have no other input besides the chemical composition measured by 
EDS; they are fully calculated via the described TC method with the different sets of atomic radii 
provided in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1 Atomic radii used in this work in the TC strength calculations. [16,25,35,36] 
Atomic Radii in pm Cr Mn Fe Co Ni 
Pure Metal Radii [35,36] 124.9 130.55 124.12 125.1 124.59 
Okamoto Radii [25] 126.9 123.5 121.9 121.9 123.9 
EARS [16] 129.25 127.52 126.81 124.46 123.28 
 
 
Figure 3.3 (Left) Calculated strength values using the TC model and the compositions measured by EDS 
with 3 different sets of atomic radii: pure metal radii [35,36], Okamoto’s radii [25], and the EARS radii 
[16]. (Right) Calculated lattice distortions (𝛿∗) for the same sets of atomic radii. The composition spaces 
that predict the highest strength zones are indicated by the dashed red lines. 
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By comparing the three different sets of calculations, it is possible to see how sensitive they are to 
the atomic radii values. First, using pure atomic radii set, the predicted yield strengths are high for Mn- 
and Fe-rich compositions, in disagreement with experimental results. The trend predicted using the 
Okamoto radii set is better, but extends outside of the actual zone of maximum hardness. Finally, the 
strength predictions using the EARS radii set best match the experimental hardness data in Figure 3.2.  
From Figure 3.3, it is also clear that the strength predictions scale with lattice distortion. This is 
not surprising, since the TC model only considers atomic size mismatch and ignores elastic mismatch and 
electronic interactions between the atoms. The strength in the TC model also depends upon the absolute 
value of the elastic modulus, calculated for each composition using the equation provided in the methods 
section.  
Even though the trends match, this is still a qualitative comparison, since calculated values of 
yield strengths with nanohardness maps are being compared. Since the TC-EARS methodology was 
shown to give a reasonable approximation for yield strength, this comparison can be more effective if a 
methodology for converting nanohardness values into yield strength values is developed, as presented 
below. 
3.5  Development and Application of a High-Throughput Nanoindentation Methodology 
The single-phase region in the interdiffusion zone of the diffusion multiple is sufficiently large, 
such that it contains compositions similar to bulk binary, ternary, quaternary and quinary alloys that have 
been produced and characterized in the literature [22,32]. In other words, there are tensile property data in 
the literature that can be correlated directly with the nanoindentation measurements in the diffusion 
multiple, and it is this correlation that is developed here. Literature data [22,32] for four alloys are 
compared to the four regions shown by the boxes in Figure 3.4. These regions were used to develop the 
high-throughput testing methodology that compares experimental strengths from the literature with values 
estimated by nanoindentation via the described approach. Since a nanoindentation was performed every 
10 µm, a cluster of 9 indents over a 20 x 20 µm area was used for strength estimates of the literature 
alloys. The central indent most closely matched the composition of the alloy reported in the literature. The 
compositions and strength data are given in Figure 3.4 and Table 3.2, where the boxes in the figure mark 
the approximate locations where EDS and hardness data were extracted for each of the four compositions. 
It is important to note that the average compositions of the four regions in the diffusion multiple deviate 
slightly from the literature alloy compositions, as shown in Table 3.2. 
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Figure 3.4 (Left) A nanohardness map of the compositionally-graded sample with boxes indicating 
positions of composition ranges close to the alloys indicated by the righthand legend. (Right) Predictions 
of strength using the different methodologies presented here. Each prediction type is represented by a 
different symbol. The predictions using the experimental n values [6,42] and those assuming full 
plasticity yield large errors, as indicated. Note that on the hardness map, the x-axis is compressed with 
respect to the y-axis.  
 
Table 3.2 Compositions of the regions shown in Figure 3.4 measured by EDS, experimentally measured 

























nfix     
(MPa) 
Cr20Mn20Fe20Co20Ni20 207 Cr19Mn20Fe16Co23Ni23 768 80.4 191.5 190.2 
Cr33.3Co33.3Ni33.3 260 Cr25Mn5Fe3Co34Ni34 948.3 105.6 271.8 148.1 
Mn25Fe25Co25Ni25 149 Cr1Mn24Fe26Co24Ni25 654.2 65.6 147.9 122.0 
Co50Ni50 79 Cr1Mn2Fe1Co47Ni49 537.2 49.5 106.1 94.2 
 
Nanoindentation measurements provide nanohardness and elastic modulus values from small 
regions of a sample. The exact interaction volume varies from material to material and with testing 
conditions, but typical indentation depths are on the order of hundreds of nanometers. Proposed ways 
exist of converting these data into a single yield strength value. Since the deformation profile of a 
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nanoindentation is inhomogeneous, it depends not only on the yield strength, but also the entire flow 
stress curve, implying that this conversion is not direct. 
A way of overcoming this issue is to assume that the material undergoes perfectly plastic 
behavior after yielding (i.e., it doesn’t work harden). By using the perfectly plastic behavior assumption 
and an expanding cavity finite-element-based model, Clausner and Richter [37,38] derived the following 
Equation 3.8 for converting nanohardness and elastic modulus into a single yield strength value. 𝐻𝑌 = 𝐾 + 23 ln 613𝐸𝑌 tan𝛼	:																																																													(3.8) 
where H is the nanohardness value, Y is the yield strength of the material, E is the elastic modulus, 𝛼 is 
the effective cone angle of the Berkovich indenter, in this case 19.7°, and K is a constant (1.15 was used 
here [37,38]). This equation describes a linear relationship between hardness and yield strength for alloys 
with the same elastic modulus. Therefore, this relation can be considered as a simple Y=CH relationship, 
where C is a constant that depends on the elastic modulus of the alloy. 
The perfectly plastic behavior is a poor assumption, especially for FCC metals with low stacking 
fault energies, as these metals tend to undergo a considerable amount of strain-hardening [7,39–41] and 
further resist the indent penetration as hardening occurs. Thus, the predicted yield strengths are more than 
two times the experimentally reported values, as shown in Figure 3.4. Therefore, although this is a simple 
and straightforward calculation that does not require any extra parameters, it provides unrealistic yield 
strength estimates. 
In an attempt to incorporate the strain hardening contribution, Clausner and Richter [37,38] 
incorporated Holloman’s hardening (Equation 3.9), which is an approximation for materials deformed 
small amounts at relatively low temperature. 
𝜎 = 𝜎O + 𝑘𝜖+, 																																																																								(3.9) 
where 𝜎O is the base strength of the material and k and n are constants, where n is the strain hardening 
exponent, and 𝜖+ is the plastic strain. The modified Clausner and Richter equation that incorporates the 
Hollomon hardening assumption is given by equation 3.10. 
𝐻𝑌 = 23  61 − 1𝑛: + 634 + 1𝑛: 613𝐸𝑌 tan𝛼:,¡ 																																												(3.10) 
While the Clausner-Richter-Hollomon equation has been shown to work well for several alloys 
[37,38], using the experimental values [6,42] of the strain hardening exponent for the four alloys extracted 
from the literature resulted in poor predictions of the yield strength. This can be seen by the trends shown 
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in Figure 3.4, where the experimental strain hardening coefficients of the Cr20Mn20Fe20Co20Ni20 and 
Cr33.3Co33.3Ni33.3 alloys were reported in the literature [6,42] as being 0.4. The strengths predicted by 
nanoindentation using these experimental n (nexp) values underpredicts the yield strength values for these 
two alloys by a factor of four.  
Since n in the Clausner-Richter-Hollomon equation provides a way of accounting for strain 
hardening, we propose it can be treated as a hardening parameter that does not necessarily need to be tied 
to the strain hardening exponent obtained from stress-strain curves. The effect of n on the estimated 
strength by nanohardness over the single-phase region of the compositionally-graded sample can be seen 
in Figure 3.5. As the value of n increases, the estimated strength decreases. This occurs because an alloy 
that displays more strain hardening, i.e., a higher n, will require more work to be deformed up to a certain 
strain. Therefore, two alloys with the same yield strength, but different work hardening rates, will not 
have the same hardness; i.e., the alloy that work hardens more will appear harder.  
 
 
Figure 3.5 Strength predictions of the compositionally-graded samples using different values of the strain 
hardening exponent. Higher strain hardening exponents yield lower predicted strength values. 
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An effective n value can be determined to best represent the experimental data. This was done in 
two different ways. The first approach was to select a constant n value, nfix, that best represents the 
strength over all the i points, in which the nanohardness measurements were acquired. Since the TC-
EARS methodology described above was shown to work well for this alloy system, the calculated 
strengths were used as the “real strength” values, so the nfix value was the n that provided the minimum 
value for the following residual sum of squares (RSS) function defined by Equation 3.11. 
𝛥 =?(𝜎¢£¤¥L − 𝜎,m,BA,l.)\A 																																																(3.11) 
By using this methodology, a value of 0.332 for nfix was determined. The estimated strength for 
the same four compositions from the literature are also given in Figure 3.4. The predictions using this 
value of n clearly represent the experimental data in a much more satisfactory fashion compared to 
previous estimations. 
The second approach for calculating effective values for n assumed that n could vary for different 
alloys. It can be seen in Figure 3.4, that the predicted strength values using nfix increasingly deviate from 
the experimental strengths with increasing hardness. Based on this observation, a varying n value, nvar, 
was then defined by Equation 3.12. 
𝑛Jm = 𝐾 + aH																																																																	(3.12) 
In order to determine the K and a parameters, the experimental data of tensile strength and 
nanohardness, as shown in Figure 3.4, were used to minimize the RSS function. The physical meaning of 
allowing n to vary with hardness is discussed in detail in the next section. The final equation for nvar was 
derived as given by Equation 3.13 
𝑛Jm = 0.37 − H ∙ 0.02																																																									(3.13) 
In Figure 3.4, the strengths predicted using nvar for the four regions used as benchmarks are also 
given. The error using nvar is the smallest among all the nanohardness predictions. Although using nfix 
gives reasonable strength predictions for all compositions, the deviations as a function of hardness are not 
ideal. This is mitigated using the nvar values, which give more reliable predictions over the whole 
composition range; this systematic error is also discussed further below. 
It is important to emphasize that some sources of errors may exist in the development of the 
models presented here. The yield strength data from the literature compared with predictions in Figure 3.4 
do not have the same (exact) compositions (Table 3.2); the sample compositions were measured by EDS, 
which always deviate a couple percent of the actual local composition. Also, some of the assumptions in 
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the models can generate errors, such as the Holloman hardening. Sources of error are expected in high-
throughput characterization and modeling approaches, however, as the agreement between the models and 
the experimental data is clear, the amount of uncertainty caused by these sources are not expected to 
compromise the methodology developed here. The experimental data and the models agree with a 
precision of 10% or better; this serves as a good starting point for a high-throughput methodology that is 
much less time consuming than actual testing of bulk samples, and enables rapid screening of 
multicomponent alloy families. 
Perhaps the best visual confirmation for the agreement of the models is to compare the strength 
predicted for the whole compositionally-graded sample by the TC-EARS methodology to the two 
nanoindentation yield strength predictions, as shown in Figure 3.6. The three predictions are shown on the 
same strength scale, so the agreement between the methodologies are not only qualitative, but also 
quantitative. It is important to remember that yield strength calculations from nanoindentation have no 
composition input, and the TC-EARS calculated strength maps do not have any hardness input; therefore, 
the two predictions shown in Figure 3.6 have completely different origins, but the degree of agreement 
between them is clear and shows that: (1) TC-EARS predictions are capturing the operating strengthening 
mechanism – solid solution strengthening by atomic size mismatch, and this methodology can effectively 
translate lattice mismatch into strength values and (2) the high-throughput nanoindentation methodology 
is an effective way of converting high-throughput data into a more useful yield strength measurement 
with reasonable accuracy. Furthermore, both were also compared to real yield stress data measured under 
tension. Therefore, they not only are comparable with respect to each other, but are also representative of 
real yield stress values. 
In this effort to show how the developed methodologies can be used for high-throughput design 
of HEAs, the following section presents an example of the development of new, stronger alloys achieved 
using TC-EARS and the presented high-throughput nanoindentation methodologies.  
3.6  Applying the High-Throughput Methodologies for Accelerated Alloy Design 
The development of high-throughput methodologies for estimating and measuring the mechanical 
properties of HEAs is paramount for the design of alloys with enhanced properties. Here, TC-EARS and 




Figure 3.6 Predicted values of yield strength of the compositionally-graded sample using the composition 
based, TC-EARS methodology, as well as the two high-throughput nanoindentation methodologies. 
 
Recently, an example of targeted alloy development on the CrFeMnCoNi system was provided in 
the literature [16]. The methodologies developed here were applied in this same composition space in an 
effort to validate the combined use of TC-EARS and the nanoindentation methodologies as a high-
throughput alloy development tool. Five compositions were selected, based on a combination of TC-
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EARS simulation together with thermodynamic simulations, as shown in Figure 3.7. Using the ternary 
equiatomic Cr33.3Co33.3Ni33.3 alloy as a starting point, the other four alloys can be seen as alloying 
modifications as follows: Cr45Co27.5Ni27.5 and Cr25Co37.5Ni37.5 with increased and decreased Cr contents, 
respectively. They have the highest and lowest strengths as a consequence of the increased and decreased 
atomic size mismatch. Cr33.3Fe10Co28.3Ni28.3 and Cr33.3Fe10Co28.3Ni28.3 would have similar strength values 
in comparison to the Cr33.3Co33.3Ni33.3 alloy, the Mn alloy should be somewhat stronger, and the Fe alloy 
should be somewhat weaker than the ternary alloy. The compositions were selected to be within the FCC 
single-phase boundaries at the heat-treating temperature of 1130 °C, as given by the phase diagrams in 
Figure 3.7, produced by CALPHAD predictions. 
 
 
Figure 3.7 Strength predictions by the TC-EARS methodology for the five experimentally produced 
alloys in this work. Each alloy is represented by a color indicated in the upper legend. Pseudo-binary 
phase diagrams containing the five alloys are shown below. The composition of each alloy is indicated by 
a dotted line (the color corresponds to the upper legend). To facilitate visualization of the diagrams, only 
the single-phase fields and the fields that the experimental compositions can cross are labeled. 
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These five alloys were selected because, with the exception of Cr33.3Fe10Co28.3Ni28.3, they have all 
been tested by conventional tensile tests in the literature [16] and serve as a good test for the 
nanoindentation methodology, since they were not produced by the diffusion multiple method (i.e. not 
compositionally graded) and were produced in bulk. Also, these alloys can be produced at smaller scale, 
on the order of a few grams, so that only a homogenization heat-treatment is necessary, rather than a full 
thermomechanical step, which is needed for tensile samples. Therefore, performing nanoindentantion 
measurements on these bulk samples can still be considered a rapid screening technique. 
The single-phase FCC nature of the alloys used in this work was confirmed using X-ray 
diffraction, as shown in Figure 3.8. 
 
 
Figure 3.8. X-ray diffraction patterns from the 5 alloys produced in this work, showing the single-phase 
nature of the ingots. 
 
The hardness and elastic modulus values extracted for each alloy are given in Table 3.3. Using 
these values, the strengths were estimated using effective nfix and nvar, and are compared against the 
experimental strengths (Figure 3.9). The error bars represent the standard deviation in predicted strength 
values when the lower and upper bounds of the measured hardness of the twelve indents were used.  
 
Table 3.3 Hardness and elastic modulus measured by nanoindentation of the five bulk samples produced 
in this work. 
Alloy Cr25Co37.5Ni37.5 Cr33.3Co33.3Ni33.3 Cr33.3Fe10Co28.3Ni28.3 Cr33.3Mn10Co28.3Ni28.3 Cr45Co27.5Ni27.5 
Hardness 3.89±0.11 4.42±0.08 4.44±0.31 4.63±0.22 5.55±0.12 
Elastic 
Modulus 
203±7 194±5 205±8 202±4 197±2 
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Figure 3.9 Strength estimated by the high-throughput nanoindentation methodology for four bulk 
compositions produced in this work, plotted against the experimental tensile yield strength of these alloys 
from the literature [16] 
 
The strengths estimated by nanohardness using the high-throughput nanoindentation 
methodologies are shown to match the trend of the experimental data for the four bulk samples. Clearly, 
the nvar values provide better predictions that agree with the experimental data. The nfix values 
underestimate the experimental values for all four compositions, but do predict the correct qualitative 
trend. Furthermore, the overall error increases as the strength of the alloy increases, which was the same 
trend observed in Figure 3.4.  
Overall, the error due to the spread in the measured nanohardness values is small enough to 
compare the strengths of the different alloys. This is a characteristic of nanoindentation measurements, 
which tend to be more consistent than conventional hardness measurements on well-polished samples 
[21].   
3.7  Discussion 
The physical significance of the strain hardening exponents and the high-throughput alloy 
development concepts derived from this work are discussed next. 
3.7.1  The Physical Significance of the Strain Hardening Exponents 
The TC-EARS and the high-throughput nanoindentation methodologies used in this study used 
“effective” parameters (i.e., atomic radii for TC-EARS and strain hardening exponent, n, for the 
nanoindentation methodology) that better represent the experimental data. Thus, it is important to know if 
these effective terms still hold physical significance. As shown in the literature [16], the EARS values 
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hold physical significance since this atomic radii set best represents the experimentally measured lattice 
parameters of these alloys. 
The strain hardening exponents, n, used in the high-throughput nanoindentation calculations are 
smaller than the actual experimental values measured for these alloys. Also, by comparing calculated nvar 
values with experimental strain hardening responses, no qualitative correlations are observed. For 
instance, as shown in Table 3.4, the total strain hardening of a series of alloys (measured as the tensile 
strength minus the yield strength as a proxy for the strain hardening rate), have no apparent correlation 
with nvar. 
 
Table 3.4 Total strain hardening values of four alloys, plus Ni given in the literature [22,32], with n values 
estimated for these compositions. For comparison, the experimental n value for the Cr33.3Co33.3Ni33.3 is 
around 0.4 [6]. 
Alloy 
Strain Hardening (MPa) 𝜎¨¢L − 𝜎©L nvar 
Cr20Mn20Fe20Co20Ni20 335 0.297 
Mn25Fe25Co25Ni25 366 0.307 
Co50Ni50 433 0.317 
Cr33.3Co33.3Ni33.3 556 0.282 
 
From Figs. 3.4 and 3.9, it is possible to see that by employing the nfix methodology, the strength 
of the weaker alloys is overestimated, while the strength of the stronger alloys is underestimated, i.e., this 
methodology is only accurate in medium strength alloys. The nvar methodology corrects this effect by 
decreasing the hardness contribution as the hardness increases (nvar=0.37-0.02H). 
This shows a systematic deviation in estimating the strength of these alloys with the Clausner-
Richter-Hollomon equation. A possible reason is that the nanoindentation model was developed for high 
strength steels with relatively low values of n, (approximately 0.1). Few alloys were used to validate the 
model with strain hardening exponents above 0.15 [37,38]; therefore, the effective n values developed in 
the high-throughput nanoindentation methodology are a correction factor to ensure that the Clausner-
Richter-Hollomon equation better represents the experimental data. Nonetheless, the corrected equation 
using the effective values calculated with the nanoindentation methodology show good agreement in the 
prediction of the experimental yield strengths of these multicomponent FCC alloys. 
3.7.2  High-Throughput Methodologies and the Future of Multicomponent Alloy Design 
By combining the predictions from the TC-EARS calculations with thermodynamic simulations 
of phase stability, a large multicomponent space can be screened for single-phase compositions and used 
to determine those most likely to have the highest strengths. Since the calculations are straightforward and 
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not computationally intensive, the whole multicomponent space can be analyzed quickly. Subsequently, 
the high-throughput nanoindentation methodology can be used to rapidly evaluate the experimental 
strengths of solid-solutions and confirm the TC-EARS predictions. Thus, the combination of both 
methodologies enables more efficient screening of the large multi-component space relevant to HEA 
development.  
Demonstrating this methodology in the well-studied CrMnFeCoNi quinary system required using 
information available in the literature from several equiatomic ternary and quaternary alloys derived from 
the quinary system. When expanding the TC-EARS calculations to other, less studied systems, high 
throughput experimental techniques like nanoindentation can also aid in reducing the number of 
experiments to a realistic number. One of the main strengths of these two approaches is that, as shown 
here, they are applicable to compositionally-graded samples. The characterization of compositionally-
graded samples not only provides information on the strength of several compositions, but also on their 
phase equilibria. While the production of conventional bulk samples and the use of conventional 
mechanical testing are still important for model validation in HEA development, it is important to develop 
such screening approaches that can be applied to the large composition spaces characteristic of the 
systems of interest.  
The approach taken of combining TC-EARS with CALPHAD to successfully maximize the 
strength of solid solutions represents one of the few attempts performed to design non-stoichiometric, 
multicomponent alloys. Besides strength alone, resistance to damage mechanisms like oxidation, 
corrosion, creep, fatigue or wear may also be desirable, depending on the intended application of the 
alloy. Overall, the future development of HEAs should be performance-driven. This can be achieved by 
using predictive models like those developed here to identify optimal alloy compositions that have a 
compromise between the desired properties. Given that the number of HEA compositions is almost 
infinite, such approaches are needed to assess new alloys quickly and accurately.   
3.8  Conclusions 
Two high-throughput methodologies for yield stress estimations of single-phase FCC HEAs were 
successfully applied to a compositionally-graded region of a diffusion multiple. The following 
conclusions were drawn: 
• The composition-based TC-EARS predictions are in good qualitative and quantitative 
agreement with the experimental strengths of these alloys; 
• A high-throughput nanoindentation methodology can be effectively used to predict the yield 
strength of single-phase FCC alloys within approximately a 10% error. It can be applied to 
bulk and compositionally-graded samples; 
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• When applied to the compositionally-graded samples, EARS are the set of radii that correctly 
predict the experimentally measured hardness trends. Similarly, the derived effective strain 
hardening exponent values best estimate experimental yield strengths of the studied alloys; 
• Composition- and nanoindentation-based high-throughput methodologies can facilitate non-
stoichiometric multicomponent alloy development by drastically reducing the number of 
experiments necessary to find strong compositions in the vast multicomponent space; 
• Developing high-throughput methodologies and compositionally-graded samples is shown to 
be an effective way of advancing the field of HEA design. 
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4.1  Abstract 
Refractory high entropy alloys (RHEAs) are candidates for replacing conventional refractory 
alloys. In this work, twelve new RHEAs were selected and produced. The phases present in the as-cast 
and heat-treated conditions were characterized and compared with CALPHAD simulations and empirical 
parameters. Here we propose a new interpretation for the two widely used d and W empirical parameters. 
In this work, they are shown to be inaccurate when applied to a large group of RHEAs, but can be a 
powerful alloy design tool if applied on specific subsystems of alloys. Experimentally, chromium-
containing alloys are shown to form Laves phases, especially when the lattice distortion (d) is high, while 
aluminum-containing alloys are shown to form the A15 phase upon heat-treatment, due to their highly 
negative enthalpy of mixing (DHmix). In addition to microstructural characterization, mechanical 
properties of these alloys via hardness testing were assessed. A poor correlation was observed between 
the hardness and the atomic size and elastic modulus mismatch in these single-phase BCC RHEAs, 
suggesting that core structure of the screw dislocations is a crucial parameter in understanding the 
strength of these alloys. 
4.2  Introduction 
High Entropy Alloys (HEAs) or Complex Concentrated Alloys (CCAs), are typically mixtures of 
3 to 6 elemental constituents in near equimolar concentrations [1,2]. This creates a vastly unexplored 
composition and property landscape. Based on the hundreds of HEAs that have been studied to date [1], 
these alloys display interesting combinations of mechanical and functional properties in comparison to 
conventional alloys [1,3,4]. Different classes include: 3-d transition metal HEAs [5–10] (the most widely 
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studied class), lightweight HEAs [11], lanthanide HEAs  and refractory HEAs (RHEAs) [12–18], the 
focus of this work.  
Recently, there has been much interest in RHEAs because of the continued demand to deliver 
increased mechanical performance at elevated temperatures. These alloys are primarily composed of 
mixtures of high melting point refractory elements, typically from groups 4-6 in the periodic table, to give 
the alloy increased temperature stability, along with other elements such as aluminum (Al) to deliver a 
balance of properties (oxidation resistance, ductility, low density) [19–23]. The microstructures of these 
alloys are usually composed of a body centered cubic (BCC) structure, sometimes present with other 
phases such as the B2 phase [15,24,25], Laves phases [18,20,26–28] and simple hexagonal close packed 
(HCP) phases [29,30]. These alloys are designed to have elevated solidus and liquidus temperatures. 
These alloys are envisioned for structural applications, in which four properties are desirable, 
namely strength, formability, oxidation resistance and low density (especially for aerospace applications). 
It is well known that conventional refractory alloys [31–33] display limitations in one or more of these 
areas, primarily due to poor lower temperature ductility and high temperature oxidation resistance. 
RHEAs display promising mechanical properties over a wide temperature range [14,34–38]. This, 
combined with thermal stability [39], results in promising high temperature performance. RHEAs 
containing Al and Cr are of special interest, given the potential for better oxidation resistance [40,41] of 
Al- and Cr-containing alloys [42,43] and the lower density of Al-containing alloys [19–23]. Although the 
oxidation behavior improves, if large contents of these elements are added, secondary phases that are 
detrimental to the mechanical properties tend to appear [19,20,26]. In particular, ductility tends to be a 
problem for RHEAs.  The properties of a material are dictated by the phases present, making the 
properties of each individual phase and the composite behavior important. Therefore, accurate ways of 
determining temperature dependent phase stabilities for given compositions is paramount for alloy 
development. Several models exist in the literature for predicting the phase equilibria of RHEAs [44–46]; 
these models can be divided into empirical parameters, CALPHAD simulations and first principles 
studies. 
First-principles phase prediction methods are becoming increasingly popular [11,38,47,48]. They 
tend to be accurate at lower temperatures (close to 0K), due to a better accuracy of enthalpic effects over 
entropic ones [49]. For this reason, these studies tend to be more fundamental and the correlation to 
experimental results can be less straightforward. 
Empirical parameters are widely employed, and consist of simple parameters that can be 
calculated using fundamental properties of the alloying elements, such as atomic size or Miedema 
enthalpy of mixing [44,46]. Single values for each parameter are obtained for a given composition and 
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can be compared to those calculated for other alloys. Some of these parameters exhibit distinct threshold 
values, above or below which the alloy has a high probability to be single-phase. The most common 
parameters are the delta (d), omega (W)  and delta chi (Dc) empirical parameters. In this work, d and W 
are reinterpreted for RHEAs, and the findings provide insight into more effective alloy design. 
Thermodynamic simulations by CALPHAD [1] are another widely used method. Since these 
simulations depend heavily on thermodynamic databases for calculations, the predictions can be very 
accurate if the database is well described. One of the major strengths of the CALPHAD methodology 
[50,51] is that the phase equilibria of multi-component systems can be described by combined 
descriptions from the relevant binary and ternary subsystems, making the CALPHAD approach a good 
option for HEA development. In general, the CALPHAD predictions tend to be more accurate at high 
temperatures [51], where entropic effects tend to dominate. A challenging step then becomes developing 
accurate databases, since a large number of subsystems need to be assessed for a multi-component 
prediction. For this reason, most commercial databases that are typically used in published work need to 
be systematically assessed. In this work, the experimental accuracy of commercial databases is assessed 
by comparing thermodynamic predictions with experimental results, which allows further refinement of 
the CALPHAD databases. 
4.3  Materials and Methods 
The RHEAs produced and studied here were selected using an alloy discover tool developed at 
the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) in Dayton, OH, USA. This tool runs batch CALPHAD 
calculations through available thermodynamic data and allows the user to screen alloys based on a set of 
physical and thermodynamic criteria. In this work equiatomic, four component systems were screened 
using the 2013 Al, Co, Fe, Mo, Nb, Ni, Sol, and Ti PANDAT databases. Alloys were also selected based 
upon the following criteria: BCC as the major phase, a maximum density of 13 g/cm3, material cost below 
$500/kg, the absence of volatile elements and minimal or no sigma (σ) phase predicted by CALPHAD. 
The alloying elements were restricted to Ti, Hf, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, W and Al. 
Additional thermodynamic simulations using Thermo-Calc® and the TCHEA1 and TCHEA2 
databases were performed for all possible quaternary combinations. The quaternary equiatomic mixtures 
predicted to be single-phase BCC at any temperature were chosen. A total of twelve alloys, with the 
compositions given in Table 4.1, were produced by arc melting under an inert argon atmosphere by ATI 
Specialty Alloys & Components using commercially-pure elements. Care was taken during the melting 
process to limit the extent of elemental vaporization by adding the elements with lower vapor pressures in 
late stages. After all elements were added, each alloy button was re-melted at least three times to ensure 
homogeneity, which was confirmed by Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS). Following 
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melting, the alloys were homogenized at 1400 °C under high vacuum across five individual treatments for 
a total of 35 hours. 
 
Table 4.1 Compositions of all the alloys produced in this work, divided into families. All alloys are 
equiatomic. Each family has one common alloy with the other two, the first and last of each row. 
NbTaTi-containing 
(Family 1) 
AlNbTaTi HfNbTaTi WNbTaTi MoNbTaTi CrNbTaTi 
Cr-containing 
(Family 2) 
CrNbTaTi CrMoTaTi CrMoNbTi CrNbTiW AlCrMoNb 
Al-containing 
(Family 3) 
AlCrMoNb AlHfNbTi AlHfTaTi AlNbTaTi  
 
The as-cast and the heat-treated alloys were characterized by a combination of techniques. 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was performed using an FEI Quanta 600i Environmental SEM 
equipped with EDS. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was performed using an FEI Talos F200X 
equipped with a Super-X EDS detector. TEM foils were prepared using an FEI Helios 600 Focused Ion 
Beam (FIB) system. A final thinning step using 2kV accelerating voltage was used to minimize the beam 
damage to the sample. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) was performed using a Philips X'Pert PRO MPD with a 
Cu Ka radiation source and an X’Celerator detector in Bragg-Brentano reflection geometry. Specimens 
for XRD were hot-mounted in bakelite, ground and polished with 1µm diamond media. Scans were 
conducted such that only the sample was illuminated by the X-Ray beam. Selected samples were also 
characterized by synchrotron XRD at sector 11 at Argonne National Laboratory’s Advanced Photon 
Source with a wavelength of 0.457651 Å. The synchrotron XRD samples were prepared by cooling ingot 
pieces with liquid nitrogen and crushing them into small pieces in an Al2O3 mortar and pestle. To ensure 
the absorption factor of all the samples would be negligible, they were diluted in SiO2 glass in ratios of 1 
part of alloy powder for 3 or 4 parts of SiO2 glass.  This generated an amorphous halo in the background. 
Selected synchrotron XRD patterns were quantified by Rietveld refinement using GSAS-II 
software. The starting structure of the C15 Laves was based on the Cu2Mg structure. It was assumed that 
the Cr would adopt the Cu sublattice and other elements would occupy the Mg sublattice.  This was based 
upon the CrNbTaTi alloy composition measured by EDS, as shown later. 
Vickers microhardness tests were performed on all of the single-phase RHEAs. A load of 0.5 kg 
was used and a total of 10 indents in random positions on the buttons were made to provide reasonable 
statistics. 
The experimentally observed phases were compared to CALPHAD thermodynamic simulations 
performed with ThermoCalc®. For the CALPHAD predictions, although the TCHEA 1 database was 
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initially used in the alloy selection step, the new TCHEA 2 database was for phase analysis and provided 
better overall agreement with the experimental results. The phase equilibria of the alloys produced here 
were also compared to several empirical parameters, namely, the d, W, electronegativity difference (Dc) 
and Valence Electron Concentration (VEC) parameters as described below. 
The d parameter estimates the atomic size mismatch between the elements in solution using the 
following Equation 4.1. 
𝛿 = ª?	A«S, 𝑥A V1 − 𝑥A∑ 	H, 𝑥H𝑟HZ
\ 																																																				(4.1) 
where n, xi and ri are the total number of elements in the alloy and the mole fraction and atomic 
radii of the ith element, respectively. If the calculated d parameter is too high, the alloy is unlikely to be 
single-phase [46]. This is based on the Hume-Rothery principle that for a solid solution to exist, the size 
of the solute and solvent atoms must be similar. The atomic radii used in this work were proposed by Guo 
[46]. 
The W parameter accounts for the liquid enthalpy (ΔHmix) and ideal entropy of mixing (ΔSmix), as 
well as the melting point (Tm) of the alloy, as shown in Equation 4.2. 
Ω = 𝑇>Δ𝑆>AnΔ𝐻>An 																																																																			(4.2) 
The melting point is calculated by the composition weighted average of the melting points of all 
of the pure elements (Ti), as given in Equation 4.3. 
𝑇> =?	A«S, 𝑇A𝑐A 																																																																(4.3) 
The enthalpy of mixing is calculated by Equation 4.4. 
Δ𝐻>An =?	A«S,H°A, 4ΔHAH>An𝑐A𝑐H																																																			(4.4) 
Where ΔHAH>An  is the enthalpy of mixing between the ith and jth elements at the equimolar 
concentration in the liquid phase calculated by Miedema’s model. The DSmix term is not the whole 
entropy of mixing, but only the configurational entropy component assuming an ideal solution, as given 
in Equation 4.5. 
Δ𝑆>An = −𝑅?	A«S, 𝑐A ln(𝑐A)																																																			(4.5) 
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The W parameter is also based on the idea that if the enthalpy of mixing between different 
elements is too low (very negative), these two elements will prefer to have each other as nearest neighbors 
and no simple solid solution will form. The W parameter normalizes this by the configurational entropy 
and an average melting temperature. 
The Dc term is given in Equation 4.6, which estimates the difference in electronegativity between 
the elements. 
Δ𝜒 = ²?	A«S, 𝑐A(𝜒A − ?̅?)\																																																					(4.6) 
where ci is the Pauling electronegativity value of the ith element and the ?̅? is the average Pauling 
electronegativity of the alloy. The Dc term is also based on a Hume-Rothery solubility rule that for a solid 
solution to exist, the electronegativity of the solute and solvent atoms must also be similar. 
The valence electron concentration (VEC) criteria predicts if an alloy is more likely to form a 
face centered cubic (FCC) or a BCC structure, and is a composition weighted average between the VEC 
of all elements in the alloy, as given in Equation 4.7. 
𝑉𝐸𝐶 =?	A«S, 𝑐A(𝑉𝐸𝐶)A 																																																								(4.7) 
The oxygen content of the alloys was measured by Inert Gas Fusion Infrared Detection method. 
The total oxygen content was below 300 ppm for all alloys measured. Therefore, all the calculations 
described here only took into consideration the substitutional elements. 
4.4  Results 
The XRD patterns from each alloy are shown in Figure 4.1, and the phases present are marked. 
Phase identification was performed by indexing the XRD patterns, in combination with SEM and TEM 
observations, as shown later. For the three Hf-containing alloys, only the as-cast XRD scan is shown. 
After the heat-treatment, the grains coarsened considerably, reaching a few millimeters in diameter, 
making them too large to generate sufficient counting statistics for XRD analysis. 
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Figure 4.1 XRD patterns of the alloys produced in this work in the as-cast and heat-treated conditions. 
The alloys are divided into families numbered in the top right corner. The families are: (1) NbTaTi-
containing, (2) Cr-containing and (3) Al-containing. The phases identified in each pattern are indicated. 
 
The twelve alloys were divided into 3 families: (1) NbTaTi-containing alloys (marked with 
number 1 in Figure 4.1), (2) Cr-containing alloys (number 2) and (3) Al-containing alloys (number 3). 
Each family had one alloy in common with the other two families, as indicated. 
4.4.1  NbTaTi-Containing Alloys (Family 1) 
The NbTaTi-containing alloys were all single-phase BCC in the as-cast condition. This can be 
seen in the XRD patterns displayed in Figure 4.1. The microstructures in the as-cast condition were also 
similar. The top and bottoms of the arc-melted buttons displayed distinct microstructural regions, as 
shown in Figure 4.2a. While the two regions are both BCC, they differ in their degree of homogeneity; 
the top regions show equiaxed grains composed of cored dendritic structures, whereas the bottom regions 
are homogeneous in composition and exhibit an equiaxed microstructure (Figure 4.2b). The reason for 
this microstructural difference is due to the nature of the arc-melting.  When the top of the button is being 
melted, the bottom surface in contact with the copper hearth is not melted, which results in a large thermal 
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gradient across the sample. Since the bottom of the button is below the melting point of the alloy, it 
remains solid, but undergoes some homogenization as the top is melted. 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Microstructures from the NbTaTi-containing alloys in the as-cast condition acquired using 
back-scattered electrons (BSE): (a) low magnification view of AlNbTaTi button showing the two zones 
typically seen in all arc-melted buttons from family 1: the top composed of cored dendrites and the 
bottom with a homogeneous, equiaxed microstructure. The bottom of the (b) AlNbTaTi and (c) CrNbTaTi 
buttons showing different degrees of compositional homogeneity.  
 
The microstructures of the bottom of the buttons were not fully homogenized for all of the alloys. 
As shown in Figures 4.2b and 2c, the AlNbTaTi alloy had a homogeneous microstructure in the bottom of 
the button, whereas the CrNbTaTi ingot displayed significant compositional gradients. The fact that 
different compositions display different microstructures at the bottom of the ingots is most likely a 
consequence of the processing parameters that are typically not controlled, such as the time that each 
ingot is exposed to high temperatures and the composition/thermal gradients that formed during arc-
melting. 
The microstructure of the NbTaTi-containing alloys after heat-treatment is shown in Figure 4.3. 
Out of the five alloys, which were all single-phase after solidification, only HfNbTaTi, MoNbTaTi and 
WNbTaTi remained single-phase after heat treatment, as shown in Figs. 4.3a-c. In addition, only the 
HfNbTaTi alloy was completely homogenized. The micrograph from this alloy (Figure 4.3a) was taken 
with a low voltage to allow the grain size to be seen by electron channeling contrast. The other two alloys 
that remained single-phase after heat-treatment, MoNbTaTi and WNbTaTi, still displayed small 
composition gradients. Table 4.2 shows the approximate compositions measured by EDS of the brighter 
and darker regions in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 Microstructures close to the top of heat-treated buttons for the following alloys: (a) HfNbTaTi, 
(b) MoNbTaTi, (c) WNbTaTi, (d) CrNbTaTi and (e,f) AlNbTaTi. 
 
Table 4.2 Compositions of the different regions or phases in the NbTaTi-containing samples measured by 
EDS in at. %. 
Region and Alloy Nb Ta Ti Mo/W/Al/Cr 
Interdendritic (MoNbTaTi) 24.5 25.5 28.4 22.8 
Dendrite Core (MoNbTaTi) 22.3 33.5 21.4 21.7 
Interdendritic (WNbTaTi) 26.5 23.9 26.3 23.5 
Dendrite Core (WNbTaTi) 23.2 27.9 19.8 29.1 
BCC matrix (AlNbTaTi) 22.9 22.2 33.5 23.4 
A15 precipitate (AlNbTaTi) 26.8 24.9 17.9 28.8 
BCC matrix (CrNbTaTi) 27.4 27.4 25.0 20.3 
C15 precipitate (CrNbTaTi) 8.9 24.4 9.6 57.1 
 
After heat-treating, the AlNbTaTi and CrNbTaTi alloys contained significant amounts of 
secondary phases. As shown in Table 4.2, the secondary phase (dark phase) that formed in the CrNbTaTi 
alloy was significantly enriched in Cr and identified as the C15 Laves phase by synchrotron XRD (shown 
in later in Figure 4.6). There are reports of Laves phase formation in RHEAs, especially in alloys 
containing Cr and V [20,42,48]. Cr-containing Laves phases typically have the C14 or C15 structures 
when mixed with refractory metals. The composition measured for this phase (Table 4.2) indicates that Cr 
is most likely not sharing its sublattice with the other elements, and the phase is forming with a sublattice 
setting of Cr2(Nb,Ta,Ti). 
In the AlNbTaTi alloy, the major volume fraction of microstructure was transformed into the A15 
phase (light phase), which has a composition close to the initial composition of the alloy. The A15 phase 
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is stable in the Al-Mo and Al-Nb systems, and forms with a composition Al3X (X being Nb or Mo). The 
EDS measurements shown in Table 4.2 confirm that Al is most likely not sharing its sublattice. The other 
sublattice contains mainly Nb and Mo with some Ti. This phase formed and coarsened, quickly 
dominating the microstructure of the heat-treated sample. This phase is brittle and cracked, as shown in 
Figure 4.3f. 
Vickers microhardness tests were performed on all the single-phase alloys in both the as-cast and 
heat-treated conditions (Table 4.3). As can be seen, the microhardness of the single-phase alloys did not 
change considerably before and after heat-treatment, which is not surprising since the heat-treatment is 
mostly a homogenizing treatment. Also, since the indents (around 60 µm) are of the same order of 
magnitude as the microsegregation regions, the indents on the as-cast samples average over the 
composition profile, while in the heat-treated condition, the average compositions are being tested. 
 
Table 4.3 Solidification temperatures of the alloys calculated by CALPHAD and Vickers microhardness 






























AlNbTaTi 1896 1702 194 458±10 - BCC 
BCC + 
A15 
MoNbTaTi 2441 2283 158 431±7 407±17 BCC BCC 
NbTaTiW 2684 2334 350 448±32 482±10 BCC BCC 
HfNbTaTi 2222 1992 230 270±5 280±10 BCC BCC 
CrNbTaTi 1989 1584 405 495±26 - BCC 
BCC + 
C15 
CrMoNbTi 2050 1674 376 539±32 555±24 BCC BCC 
CrMoTaTi 2174 1755 419 630±24 630±28 BCC 
BCC + 
C15 
CrNbTiW 2359 1620 739 - - BCC 
2 BCC 
+ C15 





AlHfNbTi 1659 1324 335 - - B2 B2 
AlHfTaTi 1651 1172 479 - - B2 B2 







4.4.2  Cr-Containing Alloys (Family 2) 
The Cr-containing alloys were also single-phase BCC in the as-cast condition, with the exception 
of AlCrNbMo. In general, these alloys displayed significant composition gradients in the arc-melted 
buttons. The AlCrNbMo alloy displayed several peaks in the XRD pattern (Figure 4.1). However, the 
SEM image of the as-cast sample consisted of single-phase dendrites with a eutectic-like interdentritic 
microconstituent, as shown in Figure 4.4a. A FIB foil was prepared from the SEM sample in the region 
indicated by the yellow dashed line. A Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy – Dark Field (STEM-
DF) image of the FIB sample is shown in Figure 4.4b. The interface between the dendritic and the 
interdendritic regions was mapped by EDS (Figure 4.4c). The dendritic region, which is apparently 
single-phase in the SEM image, is actually composed of a fine mixture of two phases, one rich in Nb and 
Cr and the other rich in Mo. These phases are also present in the interdendritic regions. The two phases 
were identified as the A15 phase (Mo-rich) and the C14 Laves phase (Cr and Nb-rich) by electron 
diffraction, as shown in Figs. 4.4d and 4.4e by selected area diffraction patterns (SADPs), respectively. 
The morphology observed in the SEM suggests that the alloy likely solidified in a dendritic fashion. The 
solidification ended when a eutectic mixture between the A15 and C14 phases formed. The dendritic 
phase was most likely single-phase immediately after solidification, and probably decomposed into the 
C14 and A15 phases in the solid-state during cooling, via eutectoid reaction. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 (a) SEM image of the AlCrNbMo alloy in the as-cast condition. The region in which a FIB 
sample was extracted is indicated. (b) STEM-DF image of the FIB sample and region of the EDS 
mapping and (c) elemental EDS maps showing the presence of a two-phase microstructure consisting of a 
Nb and Cr-rich phase and a Mo-rich phase. These phases were characterized by electron diffraction and 
identified as (d) A15 and (e) C14 Laves, respectively. The orange lines in the convergent beam diffraction 
patterns in (d) and (e) show the mirrors present on the patterns. 
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The CrNbTaTi (Figure 4.3d) and CrMoTaTi (Figure 4.5a) alloys displayed two-phase 
microstructures after heat-treatment. Again, the secondary phase that precipitated is C15 Laves, as 
confirmed by the synchrotron XRD patterns in Figure 4.6. The matrix of this alloy was not fully 
homogeneous after heat-treatment. In contrast, the CrMoNbTi alloy had a homogeneous composition 
profile, as shown in Figure 4.5b. No secondary phases could be seen in the BCC matrix, as confirmed by 
the synchrotron XRD (Figure 4.6). The CrNbTiW alloy displayed a large composition gradient in the 
SEM image and some fine dark particles. It is possible to see two bcc peaks in the heat-treated condition 
XRD pattern (Figure 4.1). This indicates that this alloy may have 2 bcc phases. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Microstructures of heat-treated samples containing Cr, including: (a) CrMoTaTi, (b) 
CrMoNbTi and (c) CrNbTiW alloys.  
 
The synchrotron XRD patterns of four Cr-containing alloys in the heat-treated condition are 
shown in Figure 4.6, which enabled the identification of the Laves phase. As can be seen in the 
CrMoTaTi and CrNbTaTi alloys in comparison to the AlCrNbMo alloy, the C14 and C15 Laves phases 
have their most intense peaks in similar positions; however, there are several different lower intensity 
peaks that are different, as shown in the magnified view on the right of Figure 4.6. Rietveld refinement 
was performed on the three patterns containing the BCC and C15 Laves phases to quantify their volume 
fractions. The CrMoNbTa sample contained none of the C15 phase, while the CrMoTaTi and CrNbTaTi 
have 6.7 and 24.7 vol. % C15, respectively. All the reflections from the AlCrMoNb sample were indexed 
as a mixture of C14 Laves phase and the A15 phase, as seen in TEM of the as-cast sample (Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.6 Synchrotron XRD of four Cr-containing alloys in the heat-treated condition. The full patterns 
are shown in the top left. Regions indicated by the blue rectangles are magnified on the right. The patterns 
on the right are indexed using the legend shown in the top right corner. As described in the methods 
section, the patterns were diluted in SiO2 glass, which resulted in the amorphous halo indicated by the 
orange box. Some broadening was observed in the BCC peaks, which was a consequence of the sample 
preparation technique. 
 
The microhardness of the single-phase samples is also presented in Table 4.3. The microhardness 
of the CrMoTaTi alloy was also measured, although this alloy was not single-phase in the heat-treated 
condition. The volume fraction of the secondary phase was small (around 6%) and the precipitates (C15 
Laves) were relatively coarse, which should not contribute significantly to strengthening, as further 
discussed in the next section. 
4.4.3  Al-Containing Alloys (Family 3) 
The AlMoNbTi alloy was similar to the AlNbTaTi alloy described previously. It was single-phase 
BCC in the as-cast condition, as shown in the XRD pattern (Figure 4.1) and in the SEM image (Figure 
4.7a). After the heat-treatment, this alloy contained coarse A15 phase precipitates (Figure 4.7b). 
 
  
Figure 4.7 SEM-BSE images of the AlMoNbTi in the (a) single phase BCC as-cast condition and (b) 
heat-treated condition that contains A15 phase precipitates. 
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The two Al-Hf alloys were different from the other alloys studied in this work. These two alloys 
were relatively unremarkable in the as-cast condition, as shown in Figure 4.8a. After heat-treatment, an 
unremarkable single-phase microstructure with coarse grains was observed, as also shown in Figure 4.8a. 
The XRD patterns from these two alloys displayed extra reflections from those expected from a BCC 
alloy (Figure 4.1). These two alloys were analyzed by TEM, and both of them were characterized as 
single-phase B2. The SADPs from AlHfTaTi are shown in Figure 4.8b, and similar patterns were 
acquired for AlHfNbTi. This explains the extra reflections in the XRD patterns, which can be fully 
described as a single-phase B2 alloy. The samples were homogeneous in composition, as shown by the 
EDS composition maps in Figure 4.8c, further confirming the single-phase nature of these alloys. The 
microhardness of the Al-containing single-phase alloys is also presented in Table 4.3. 
 
  
Figure 4.8 (a) SEM-BSE images of the AlHfTaTi and AlHfNbTi alloys in the as-cast and heat-treated 
conditions. (b)_ SADPs from a TEM sample prepared from the AlHfTaTi alloy in the heat-treated 
condition, indicating that the microstructure is single-phase B2. (c) EDS elemental maps of the same heat-
treated alloy, indicating the homogeneity of the single-phase structure. 
 
4.4.4  Phase Prediction Models 
The phases identified experimentally were compared to thermodynamic predictions. CALPHAD 
was performed with Thermo-Calc® using the TCHEA2 database. Predictions of the phases formed under 
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equilibrium at temperatures from above the liquidus temperature down to 500 °C were predicted and are 
plotted in Figure 4.9. The CALPHAD results are discussed in the next section. 
 
 
Figure 4.9 CALPHAD thermodynamic predictions performed by Thermo-Calc® software and the 
equilibrium phases as a function of temperature for the alloys studied in this work. 
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The CALPHAD simulations also provide valuable insights into the melting points of the alloys. 
The estimated liquidus, solidus and solidification interval of each alloy is presented in Table 4.3. As 
expected, alloys containing Mo and W have higher liquidus temperatures. The solidus temperatures, 
however, are dependent on the interplay between the liquid and solid free energy curves that vary with 
temperature and composition. The solidification interval is an important property in alloy production; 
alloys with large solidification intervals tend to produce considerable segregation and casting defects, and 
are therefore difficult to process. 
Besides the CALPHAD predictions, the empirical criteria described in the methods section were 
applied to the alloys produced in this work. The calculated values are shown in Table 4.4. The results 
provided by empirical parameters are discussed in the next section. 
 
Table 4.4 Thermodynamic properties and empirical parameters W, d, Dc and VEC calculated for the 





Ω δ Dc VEC 
AlNbTaTi -16.0 1.56 0.96 0.04 4.25 
MoNbTaTi -3.0 10.43 2.53 0.27 5 
NbTaTiW -4.5 7.57 2.42 0.35 5 
HfNbTaTi 2.5 11.50 4.14 0.11 4.5 
CrNbTaTi -4.5 5.79 6.03 0.06 5 
CrMoNbTi -5.5 4.87 5.92 0.25 5.25 
CrMoTaTi -5.5 5.13 5.93 0.26 5.25 
CrNbTiW -6.25 4.85 5.90 0.33 5.25 
AlCrMoNb -11.5 2.16 5.42 0.23 5 
AlHfNbTi -20.25 1.10 4.12 0.13 4 
AlHfTaTi -21.0 1172 1.06 0.12 4 
AlMoNbTi -15.25 1780 1.7 0.25 4.5 
 
4.5  Discussion 
Overall, the CALPHAD predictions using the TCHEA2 database are in agreement with the 
experimental results. As shown in Figure 4.9, the HfNbTaTi, MoNbTaTi, WNbTaTi and CrMoNbTi 
alloys were predicted to have a large BCC single-phase field, which was consistent with the as-cast and 
1400°C heat-treated experimental observations. 
The CrMoTaTi, CrNbTiW and AlMoNbTi were also predicted to have a relatively large BCC 
single-phase field and, while they were observed to be single-phase in the as-cast condition, a minor 
volume fraction of precipitates was observed in all three alloys in the heat-treated condition. Among these 
alloys, only the CrMoTaTi alloy is predicted to have secondary phases precipitated at 1400 °C. 
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Furthermore, the simulations correctly predict which phase forms in these alloys, i.e., the C15 Laves 
phase in the CrMoTaTi alloy, the C14 Laves phase in the CrNbTiW alloy and the A15 phase in 
AlMoNbTi alloy.  
The CrNbTaTi, AlNbTaTi and AlCrNbMo alloys were not predicted to have a single-phase BCC 
field at any temperature using the TCHEA2 database, whereas the predicted single-phase BCC field using 
the TCHEA1 database was larger (calculations provided in the Supplementary Materials). All 3 of these 
alloys contained a large volume fraction of secondary phase in the heat-treated condition, illustrating how 
database-dependent CALPHAD predictions are. Both the AlNbTaTi and CrNbTaTi alloys were mostly 
single-phase BCC in the as-cast condition (CrNbTaTi had a small volume fraction of the C15 Laves 
phase). The lack of a significant fraction of second phases in the experimental alloys indicate the sluggish 
formation kinetics of the intermetallic Topologically Closed Packed (TCP) phases, such as the A15 and 
Laves phases, compared to the non-faceted BCC phase during solidification after arc-melting.  Upon heat-
treatment, the CALPHAD simulations can accurately predict the phases present in the CrNbTaTi and 
AlCrNbMo alloys. 
The CALPHAD predictions of the two Al-Hf-containing samples, namely AlHfNbTi and 
AlHfTaTi, were also incorrect. As shown by the combination of XRD and TEM in the previous section, 
both these alloys were single-phase B2 in the as-cast and heat-treated conditions, whereas the CALPHAD 
simulations predicted the formation of several different intermetallic phases. Other RHEA compositions 
with B2 phases have been reported [15,24,25]; however, to our knowledge, these B2 phase fields with 
high Al and Hf contents are being reported here for the first time. The B2 phase in RHEAs tends to be 
continuous and not form as precipitates in a continuous BCC matrix, which is desirable to increase 
strength with minor losses in ductility. This new B2 composition field leads to the possibility of creating 
BCC high temperature alloys by finding a neighboring B2 + BCC phase-field, given that both HfNbTi 
and HfTaTi are expected to be single-phase BCC by CALPHAD simulations. 
Although CALPHAD predictions tend to be reasonably accurate for predicting the phases that 
form in multi-component alloys, the exact compositions and volume fractions tend to be less accurate. For 
example, by simulating the phase equilibria of the CrNbTaTi phase, the calculated BCC phase 
composition (Cr15.9Nb27.5Ta27.4Ti29.1) is leaner in Cr compared to the experimentally measured values 
(Table 4.2), and by consequence the C15 calculated composition is richer in Cr than the experimentally 
measured value. Also, the predicted volume fractions are not exact; the volume fraction of C15 phase in 
CrNbTaTi is calculated to be 16.5%, while the experimentally measured value is higher (24.7%). 
Inaccurate composition and volume fraction predictions are most likely a result of the absence of higher 
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order interaction parameters for several of these phases (since usually only binaries and some ternaries are 
described in these databases).  
Overall, the predictions by the TCHEA2 database are more accurate than those using the 
TCHEA1; this is shown by the comparison between the predictions provided in Figure 4.9 and the 
TCHEA 1 predictions provided as supplementary material. More specifically, the TCHEA1 database had 
an overall poor description of the Laves phases, which are shown here to be important for the Cr-
containing alloys. This description is improved in the TCHEA2 database, yielding more accurate 
predictions. However, room for improvement exists for the simulations containing Al. The simulations 
predicted the wrong precipitate phase in the AlNbTaTi, AlMoNbTi and AlCrNbMo alloys (s instead of 
A15), and also did not predict the single-phase B2 field in the AlHfNbTi and AlHfTaTi alloys. While 
both databases have all the binaries between the elements used in this work assessed, the TCHEA2 
database has 135 ternary phase diagrams fully accessed and 308 partially assessed, while TCHEA1 has 
respectively 104 and 96. 
The predictions by the empirical criteria can be better visualized if plotted on a W versus d plot. 
In the literature, there are threshold values used to predict whether an alloy will be single-phase. Figure 
4.10 shows an W versus d plot together with several RHEAs from the literature. The full list of alloys 
plotted are provided as supplementary material. Here, only alloys that were heat-treated at 1200 °C or 
above are included, given that consideration of as-cast samples can be misleading, since these 
microstructures are usually not in their equilibrium condition. 
 
 
Figure 4.10 Plot of the W and d parameters for several different RHEAs in the heat-treated condition. 
Alloys produced in this work, as well as several others from the literature, are shown. The blue lines 
correspond to the threshold values for the two parameters valid for all HEAs. In orange, the values valid 
specifically for RHEAs found in this work are indicated. 
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In Figure 4.10, the region within the blue lines is predicted to be single-phase using the threshold 
values from the literature. However, as can be seen, the actual region in which all of the single phase 
RHEAs are contained (orange box) is smaller than the blue region, especially with respect to the d 
parameter. Figure 4.10 shows that the accuracy of these empirical parameters is not high. We can see 
trends that hold for extreme values of these parameters: the region with small d and high W only contains 
single-phase alloys, while alloys with high d are all multi-phase. There exists a large transition region 
between both regimes, in which these parameters do not successfully predict if the alloy can be single-
phase or not. 
Here we propose an explanation for the inaccuracy of these empirical parameters. When 
calculating a single parameter of an alloy by averaging binary interactions of the constituents, a 
significant amount of information is lost in the averaging procedure. This might not have a significant 
impact if all the values being averaged are somewhat similar. However, if we have very different binary 
interaction, information might be lost in translation. For example, if we have an A33.3B33.3C33.3 alloy, with 
a very negative DHmix between the A and B elements, a very positive DHmix between A and C and a 
negligible DHmix between B and C, the calculated W parameter will be very large, since the total DHmix is 
close to zero and we are averaging these values. Under this condition, the W parameter will indicate a 
strong preference for single-phase formation. In reality, a simple single-phase solid solution will be 
unlikely, since A and B will lower the energy by being nearest neighbors, while A and C will lower the 
energy by not being nearest neighbors. A similar argument can be drawn for the d parameter. 
These parameters might be useful for comparing similar alloys, as will be shown later, or as a 
quick assessment of the likelihood of forming a simple single-phase solid solution, but not necessarily as 
definitive parameters. This is also true for other types of HEAs [1]. Since the CALPHAD predictions are 
becoming more accurate with the development of new databases and present the possibility of estimating 
the phase equilibria at any temperature, this type of empirical prediction will probably only still be used in 
systems where CALPHAD databases are unavailable. 
The region in Figure 4.10 that contains all single-phase RHEAs (orange box) is smaller than the 
region valid across all HEA classes (blue box); however, these regions would probably be bigger if more 
alloys were accessed. Due to the inaccuracies discussed before, setting a fixed threshold value for these 
parameters could be misleading, since we again would be using a simple parameter to compare 
significantly different alloys. The threshold concept might be applicable in alloy subsystems with similar 
components as discussed next. No correlation was observed in this work between the number of phases 
formed and the Dc parameter. The VEC values are all well within the range expected for BCC alloys 
[45,52]. 
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As an example of how we propose the d parameters should be used, the content of the C15 Laves 
phase present in these alloys as a function of the calculated d parameter was examined. The single-phase 
CrMoNbTi alloy and the two alloys containing C15 Laves phases, CrMoTaTi and CrNbTaTi, are plotted 
as a function of their d values in Figure 4.11a. The comparison between these alloys is meaningful, since 
the elements being interchanged between these alloys (Nb, Mo and Ta) are somewhat similar with respect 
to melting point, crystal structure and atomic size. 
 
 
Figure 4.11 (a) Plot of the experimentally measured content of C15 Laves phase as a function of the total 
atomic size mismatch (d ) in three of the Cr-containing alloys characterized by synchrotron XRD and 
quantified by Rietveld refinement. As shown, as d increases the amount of Laves phase also increases. (b) 
Qualitative comparison between the empirical d parameter and the C15 Laves phase content calculated by 
CALPHAD plot showing the increasing volume fraction of C15 as d increases. Each point corresponds to 
a 5 at% increase of the Cr content from NbTaTi to up to Cr50(NbTaTi)50. The two-phase region with 
lower lattice distortion, where the CrNbTaTi alloy is located, show a linear increase of the C15 volume 
fraction with the d parameter. The actual phase content calculated by CALPHAD is most likely 
inaccurate, however, the trend is most likely correct, since the alloy composition is moving closer to the 
C15 phase composition. These calculations were performed at 1400oC with the C14 Laves excluded from 
them. 
 
As seen in Figure 4.11a, the increase in the calculated d value correlates directly with the content 
of the Laves phase that formed in these Cr-containing alloys. The Laves phases are TCP phases that 
typically form, due to large size mismatch between the elements [53]; bigger d values trigger the 
precipitation of intermetallics, such as the C15 Laves phase. The CrNbTiW alloy was not included in this 
analysis, since it was not a single-phase BCC with Laves. In Figure 4.11b, the calculated Laves phase 
fraction at 1400oC by CALPHAD is plotted against the calculated d parameter for several Crx(NbTaTi)1-x 
alloys. This plot further confirms the correlation between the d parameter and the amount of Laves phase 
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formed in these alloys. As shown in the figure, when the composition is leaner in Cr (the left of the plot), 
the calculated d is small and the alloy is single-phase BCC. As d increases, the alloy continues to be 
single-phase up to around 15 at% Cr, or d»5. Above that value, the C15 Laves phase starts to form. The d 
onset here is smaller than found in the other experimental alloys, perhaps due to the inaccuracies in the 
CALPHAD predictions with respect to volume fraction, which is interpreted here in a qualitative fashion.  
Although the A15 phase observed in the Al-containing samples is also classified as a TCP phase, 
it typically forms due to valence electron concentration effects [53]. Furthermore, the A15 phase typically 
forms in low negative heat of mixing alloys [53]. Indeed, Al has highly negative enthalpies of mixing 
with most of these refractory elements (especially with Ti and Hf), as shown in Table 4.4. Therefore, the 
A15 phase typically forms at low W values, rather than at large d values. The AlCrNbMo alloy, which has 
both Laves and A15, has a relatively small W and a relatively large d value. 
The results shown here suggest that RHEA alloying strategies to form single-phase alloys do not 
necessarily coincide with the highest entropy equiatomic compositions. For example, in order to avoid the 
Laves phases, we need to decrease the atomic size mismatch, which could be achieved by decreasing the 
Cr content. To reduce the A15 phase content, the enthalpy of mixing of the alloy needs to be increased (to 
get closer to zero), by decreasing the content of Al or by decreasing other elements that have a very 
negative enthalpy of mixing with Al. This assumption can be qualitatively tested by CALPHAD 
predictions. In Figure 4.12a, a pseudo-binary for Crx(NbTaTi)1-x is plotted for x between 0 and 1. Starting 
at the CrNbTaTi alloy marked by the dotted line, by increasing the Cr content, the composition gets closer 
to the Laves phase field, so the content of this phase increases, while decreasing the content of Cr will 
increase the BCC phase content. Although all the discussion here was based on the d parameter effects on 
the Cr-containing alloys, we could draw similar arguments for the relation between the W parameter and 
the A15 phase in the Al-containing alloys. Other elemental additions that make an alloy go from a single-
phase field to a multi-phase field could potentially be modeled in a similar way, considering that the 
specific reason for the precipitation can be attributed to a single parameter, such as atomic size mismatch 
or enthalpy of mixing. 
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Figure 4.12 (a) Pseudo-binary phase diagram calculated by CALPHAD for the Crx(NbTaTi)1-x 
composition range. The single-phase fields are labeled: BCC (blue), C15 (yellow), C14 (green) and liquid 
(gray). The equiatomic CrNbTaTi composition is marked by the dotted green line. 
 
The hardness values of all the single-phase alloys produced in this work were analyzed in 
comparison to the d parameter. Additionally, the elastic modulus mismatch parameter (DG) was 
calculated, as suggested by Toda-Caraballo [54]. The DG term uses the shear moduli of the pure metals to 
estimate the overall elastic modulus mismatch caused by a solute in a solid solution with an average 
stiffness given by the rule of mixtures. This comparison is shown in Figure 4.13. 
 
 
Figure 4.13 Hardness vs. mismatch, d (a) and elastic modulus mismatch, DG (b) showing the poor 
correlation with these parameters. However, in (c), it is clear that there is a strong correlation between the 
experimental hardness and the hardness calculated using the solid-solution strengthening model from the 
literature [37,38]. The hardness values used were from annealed samples when available. Otherwise, as-
cast values were used. 
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From Figure 4.13, it is clear that that no strong correlation exists between the microhardness of 
these alloys and other parameters. It is most surprising to see little correlation between the microhardness 
and the d and DG parameters, since the strength of HEAs has, on several occasions [54–57] been 
attributed only to the large lattice distortion and/or elastic modulus mismatch caused by mixing atoms 
with different atomic sizes and stiffnesses. In previous studies, a combination of these two parameters 
was used to represent the yield strength and hardness of RHEAs [37,38]. This method combines the 
average strength of all elements with their elastic moduli and atomic size mismatch. This model is not 
described in detail here, but was applied in the same way as Yao et al. [38]. The calculated hardnesses are 
presented in Figure 4.13c, where it is clear that some trend between the calculated and experimental 
hardness values is observed, but the overall quantitative accuracy could be improved. This is likely due to 
one or more of the following factors. First, this model uses constants for the elements in solution based on 
their pure form. However, since Ti, Hf and Al are not BCC in their pure states, their atomic radii and 
shear moduli are expected to be different when dissolved in a BCC phase. Second, the model averages the 
yield strengths of the pure metals to create a baseline strength value for the material; this averaging 
approach has no clear physical meaning. Third, there is an important barrier for the dislocation motion 
that is not being considered directly, namely, the fact that the cores of screw dislocations in these 
materials [58–60] are non-planar and create a large lattice resistance; this creates an important thermally-
activated barrier to dislocation glide that is not being considered. The model used is a good first 
approximation of the strength of these materials, however, changes incorporating the discussed factors 
would most likely increase the accuracy of the model. It should be noted that the atomic size (d) elastic 
modulus mismatch (DG) from Figs. 4.13 a and b are not calculated by the exact same way as using the 
literature model [37,38] in Figure 4.13 c, the experimental data does not correlate strongly with both. 
A similar effect was observed in NbVTiZr(Al)x alloys (with x ranging from 0 to 1.8) [61]. The 
atomic size mismatch decreases with increasing Al content, while the hardness increases. Here we show 
in a large number of alloys with different elements that the lattice distortion and elastic modulus 
mismatch are not directly proportional to the hardness (or strength) of RHEAs. This result is particularly 
surprising, since the lattice distortion has been shown to dictate the strength in FCC HEAs [55,57]; 
therefore, this effect is most likely tied to the unique nature of the BCC metals.  
4.6  Conclusions 
A total of twelve RHEAs were produced, heat-treated and characterized using a combination of 
analytical techniques. The results were interpreted based on different phase equilibria models and the 
following conclusions are made: 
• Four new single-phase BCC alloys, in which the BCC phase is stable at 1400°C, were 
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discovered, namely the equiatomic HfNbTaTi, MoNbTaTi, WNbTaTi and CrMoNbTi alloys; 
• Overall, the CALPHAD predictions using the TCHEA2 database were accurate with respect 
to the phases formed. The phase predictions for some Al-containing (AlNbTaTi, AlHfNbTi 
and AlHfTaTi) alloys, as well as composition of secondary phases and their volume fractions, 
were somewhat inaccurate; 
• The Al-containing alloys without Hf all precipitated secondary phases upon heat-treatment, 
mostly the A15 phase; this is a consequence of the large negative enthalpies of mixing of Al 
with the other elements in these alloys; 
• Cr-containing alloys are prone to forming Laves phases, due to the large atomic size 
mismatch caused by adding the smaller Cr atoms into these RHEAs; 
• The empirical phase prediction parameters evaluated in this work are fairly inaccurate as 
predictors for the formation of simple, single-phase solid solutions.  This is most likely a 
consequence of the loss of information that occurs while averaging several binary 
interactions; 
• By applying these parameters in groups of similar alloys, correlations can be found. For 
example, the content of Laves phase in Cr(Mo,Nb,Ta)Ti alloys is shown to correlate directly 
with the d parameter; 
• Both the AlHfNbTi and AlHfTaTi alloys formed single-phase B2 structures in contrast to 
CALPHAD predictions. These new B2 alloy phase fields open up new possibilities for 
RHEA development; 
• The hardness/strength of BCC high entropy alloys does not correlate directly to atomic size 
mismatch of the alloy or elastic modulus mismatch, suggesting that the core structure of 
screw dislocations is crucial for understanding the strength of these materials. 
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5.1  Abstract 
Refractory High Entropy Alloys (RHEAs) are a new and promising class of metallic alloys for 
structural applications at elevated temperatures. RHEA alloy development is challenging, due to the vast 
compositional space characteristic of these multicomponent alloys. Predictive models are paramount for 
their development, so alloy design does not need to rely on trial-and-error experimentation. 
Unfortunately, the fundamentals that determine the solid-solution strengthening of RHEAs are not well 
understood. In this work, compression stress-strain curves of seven RHEAs were generated at 
temperatures ranging from room temperature to 1000 °C. We show that solid-solution strengthening in 
these alloys has both an athermal component, dominated by the average solute distortion field, and a 
thermally-activated component, dominated by the local solute environment. Results from the mechanical 
tests are combined with literature data to develop a high-throughput solid-solution strengthening model 
that incorporates the particularities of body centered cubic (BCC) alloys. The model uses a combination 
of atomic size mismatch and elastic modulus mismatch to describe the athermal yield stress of BCC 
RHEAs.  
5.2  Introduction 
High entropy alloys (HEAs) are mixtures of multiple elemental constituents in near equimolar 
concentrations [1,2] and are different from conventional alloys in that they have no principal solvent 
element. The literature focus thus far has been on equiatomic HEAs [3–11], as well as some non-
equiatomic alloys that have interesting combinations of properties [12–15]. In fact, it has been shown that 
some non-equiatomic compositions [16–18] have better properties than their equiatomic counterparts.  
Searching for optimal compositions in the vast and mostly unexplored multicomponent space is 
challenging, since there is an almost infinite number of possible compositions. If alloy design is attempted 
by conventional methods, an unfeasible number of experiments is necessary to describe a single alloy 
system. Alternative methods, such as composition-dependent high-throughput predictive models, enable 
reducing the number of necessary experiments to only a few. Recently, Coury et al. [18] developed a 
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high-throughput alloy design methodology for finding single-phase face centered cubic (FCC) alloys with 
optimized solid-solution strengthening. This methodology was applied to the CrMnFeCoNi family, and 
the Cr45Co27.5Ni27.5 alloy was designed and determined to be ~50% stronger than the strongest alloy 
reported previously for this system, namely Cr33.3Co33.3Ni33.3 [5,18]. 
Refractory HEAs (RHEAs) [19,20] are a new class of HEAs [21] being developed to compete 
with conventional refractory alloys, which display limitations [22–24] in one or more of the following: 
strength, formability, oxidation resistance and density. Developing composition-dependent, high-
throughput models for these properties is needed to design RHEAs. For density, usually a simple rule of 
mixtures is a fair approximation [9,19]. For ductility, a simple valence electron concentration (VEC) 
model was recently proposed [25], and can be applied in a high-throughput fashion; to date, this model 
has only been applied to a limited number of RHEAs, where it was found to result in a good correlation 
with experimental data [25]. While good oxidation resistance is also desirable, it is possible and 
sometimes necessary to use coatings to mitigate high-temperature oxidation [26,27]. Therefore, the major 
challenge for RHEA alloy development is the development of an effective methodology for yield stress 
prediction, which is important to properties and processing of materials. Here we propose developing a 
fully analytical yield stress model for RHEAs; this is intended to be used as a tool for high-throughput 
methods, with the goal of greatly accelerating alloy development process and guiding experimental efforts 
directly toward compositions predicted to have favorable combinations of the desirable properties for 
structural refractory alloys. 
Conventional refractory metals and most RHEAs are either single-phase body centered cubic 
(BCC) metallic solid solutions or, at least, contain elements that are BCC at room temperature [2,28,29]. 
Therefore, modeling the yield stress of RHEAs needs to incorporate the particularities of BCC metals 
[30,31]. These metals and alloys typically contain screw dislocations with non-planar cores that require 
relatively high stresses to glide by a double-kink mechanism that is thermally activated [30,32]. At 
sufficiently high temperatures, the thermal energy aids this process, resulting in a relatively constant yield 
stress; this temperature regime is called the athermal yield stress plateau. This plateau is also affected by 
solid-solution strengthening [30,33]. Therefore, to model conventional BCC metals, not only the athermal 
solid-solution strengthening component is important, but also how solute affects the double-kink 
nucleation process. 
Since RHEAs are BCC metals, they are expected to display similar yield stress vs. temperature 
and deformation versus temperature behaviors as conventional BCC metals and alloys. To show this, the 
normalized yield stress vs. temperature is plotted for five RHEAs from the literature. Chen et al. [34] have 
experimentally determined the onset of the athermal regime for several RHEAs, further confirming the 
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similarities with conventional BCC alloys. The observed temperature dependence of yield stress is the 
same as seen for conventional BCC metals, i.e., at low temperatures the yield stress has a pronounced 
temperature dependence, followed by the athermal plateau that develops at higher temperatures. At even 
higher temperatures, the RHEAs again display a pronounced temperature dependence, which is due to 
long-range, thermally-activated mechanisms (e.g., diffusion). This high temperature regime is more often 
studied from a processing or creep perspective and is outside the scope of this work. The lowest 
temperature data from each alloy in Figure 5.1 are from tests performed at room temperature, which can 
be considered a low temperature with respect to dislocation mobility for RHEAs. Figure 5.1 shows a gap 
in available data between room temperature yield stress and the athermal plateau stress, which makes the 
analysis of the low temperature regime impossible with currently available literature data.  
 
 
Figure 5.1 Yield stress of five RHEAs from the literature [15,35,36], normalized by the athermal plateau 
stress and plotted against the respective homologous temperature in which the measurement was 
performed. The yield stress profiles observed for all these alloys are similar to conventional BCC metals 
and alloys. The dotted line is intended to be a guide for the eye. 
 
The goal of this work is to characterize and model the yield stress of RHEAs in the low-
temperature, thermally-activated regime and the athermal plateau. This is done by collecting experimental 
data from seven single-phase BCC RHEAs and modelling the experimental yield stress with physics-
based models, which are developed and applied to interpret data from this work and from the literature. 
Due to the complex nature of the mechanical properties of BCC metals, this analysis was divided into two 
parts: Part I (this chapter) covers the athermal yield stress and Part II (next chapter) covers the low-
temperature, thermally-activated yield stress component.  
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Currently, there are no yield stress models for RHEAs that incorporate all the characteristics of 
the BCC crystal structure. There is a model proposed by Senkov [37] and modified by Yao [38] that can 
be used to calculate the room temperature yield stress of single-phase BCC RHEAs. Also, Toda-Caraballo 
[39,40] evaluates the solid-solution strengthening of FCC and BCC metals at room temperature. The later 
model yields good predictions for FCC alloys [18], and is convenient from a high-throughput modeling 
perspective, since it is an analytical model that enables quick estimates of the solid-solution strengthening 
component. Here, this model is modified to incorporate the particularities of RHEAs; the predictions 
generated by the modified model are quantitatively accurate and can be applied as a high-throughput alloy 
development tool, which is detailed later. 
5.3  Materials and Experimental Methods 
A total of seven alloys were produced by arc melting under an inert argon atmosphere using 
commercially pure elements. The produced alloys have the nominal equiatomic compositions: NbTaTi, 
AlNbTaTi, MoNbTaTi, WNbTaTi, HfNbTaTi, CrNbMoTi and CrMoTaTi. Following melting, all the 
quaternary arc-melted buttons, with the exception of AlNbTaTi, were homogenized at 1400 °C under 
high vacuum across five, 7 h individual treatments for a total of 35 h. The AlNbTaTi was not heat treated, 
since the precipitation of A15 phase was expected to occur upon heat treating at 1400 °C; instead, it was 
analyzed in the as-cast condition. 
Compression samples were prepared by electrical discharge machining (EDM) the homogenized 
arc-melted buttons initially into 6 mm thick plates, followed by further sectioning these plates into 
cylinders 3 mm in diameter by 6 mm in length. Thus, the compression axis was parallel to the 
solidification direction. The surfaces of the machined cylinders were ground to remove the recast layer 
from the cylinders. For the NbTaTi alloy, compression samples were prepared by a different procedure, 
i.e., the arc-melted buttons were sectioned in half, yielding a total mass of about 10 g for each half-button, 
and cold-rolled into rods using a total of about 15 rolling steps. The final diameter of the rods was 3.6 
mm; cylinders of 7.2 mm in height were cut from the rods. These cold-rolled rods were heat treated at 
1330 °C for a total of 4 h under vacuum before compression testing. 
All quaternary alloys from this study were characterized previously, and the results are reported 
elsewhere [41]. Besides CrMoTaTi, all of the alloys are single-phase BCC. The CrMoTaTi alloy contains 
6.2 vol. % of the coarse C15 Laves phase, which was quantified by Rietveld refinement of synchrotron 
XRD data. The average C15 particle size was around 10 µm, and the particles were discontinuous. The 
NbTaTi alloy was the only alloy that needed to be characterized, since it was not analyzed previously. 
Furthermore, this alloy did not go through the long homogenization heat treatment at 1400 °C, so it 
potentially could have larger compositional gradients than the other alloys that had little, if any, 
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microsegragation [41]. The characterization of this sample, together with an evaluation of the impact of 
the internal composition gradients, are presented in Appendixes A and B. 
The oxygen content of the samples after all processing and machining steps was measured by the 
inert gas fusion infrared detection method. The total oxygen content was below 300 wt. ppm for all alloys. 
The microstructures of the samples after processing were characterized by a combination of 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), equipped with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), and X-ray 
diffraction (XRD). Since the NbTaTi buttons were not homogenized at 1400 °C, unlike the other alloys, 
the grain structure and the degree of compositional homogeneity was further assessed by a combination of 
nanoindentantion followed by SEM-EDS performed in the same region where the nanoindentation was 
performed. These tests were performed on samples ground with different SiC metallographic papers down 
to 1200 grit, followed by polishing with 6µm, 3µm and 1µm diamond media for about 5 minutes each. A 
final polishing step in 0.05 µm colloidal silica was performed, for a total of 8 h in a vibratory polisher. A 
total of 14 nanoindentations were performed using an 8 N load, which resulted in indents of about 270 nm 
in depth. The indents were spaced 10 µm apart from each other. The SEM-EDS analysis was performed 
immediately after the indents were made to measure the chemical composition of the regions where each 
indent was made. The SEM was operated at 15kV and the composition around each indent was measured. 
A pattern of EDS spectra was collected about 0.3 µm from the top, bottom, left and right of the indent, 
and the four spectra were quantified and averaged as an estimation of the composition where the indent 
was taken.  
Compression tests were carried out in a Gleeble® 3500 thermomechanical simulator. All tests 
were performed under vacuum. Tungsten carbide anvils were used and a thin layer of graphoil was used 
as a lubricant between the anvils and the samples. A heating rate of 10 °C/s was used; after the samples 
reached the desired temperature, the sample was held for 15 s to homogenize the temperature before 
starting the test. Tests were performed at a 10-3 s-1 strain rate, up to about 30% strain in compression. The 
Gleeble® thermomechanical simulator controls the sample temperature by resistive heating; the 
temperature was measured using a type K thermocouple spot-welded in the center of the compression 
samples. To evaluate if significant temperature gradients were being develop during the heating stage, one 
sample was heated up to 1000 °C, with a second thermocouple 2 mm aside from the center of the sample. 
A maximum temperature difference of 70 °C between the two measured regions was observed. Since only 
the yield stress was being evaluated and not the whole flow stress curve, this temperature gradient did not 
affect the analysis, since upon yielding the sample is still a cylinder and yielding occurs at the softest 
point, or the center, where the thermocouple is measuring the temperature. 
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5.4  Yield Stress of the Experimental Alloys 
The total shear stress required to move dislocations through a material (ttot), or the critical 
resolved shear stress, can be described as the sum of several strength contributions as shown in Equation 
5.1: 
𝜏µBµ = 𝜏LL + 𝜏¶L + 𝜏NL + 𝜏·(𝛾)																																																										(5.1) 
Where tSS is the solid-solution strengthening yield stress component, which is modeled in this 
work. The tf component is the strain-dependent stress component that accounts for any work-hardening 
during deformation. When the material first yields, there is no plastic strain, so this component is zero. 
The tGS grain size dependent yield stress component is typically modeled by the Hall-Petch equation. The 
tPS is the precipitate or dispersion strengthening yield stress component. In this work, all the materials are 
single-phase, so this term is neglected. The only alloy with secondary phases, the CrMoTaTi, has a few 
coarse precipitates such that tPS can also be neglected. Considering a basic equation for precipitation 
strengthening, when coarse precipitates are present, the dislocation has to bow between the precipitates, 
an effect known as Orowan looping, and the strengthening effect is of the order of µb/L [32], with µ being 
the shear modulus, b is the burgers vector and L is the separation between the precipitates. Since b has a 
dimension of some Angstroms and L has a dimension of some microns, b/L is on the order of 10-4; µ is on 
the order of tenths of a GPa, so the strength contribution from these precipitates should be on the order of 
only a few MPa. Probably the biggest effect of the precipitates is making the matrix leaner in Cr; 
considering the compositions measured by EDS in [41], the matrix composition should be around 23 at % 
Cr, which is reasonably close to the intended 25 at %. Finally, these precipitates could impact the work 
hardening rate. But, since only the yield stress is analyzed in this work, it can be ignored as well. 
The Hall-Petch term can be estimated by Equation 5.2. 
𝜏¶L = 𝑘¹N𝑑S\																																																																				(5.2) 
Where d is the grain size and kLP is a constant, usually called the locking parameter. Since the 
grain size of the alloys is on the order of 200-600 µm, the grain size contribution is small; taking, for 
example, the kLP constant for pure Nb to be 12.26 MPa mm-1/2 [42], the total contribution of this term to 
the total yield stress of the material is at most 27 MPa, which is small compared to the experimentally-
measured yield strengths. Therefore, the measured yield stresses in this work (sys) are only due to solid-
solution strengthening, since the material is polycrystalline. The CRSS must be multiplied by the Taylor 
factor (Ft) to be comparable to a polycrystalline yield stress, as shown in Equation 5.3. Usually, a value of 
3 is used as the Taylor factor for both FCC and BCC metals [43,44].  
𝜎P = 𝐹µ𝜎µBµ = 𝐹µ𝜏LL																																																															(5.3) 
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There are different approaches for modeling solid-solution strengthening. One option is to derive 
an equation for the activation energy to move a dislocation, which allows the incorporation of the solid-
solution strengthening components into this activation energy and the temperature dependence of the 
yield stress is intrinsically embedded in the solution. Varvenne et al. used this approach to model the yield 
stress of FCC HEAs and a good correlation between calculated and experimental yield stress was found 
for samples tested from low temperatures (77K) up to room temperature [ref]. Since the solid-solution 
strengthening in this approach is defined as a purely thermally-activated process, the yield stress of the 
material will keep decreasing with increasing temperature, until it reaches zero, which never happens in 
real alloys. Applying the Varvenne method [ref] to BCC materials and RHEAs is even more complicated, 
since a composition-specific double kink nucleation energy would need to be derived, as explained in Part 
II of this work. 
An alternative approach, such as the one pursued by Toda-Caraballo, is to develop a semi-
empirical relation between yield stress and solid-solution strengthening parameters, such as atomic size 
and elastic modulus mismatch. By doing this, a temperature independent yield stress component can be 
derived. This model has been shown to provide accurate predictions of the yield stress of some FCC 
metals, especially if accurate atomic radii input is used [18]. However, in order to apply this type of 
model for comparing different alloys, the temperature dependence of the alloys needs to be the same, 
which is not something that often occurs, especially in BCC metals. 
Here, it is proposed to apply a similar methodology at a fixed temperature in which all alloys can 
be compared directly. Specifically, the treatment is conducted at temperatures associated with the 
athermal plateau, where the thermal component can be ignored. This is convenient, since the double-kink 
nucleation process is thermally-activated and, by selecting the athermal regime, the effect of this 
component on the yield stress can be ignored. As explained by Argon [30], for temperatures in the 
athermal plateau regime, dislocations are straight screw segments that experience the solute field as rigid 
lines; therefore, in this temperature range, the solid-solution strengthening effect is due to the collective 
effect of the solutes and average values for the atomic size and elastic modulus mismatch can be used. 
The hypothesis of this work considers that the yield stress of BCC RHEAs can be modeled as a 
combination of two components, an athermal component, sa, which is temperature insensitive, and a 
thermally-activated component, s*, which has an associated activation energy and is temperature 
dependent. Based on this assumption, we can rewrite sys, as given in Equation 5.4. This type of 
assumption is commonly used to describe conventional BCC metals [33,45–51]; however, it is seldom 
used in RHEAs. Chen et al. [34] recently applied this concept in a family of RHEAs and observed a 
correlation between atomic size mismatch and the athermal yield stress. 
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𝜎P = 𝜎∗ + 𝜎m 																																																																					(5.4) 
In Part I, the athermal component will be evaluated, modeled and interpreted, while the analysis 
of the thermal component is presented in Part II. The effect of solid solution strengthening on both 
components is evaluated accordingly. 
Different experimental stress-strain curves were obtained, with the goal of identifying and 
modeling both temperature regimes. All seven alloys were tested in compression and the respective 
stress-strain curves for each composition at different temperatures are provided in Figure 5.2. The 
samples were tested from room temperature (20 °C) up to 1000 °C, but not all samples were tested at all 
temperatures; rather, the temperatures were selected to emphasize the thermal and athermal yield stress 
components. Therefore, more tests were performed at lower temperatures in the thermal regimes, due to 
the strong dependence of strength on temperature. Due to material availability, the HfNbTaTi and 
AlNbTaTi alloys were only tested at 3 temperatures; however, these tests still provide valuable 
information for the analysis that will be presented. The yield stress data at different temperatures are 
presented in Figure 5.3. 
5.5  Athermal Solid-Solution Strengthening Model 
In conventional alloys, the athermal yield stress component is modeled by considering elastic 
distortions that a solute generates in a matrix. The nature of this distortion is believed to generate a 
repulsive or attractive interaction with dislocations, due to the elastic interaction from the solute having a 
different size or elastic modulus in comparison with the matrix. Equation 5.5 provides a typical 
composition dependence on yield stress valid for binary alloys. 
Δ𝜎LL = 𝐹µ𝑍𝜇𝐵𝑥, 																																																													(5.5) 
Where µ is the shear modulus of the alloy and Z is a constant explained later. The n exponent 
provides the composition dependence of the yield stress. For dilute solutions, the value n=1/2 can be 
derived [52]. In real, more-concentrated alloys, however, the most widely used value is n=2/3 [53], which 
is known as the Labusch dependence [54]. This value accurately represents the solid-solution 
strengthening of several conventional alloys. While n accounts for the composition dependence, the B 
term accounts for the solute-specific distortion that causes the strengthening by being attractive or 
repulsive to dislocations. Therefore, the B term depends on the solute-solvent pair, and can be estimated 
using Equation 5.6 [54,55]. Usually, the most important distortions caused by solutes have an elastic 




Figure 5.2 Compressive stress-strain curves for the seven alloys produced in this work. Each graph 
represents a different alloy composition and includes all the different temperatures that the alloy was 
tested. The different temperatures are represented by the different colors identified in the legend in the 
bottom right of the figure. 
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Figure 5.3 Yield stress versus temperature plots for all alloys. The low temperature regime is marked by a 
steep dependence of yield stress. The athermal regime starts at temperatures around 300 to 600 °C, 
depending on the composition, and it is evidenced by the insensitivity of the yield stress with temperature. 
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𝐵 = ¼𝜉½{𝜂	À}\ + {𝛼𝛿}\Âef 																																																					(5.6) 
Here, the B term is being represented as a combination of an atomic size and elastic modulus 
mismatch between the solute and solvent. The h’ term represents the elastic modulus mismatch, while the 
d  term is the atomic size mismatch. Both generate an attractive or repulsive interaction with dislocations. 
Also, x is a constant related to the number of active slip systems in the alloy. The a term is a constant that 
represents the governing type of dislocations during deformation; the bigger the a value, the greater the 
importance of edge dislocations compared to screw dislocations. This occurs, since edge dislocations will 
interact directly with a hydrostatic distortion field [32]; this type of field is the one typically created by 
alloying a solvent with bigger or smaller solute atoms. Screw dislocations will interact indirectly, mainly 
through their cores [30], with this type of distortion field, since they do not possess a primary hydrostatic 
distortion field [32]. This explains the smaller influence of this type of distortion in the case of screw 
dislocation mobility. The h’ and d terms can be estimated respectively by variations of the lattice 
parameter and elastic modulus of the alloy as more solute is added, as captured in Equations 5.7-9: 
𝛿 = 1𝑎 Ã𝑑𝑎𝑑𝑥Ã																																																																					(5.7) 
𝜂À = 𝜂		1 + 0.5|𝜂|																																																																(5.8) 
𝜂 = 1𝜇 Ã𝑑𝜇𝑑𝑥Ã																																																																				(5.9) 
Where a is the lattice parameter of the alloy. Usually, Vegard’s law applies to substitutional solid 
solutions; thus, the derivative of the lattice parameter with respect to composition tends to be constant. 
The only caveat with respect to this derivative is that often the solute and solvent do not share the same 
crystal structure in their pure metallic states. Therefore, the equivalent lattice parameter of the solute in 
the crystal structure of the solvent needs to be estimated. This has been done using first principle 
simulations [56], or by experimentally measuring the lattice parameters as a function of composition 
[34,57,58]. 
The calculation of the elastic modulus should, in principle, involve the calculation of the local 
elastic modulus change with composition. This is not necessarily the elastic modulus change of the bulk 
material but, instead, is the local variation around the solute atom, which is challenging to measure 
experimentally. Usually, the bulk changes in the elastic modulus are used instead and, especially for 
relatively similar metals, the experimental and calculated yield stress values yield good agreement 
[39,55]. Once again, if the pure solute and solvent do not share the same crystal structure, the shear 
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modulus of the solute in the solvent crystal structure needs to be estimated. Since these models are based 
on the atomic size and elastic modulus mismatches, the calculated yield stress is extremely sensitive to 
the values used. 
5.5.1  Toda-Caraballo Model 
TC [39,40] have developed a methodology to extrapolate the previously mentioned equations that 
are valid for binary systems to multicomponent alloys. The basic idea is to take the derivatives of the 
lattice parameters with respect to variations in all the elements constituting the alloy, while still using 
Equations 5.5 and 5.6. This provides an estimation of the combined contribution of all the elements 
present in solid solution. Therefore, the influence of a solute on a solvent is no longer being evaluated; 
rather, the effect of each individual elemental component on the mean values of the alloys is causing the 
solid-solution strengthening effect. The final format [40] of the TC model considers that all elastic 
mismatch comes from atomic size mismatch, and it is given by Equation 5.10: 
𝜎 = 𝜎O + 𝐹µ𝑍𝜇 6𝜉𝛼𝑎 :
ef 𝛿∗																																																				(5.10) 
Values of 16 for a, 2 for x and 5 for Z were proposed by Toda-Caraballo [40] for BCC materials. 
The chosen a value accounts for a mixture of edge and screw dislocations governing the deformation of 
the material, x is chosen based on the relative number of operating slip systems in BCC materials in 
comparison to FCC materials, and Z is an empirical fitting constant determined from experimental data. 
The d* term is the total lattice distortion in the multicomponent alloy, given in Equation 5.11:  





ef ⋯ Å𝑑𝑎S,𝑥S, Å
ef
Å𝑑𝑎\S𝑥\S Å
ef 0 ⋯ Å𝑑𝑎\,𝑥\, Å
ef
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ef Å𝑑𝑎,\𝑥,\ Å
ef . . . 0 ⎠⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎞V𝑥S…𝑥,Z																													(5.11) 
Where xi is the atomic composition of the ith element. The composition dependence, given by the 
Toda-Caraballo model, is analytically not the same as Labusch’s [54], but it is a numerically-similar 
approximation [40]. Equation 5.11 shows that, instead of having a single derivative of the lattice 
parameter with respect to composition (Equation 5.7), the variation with respect to all possible alloying 
substitutions is being considered. Each 𝑑𝑎HA is the change in lattice parameter caused by decreasing the 
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composition of the ith component by 𝑑𝑥HA and increasing the composition of the jth component by the same 
amount. This term can be calculated from binary interatomic spacings, as shown in Equation 5.12. 
𝑑𝑎𝑥S\ = ⎝⎜
⎛(𝑥S, 𝑥\, … , 𝑥,)y𝑠SS 𝑠S\ ⋯ 𝑠S,𝑠\S 𝑠\\ ⋯ 𝑠\,⋮ ⋯ ⋱ ⋮𝑠,S 𝑠,\ . . . 𝑠,,zy
𝑥S𝑥\⋮𝑥,z
− (𝑥S − 𝛿𝑥, 𝑥\ + 𝛿𝑥,… , 𝑥,)y𝑠SS 𝑠S\ ⋯ 𝑠S,𝑠\S 𝑠\\ ⋯ 𝑠\,⋮ ⋯ ⋱ ⋮𝑠,S 𝑠,\ . . . 𝑠,,zy
𝑥S − 𝛿𝑥𝑥\ + 𝛿𝑥⋮𝑥, z⎠⎟
⎞ 1𝛿𝑥																					(5.12) 
Where each sij term corresponds to the interatomic distance between the i and j species. In other 
words, sij is the interatomic distance between two elements in their pure state, so it is basically the pure 
element lattice parameter times the atomic packing factor, i.e., 1/√2 for bcc metals. The binary sij terms 
(with i¹j), can potentially be calculated by Vegard’s law, however, Toda-Caraballo suggests an 
alternative method that incorporates the stiffness of each atom (given by the bulk modulus - K), as shown 
in Equation 5.13. 
𝑠AH = (2𝑟A)\𝐾A𝑥A + ^2𝑟H_\𝐾H𝑥H2𝑟A𝐾A𝑥A + 2𝑟H𝐾H𝑥H 																																																				(5.13) 
The Toda-Caraballo model is ideal for high-throughput simulations, as it is an analytical semi-
empirical model that allows an estimation of the solid-solution strengthening component in a 
straightforward fashion. The matrix character of the model enables a simple automation of the 
calculations, enabling quick assessments of entire alloy systems, as will be exemplified later. The only 
inputs for this model are the elastic constants of each element and their atomic size. Since the focus of this 
work is to model the mechanical behavior of BCC materials, focus will be given for all elements from 
groups 4-6 in the periodic table and aluminum (Al). Since all elements from groups 5 and 6 (V, Nb, Ta, 
Cr, Mo and W) are BCC at room temperature, the elastic constants and lattice parameters of these 
elements in their pure metallic form are used as inputs. In order to apply the TC model, these constants 
for the group 4 elements (Ti, Zr and Hf) and Al need to be estimated. 
5.5.2  Atomic Sizes and Elastic Constants 
The three elements from group 4 in the periodic table have an HCP structure at low temperatures 
and transform into a BCC structure at high temperatures. When these materials are alloyed with elements 
from groups 5 and 6, the BCC phase is stabilized. When analyzing the elastic properties of these alloys, 
the presence of the group 4 elements substantially decreases the shear modulus of all elements from 
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groups 5 and 6 [59–61]. Experimentally, trends in the shear and bulk moduli of binary Zr-Nb alloys show 
linear decreases in the elastic constants with increasing Zr in the composition range where the BCC phase 
is stable [60]. Specifically, the single crystal elastic constants c11, c12 and c44 were reported, and can be 
converted into the polycrystalline bulk and shear moduli by Equations 5.14 and 5.15 (using the Reuss 
equation) [62]. This is shown in Figure 5.4, where experimentally measured elastic constants of binary 
Zr-Nb alloys are plotted as a function of the Zr content. Other equations, such as the Voigt equation [62], 
can be used for the conversion. The difference between both of them is small, and does not significantly 
impact the outcome of the calculations. 
𝐾 = 𝑐SS + 2𝑐\\3 																																																														(5.14) 
𝜇 = 5𝑐ee(𝑐SS − 𝑐S\)4𝑐ee + 3(𝑐SS − 𝑐S\)																																																			(5.15) 
 
 
Figure 5.4 (a) Shear and bulk moduli measured experimentally [60] for several binary Nb-Zr alloys. (b) A 
linear regression represents the compositional variation of the shear modulus with composition. The 
extrapolated pure Zr shear modulus is 22GPa. 
 
The shear and bulk moduli of binary Zr-Nb alloys can be represented by the rule of mixtures, 
with the shear modulus for pure BCC Zr being 22 GPa and that for pure BCC Nb being 37 GPa. The BCC 
Zr shear modulus value is considerably smaller than that for pure HCP Zr, which is around 33 GPa. 
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Similarly, the bulk modulus of pure BCC Zr is estimated to be 64 GPa. All RHEAs from this work and 
most from the literature contain typically less than 50%, and no more than 75 % of group 4 elements in 
their composition. These alloys are in a composition range shown in Figure 5.4 to have elastic constants 
well represented by the rule of mixtures.  
For pure Ti and Hf, the values of 27 and 22 GPa were used. These were estimated based on the 
first-principle study by Zheng-Hui [61], which showed that the softening of the Nb elastic constants due 
to Zr and Hf additions are similar. The softening from Nb with Ti additions is less than for Zr additions; 
for this reason, a proportional value for the shear modulus of Ti was used. Using the shear modulus 
values calculated directly from first-principle studies was avoided in this work. This is due to systematic 
errors in single crystal elastic constants that might occur when cubic crystals are simulated by density 
functional theory [62].  
The suitability of using the proposed shear modulus for Ti can be justified by comparing the 
predicted value for a Ti-15Mo-5Zr alloy with the experimental shear modulus reported [63]. In both 
cases, the value is 34 GPa [63]. For the Ti-15Mo-5Zr-3Al alloy, the experimental shear modulus is 43 
GPa [63], while the calculated value is 35 GPa, meaning that Al significantly increases the shear 
modulus. This fact is discussed later on. 
For the atomic sizes of these elements, the lattice parameters of BCC Ti, Zr and Hf were 
determined from extrapolating the lattice parameters from several binary solid solutions between these 
elements with group 5 or 6 metals using Vegard’s law. For example, Ming et al. [64] experimentally 
determined the lattice constants of several Ti-V BCC solid solutions by extrapolating the measured lattice 
constants to 0 at. % of V, yielding an estimated lattice parameter of 3.278 Å for pure BCC Ti. Similarly, 
the lattice parameters of pure BCC Zr [65] and Hf [66] were estimated to be 3.563 Å and 3.539 Å, 
respectively. 
The lattice parameter used for pure BCC Al was 3.042 Å, following the Chen et al. study [34], in 
which a similar calculation procedure was performed with multicomponent alloys instead of binaries. The 
shear modulus of BCC Al is discussed later. 
By using these values for the atomic radii and shear moduli in the Toda-Caraballo model, sets of 
calculated yield stresses were obtained for each of the alloys produced experimentally in this work. The 
calculated values do not compare well with the experimental results, as shown in Figure 5.5. In Figure 
5.5a, the experimental yield stress at room temperature is compared to the predicted value. As shown, the 
qualitative trend is captured by the model. The two Cr-containing alloys are predicted to be stronger, 
while the ternary NbTaTi alloy is predicted to be weaker. However, the quantitative values are not 
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predicted correctly where, in some cases, the experimental yield stresses are ten times higher than the 
calculated values. As shown in Figure 5.5b, the predictions are also not accurate for the 600 °C yield 
stress, which is in the athermal plateau region for all of the alloys (Figure 5.3). 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Yield stress prediction by the Toda-Caraballo model compared to (a) experimental yield stress 
at room temperature and (b) experimental yield stress at 600 °C. (c) Predictions using the Senkov-Yao 
[37,38] model, showing the predicted solid solution strengthening component versus the yield stress at 
room temperature and 600oC. 
 
Besides the TC model, as mentioned previously, Senkov et al. [37] developed an alternative 
athermal solid solution strengthening model that was later modified by Yao [38]. The formulation of this 
model is simpler compared to the TC model, but it incorporates a term for the elastic modulus mismatch. 
This model was also applied to the alloys from this work, as shown in Figure 5.5c. The agreement 
between experiments and the model is comparable to the TC model, there is a good qualitative agreement, 
but the quantitative agreement can be improved. Similarly, the TC model, the Senkov-Yao model is a 
semi-empirical athermal model. Since the Toda-Caraballo model was shown to successfully capture the 
solid solution strengthening in FCC metals [18,39,40] and was successfully used as a tool for high-
throughput alloy development [18], this model was chosen to be adapted for BCC metals. Next, the TC 
model is modified to better represent the athermal experimental data. A similar path can be pursued to 
improve the Senkov-Yao model, as discussed later. 
5.6  Development and Application of a Modified Solid-Solution Strengthening Model 
As mentioned previously, the TC model yield stress calculations only considers atomic size 
mismatch. The two Cr-containing alloys are predicted to be stronger than all other alloys, due to the fact 
that Cr is significantly smaller than all other elements in the alloys in this work; therefore, these alloys 
have a large atomic size mismatch, yielding quite high predicted yield stresses. The opposite is true for 
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the NbTaTi alloy. These three elements have similar atomic radii, leading to lower predicted yield stress. 
The Senkov-Yao model, which incorporates elastic modulus mismatch, does not have significant over 
prediction for these two alloys, further suggesting the importance of incorporating an elastic modulus 
mismatch term. 
In contrast, when applied to HEAs from the CrMnFeCoNi system, the Toda-Caraballo model was 
shown to give accurate predictions when appropriate atomic radii were used [18]. However, for the 
CrMnFeCoNi system, all five elements have similar shear moduli, which is not the case in the RHEAs, 
e.g., the shear moduli of Ti and Hf are over 5 times smaller than that of W (161 GPa). Therefore, the 
elastic modulus mismatch in the RHEAs is significantly more important and must be taken into account. 
Furthermore, even though the thermally-activated component of the screw dislocations is negligible in the 
athermal plateau, these dislocations still dominate the deformation behavior of BCC metals [30,45]. Since 
these dislocations do not interact as strongly with the hydrostatic fields generated by solute size 
mismatch, it is not surprising that atomic size mismatch alone cannot explain the yield stresses of these 
materials. 
To improve the TC model yield stress predictions in the athermal plateau region, the elastic 
modulus mismatch contribution needs to be incorporated in Equation 5.11. Equation 5.6 is commonly 
used for estimating solid-solution strengthening of binary systems, and incorporates contributions from 
both the elastic modulus and atomic size mismatches. The same overall format for representing solid-
solution strengthening in HEAs (or multicomponent alloys in general), is provided in a matrix form, as 
shown in Equations 5.16 and 5.17: 
𝜎m = 𝐹µ𝜏m = 𝐹µ𝑍𝜇𝑀																																																						(5.16) 𝑀 =
(𝑥S, … , 𝑥,)
⎝⎜
⎜⎜⎛
0 ¼𝜉½{𝜂SÀ\}\ + {𝛼𝛿S\}\Âqr ⋯ ^𝜉½{𝜂SÀ,}\ + {𝛼𝛿S,}\_qr¼𝜉½{𝜂\ÀS}\ + {𝛼𝛿\S}\Âqr 0 ⋯ ^𝜉½{𝜂\À,}\ + {𝛼𝛿\,}\_qr⋮ ⋯ ⋱ ⋮^𝜉½{𝜂,ÀS}\ + {𝛿,S}\_qr ^𝜉½{𝜂,À\}\ + {𝛿,\}\_qr . . . 0 ⎠
⎟⎟⎟
⎞V𝑥S…𝑥,Z					(5.17) 	
The terms in Equations 5.16 and 5.17 are essentially the same as defined previously. The major 
difference between them and Equation 5.11, i.e. the Toda-Caraballo model, is that an elastic modulus 
mismatch term (𝜂AÀH) is incorporated into each of the non-diagonal terms in the total elastic mismatch 
matrix (M). The idea of these terms is essentially the same as the 𝛿AH terms. They are related to the elastic 
modulus variations in the material by substituting a certain amount of the ith component by the jth 
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component by the same amount. The diagonal terms are again zero, since they would represent 
substituting an element for itself, which would not generate any change in the material. 
The way in which the elastic modulus mismatch is incorporated into Equation 5.11 follows 
strictly the format given by Equation 5.6. Therefore, the two mismatch terms, d and h’, can be calculated 
following the ideas from Equations 5.7-9, but considering all possible elemental substitutions in the 
elastic distortion matrix M. Therefore, these terms can be estimated using Equations 5.18-20 and 5.12: 
𝛿AH = 1𝑎 Ç𝑑𝑎AH𝑑𝑥AHÇ																																																														(5.18) 
𝜂′AH = 𝜂AH1 + 0.5É𝜂AHÉ =
1𝜇 Å𝑑𝜇AH𝑑𝑥AHÅ1 + 0.5 Å1𝜇 𝑑𝜇AH𝑑𝑥AHÅ
																																							(5.19) 
𝑑𝜇S\𝑥S\ = ⎝⎜
⎛(𝑥S, 𝑥\, … , 𝑥,)y𝜇S𝜇\⋮𝜇,z − (𝑥S − 𝛿𝑥, 𝑥\ + 𝛿𝑥,… , 𝑥,)y
𝜇S𝜇\⋮𝜇,z⎠⎟
⎞ 1𝛿𝑥 											(5.20) 
There are two parameters in the modified model that need to be reinterpreted. These are the 
relative contribution of each dislocation type, i.e., the a parameter, and the empirical fitting constant Z. 
Since a relatively large dataset, including a total of 7 alloys for 2 undetermined constants was obtained, 
the data from this work was used to refine these two parameters. Values of 2.32 for Z and 13.34 for a 
were found to best represent the experimental data. These two values are of the same order of magnitude 
as the values initially proposed by Toda-Caraballo (5 and 16, respectively). Furthermore, the value of a 
seems plausible, since it represents the stronger contribution from screw dislocations for BCC metals 
versus FCC metals where the Toda-Caraballo model was shown to work well. 
By using Equations 5.16 and 5.17 with the new Z and a parameters, the predicted yield stress 
values for the experimental data vs. the athermal yield stress (at 600 °C) is plotted in Figure 5.6. The 
modified equation represents the experimental data in a much more satisfactory fashion. Although the 
atomic size mismatch values in these alloys is larger than those in the FCC transition metal HEA, the 
elastic modulus contribution is of the same order. Since this later contribution is also important, these 
alloys are predicted to be stronger than the Cr-free alloys, but not as strong as those predicted previously 
by the unmodified model, as shown in Figure 5.5. The NbTaTi alloy in the other hand, has an atomic size 
mismatch close to zero, which before resulted in a predicted yield stress close to zero. With the modified 
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Figure 5.6 Athermal yield stress prediction by the modified Toda-Caraballo model proposed here 
compared to the experimental yield stress at 600 °C. 
 
The model developed here can be further supported by determining how well it predicts literature 
data [36,37], as shown in Figure 5.7a. The literature data are shown to be well represented. The same idea 
can be applied to represent the room temperature data, instead of the athermal plateau data; for these 
cases, a Z value of 4.69 and an a value of 9.52 were found to best represent the room temperature data, as 
shown in Figure 5.7b. For both the 600oC data and the room temperature data, the room temperature 
lattice parameters and shear modulii were used as an approximation. The predicted and calculated yield 
stress values for the room temperature yield stress data does not correlate as well as the 600 °C athermal 
plateau data, i.e., an R2 value of 0.89 was obtained for the 600 °C data, while it was only 0.73 for the 
room temperature data. This further strengthens the hypothesis of this work that the low temperature data 
cannot be effectively represented by only atomic size and elastic modulus mismatch The thermally-
activated contribution needs to be evaluated separately. 
The Senkov-Yao yield stress model was developed to represent room temperature data. Since this 
is also a semi-empirical model, the fitting constants from this model could conceivably be adapted to 
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better represent the athermal experimental data. This was not pursed here, given the good quantitative 
agreement achieved with the modified TC model shown in Figure 5.7. 
 
 
Figure 5.7 Athermal yield stress prediction by the model proposed here compared to (a) experimental 
yield stress at 600 °C and (b) room temperature yield stress from the different alloys studied here and in 
the literature [36,37]. 
 
None of the alloys shown in Figure 5.7 included any of the Al-containing alloys. Yield stress 
predictions for these alloys, along with alloys from the literature are shown in Figure 5.8, where it can be 
seen that the predictions for these alloys are not as accurate as the predictions for the Al-free alloys. Most 
likely, the reason for this difference is the nature of the bonding between Al and the refractory transition 
metals. Al tends to have large negative enthalpies of mixing with the other transition metals present in 
these alloys [67], and the resulting bonds have strong angular characteristics and are very stiff [68]. Pure 
FCC Al has a relatively low shear modulus (around 25 GPa), however, the stiffness of Al atoms in these 
alloys is most likely much higher. As shown by Qiu et al. by DFT studies, by alloying NbVTiZr with Al, 
the shear modulus increases from 35 GPa for NbVTiZr to 48 GPa for NbVTiZrAl1.8, suggesting that the 
stiffness of Al in RHEAs is indeed high. By extrapolating this to pure BCC Al, a value of 76 GPa for the 
shear modulus of pure BCC Al can be estimated. Since this was predicted by DFT, it may underestimate 
the real value. 
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Figure 5.8 Athermal yield stress predictions by the model proposed here compared to the experimental 
yield stress at 600 oC for two classes of RHEAs, namely Al-containing and Al-free alloys from this work 
and the literature [9,15,19,35,36]. 
 
For the model developed here, a rule of mixtures was assumed between all the elements in 
solution. This is most likely a poor assumption for Al, given its unique bonding nature with the other 
elements, which could result in a variable stiffness depending on the elements it is bonded with. For 
calculating the yield stress values presented in Figure 5.8, a shear modulus of 95 GPa was used for Al, 
which is somewhat higher than the 76 GPa found by DFT. However, this was the shear modulus that best 
represented the experimental data. This suggests that to achieve better quantitative predictions in the Al-
containing alloys, the specific interaction between Al and the other elements in solution should be 
described in a more complex fashion than what was done here. This complex problem is beyond the scope 
of this work, which is focused on modeling solid-solution strengthening in RHEA behavior in general, 
rather than in a specific class. Nonetheless, the yield stress predictions of Al-containing alloys can still be 
used as first approximations or for qualitative comparisons. 
Overall, the model developed here is based on a simple analytical equation that can be used to 
estimate the solid-solution strengthening component of RHEAs with reasonably quantitative accuracy. 
This model should be used as a high-throughput alloy development tool. The calculations are relatively 
fast, and vast composition spaces can be quickly modeled, enabling a quick determination of which 
alloying direction will increase the yield stress and by how much. This model can be easily incorporated 
together with other strengthening contributions, using the scheme presented in the previous section. 
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One example of how this tool can be used in alloy development is presented in Figure 5.9a and b, 
where the yield stress is predicted to change by alloying NbTaTi and MoNbTi with several different 
elements in different amounts. The figure indicates that the yield stress of these ternary alloys will 
increase with most alloying additions, although Ta additions are predicted to soften MoNbTi. Cr is shown 





Figure 5.9 High-throughput yield stress predictions of different alloying additions to (a,c) NbTaTi and 
(b,c) MoNbTi. The first two plots (a,b) are the total predicted yield stress, while the last two plots (c,d) 
represent the yield stress normalized by the shear modulus. 
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It is interesting to note that different amounts of each element need to be added to achieve the 
maximum strengthening effect from each addition. This occurs because the yield stress is not dependent 
on the total configurational entropy, rather the elastic modulus mismatches between the components. The 
absolute shear modulus of the alloy dictates how strong a composition is. The model proposed here can be 
used, for example, to find where this maximum region is expected, thereby significantly narrowing down 
the number of experiments required to find the strongest RHEA. 
Finally, it is important to note that yield stress predictions provided by Equation 5.14 escalate 
directly with the total shear modulus of the alloy. Therefore, the total calculated yield stress is not only a 
function of the elastic distortion of the crystalline lattice, but also depends on the absolute shear modulus 
of the alloy. This dependence can be visualized in Figure 5.9c and d, in which the calculated yield stress 
is normalized by the total elastic modulus of the alloy. The trends in Figure 5.9a and b are significantly 
shifted. Zr and Hf, for example, are increasing significantly the total elastic distortion. Since these two 
elements have the lowest stiffnesses among the set, the predicted yield stress is only slightly increased, 
because the overall shear modulus of the alloy is decreasing with these additions. 
5.7  Conclusions 
The yield stress of seven RHEAs was measured at different temperatures to evaluate the solid-
solution strengthening mechanisms operating in these alloys. An analytical solid-solution strengthening 
model was developed, which can be applied as a high-throughput alloy development tool. The following 
conclusions can be drawn: 
• The yield stress of single-phase BCC RHEAs can be divided into thermally-activated and 
athermal components. 
• The yield at the athermal plateau can be modeled with reasonable accuracy using the model 
developed in this work. It considers the dislocations interactions with collective solute effects, 
namely with the average atomic size and elastic modulus mismatches within the lattice. 
• For the predictions to be accurate, atomic size and shear modulus for all elements need to be 
determined for the BCC crystal structure. 
• Three factors affect the athermal yield stress of single-phase BCC RHEAs: the total shear 
modulus of the alloy, the atomic size mismatch, and elastic modulus mismatch of the 
elements in solid solution. 
• The yield stress predictions of Al-containing alloys are less accurate when compared to Al-




5.8  Appendix A. Characterization of the NbTaTi Sample 
An SEM micrograph of the NbTaTi after rolling and annealing is shown in Figure 5.10a in a 
region close to the center of the compression sample. As can be seen, the cored dendrites produced during 
solidification are retained and the structure is essentially single-phase BCC (Figure 5.10b). 
 
 
Figure 5.10 Characterization results on the NbTaTi alloy. (a) Backscattered SEM micrograph, showing 
the grain size and remaining microsegregation. (b) XRD pattern showing the single-phase BCC nature of 
the arc-melted button. (c) Nanoindentation results performed in different regions of the arc-melted button 
plotted against local Ti composition, measured by EDS. 
 
Since the model assumes uniform composition throughout, the effect of coring on the local 
mechanical properties was evaluated. Nanoindentation was performed on 14 random spots in the alloy 
and the results were compared with local chemical compositions measured by EDS. The Nb content was 
relatively constant throughout the alloy, whereas the Ta segregated somewhat to the dendrite cores. Ti 
segregated to the interdendritic regions. In Figure 5.10c, the nanohardness of each indent is plotted 
against the locally-measured Ti composition. The internal composition gradient is approximately ±3 at. % 
Ti around an average value. The measured nanohardness variations are small, where the natural standard 
deviation of the measurements is the same order or bigger than the measured differences. Therefore, the 
effect of these composition gradients on the model predictions is considered to be negligible in this work. 
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In Appendix B, the effect of the segregation is further evaluated with the model proposed in this work, 
showing that their contribution for strength is indeed small.  
5.9  Appendix B. Effect of internal composition gradients in the samples 
The effect of residual microsegregation on some of the samples can be analyzed using the yield 
stress model developed here. The impact of having these composition gradients can be evaluated by 
calculating the yield stress changes from the regions with different compositions, as shown in Figure 
5.11, for the samples with the biggest composition gradients. 
 
 
Figure 5.11 Yield stress predictions of different regions in the samples with residual microsegregation. 
The compositions correspond to the measured compositions from the dendrite core to the interdendritic 
regions. In the x axis only the Ti content is being displayed. All other elements vary linearly together with 
Ti. 
 
The figure shows that the regions with different compositions have different predicted athermal 
yield stresses. The interdendritic regions in all cases are richer in Ti and softer than the dendrite cores, 
which are leaner in Ti. Variations of around 5, 7 and 30 MPa around the average value are observed for 
the NbTaTi, MoNbTaTi and WNbTaTi alloys, respectively. These values correspond to less than 10% of 
the total measured yield stress of each alloy, since the variations are not large. Given the drastic changes 
in yield stress seen between different compositions, they can generally be ignored in a study for which the 
goal is to develop a high-throughput methodology. 
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For the WNbTaTi alloy, the composition gradient may help to experimentally explain why this 
alloy has a similar athermal yield stress compared to the MoNbTaTi alloy. Since the interdendritic regions 
are coarse, interconnected and softer than the dendrite core region, these regions are most likely 
determining the yield stress of the material, rather than the actual mean composition. Comparing the yield 
stress of the interdendritic regions for the WNbTaTi and MoNbTaTi alloys, or 600 and 570 MPa, 
respectively, the predicted values for both are more alike than the predicted yield stress for the mean 
compositions, 630 and 577 MPa, respectively.  
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6.1  Abstract 
The thermally-activated yield stress component of five body centered cubic (BCC) Refractory 
High Entropy Alloys (RHEAs) is experimentally evaluated by means of compression tests at several 
different temperatures and is modeled using a physics-based model. The results are compared to several 
BCC refractory metals and alloys. It is shown that the thermally-activated yield stress component is alloy 
dependent; this is attributed to local atomic environments that are responsible for the nucleation and 
propagation of double-kinks in screw dislocations. This behavior cannot be predicted by any rule of 
mixtures of the pure metals that form each RHEA. It is shown that, on average, RHEAs have larger 
activation energy barriers for deformation and also higher lattice resistances at 0 K than pure or more 
dilute refractory alloys. This is one of the main reasons for the higher strengths of RHEAs at room 
temperature. The ductility of the RHEAs is also evaluated, based on the Valence Electron Concentration 
(VEC) model; this model is critically evaluated based on where it is expected to fail along with other 
factors important for ductility, including temperature and interstitial element content.   
6.2  Introduction 
High Entropy Alloys (HEAs) are multicomponent alloys with unique combinations of properties 
[1–10]. Refractory HEAs, or RHEAs [11], are promising candidates [12–15] to replace conventional 
refractory alloys as structural materials used in extreme environments such as rocket nozzles [16,17]. 
Similar to conventional refractory alloys, most RHEAs have a body centered cubic (BCC) crystal 
structure [9]. However, several RHEAs have considerably higher specific yield strengths compared to 
conventional alloys from room temperature up to their melting temperatures [14,18,19]. The primary 
reason for their superior strengths appears to be the solid-solution strengthening effect caused by different 
alloying elements present in RHEAs. These elements interact with the dislocations in the material and 
create a large lattice resistance for dislocation motion [20–23]. 
As shown in Part I of this work and similar to conventional alloys, the yield stress of these 
materials can be divided into two major contributions. The concentrated solid solution creates an athermal 
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resistance, due to the interaction of the straight dislocation lines with collective solute contributions, that 
can be modeled using the atomic size and elastic modulus mismatches of the solute field. The other 
contribution is a thermally-activated contribution, resulting from localized barriers to dislocation motion. 
As will be discussed in Part II, this contribution exists when the temperature is insufficient for 
dislocations to fully overcome these short-range barriers and, therefore, higher stresses are required for 
the material to yield. 
In conventional BCC materials [24–26], the thermally-activated yield stress component is well 
studied. The major reason for this component is the nature of the screw dislocations [27,28], which have 
non-planar core structures that require a high stress to slip. At low temperatures, instead of the whole 
dislocation slipping at once, two kinks (a double-kink) are observed to nucleate and propagate each time 
the dislocation moves [29–31]. This double-kink nucleation is thermally activated and yields a large 
temperature dependence of the yield stress, even for pure BCC metals, in contrast to the behavior in pure 
FCC and HCP metals [28,32]. By increasing the temperature, thermal energy aids the double-kink 
nucleation and propagation, eventually becoming sufficient to enable the screw dislocations to overcome 
this barrier [32]; this is often referred to as the critical temperature, Tc [33], above which the yield stress 
becomes insensitive to temperature. The temperature regime above Tc results in what is referred to as the 
athermal yield stress plateau, which was modeled in Part I of this work. Here, a physics-based model is 
developed and applied to interpret the experimentally-measured, thermally-activated yield stress 
component of five RHEAs. The results are compared to literature data on pure BCC metals and 
conventional refractory alloys. The particularities of RHEAs and the reasons why they are stronger at 
room temperature are discussed. 
The limited mobility of screw dislocations is known to lead to ductility problems in BCC metals 
and alloys [15,34]. This limited ductility of the RHEAs produced in this work is evaluated using the 
valence electron concentration (VEC) model [35]. The potential flaws of this model are then critically 
assessed in an effort to determine the applicability of this model as a high-throughput tool. 
6.3  Methods 
The experimental stress-strain curves and yield stress values for different temperatures presented 
in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 from Part I are used in the analysis of the thermally-activated deformation 
mechanisms presented here. However, since only three experimental curves were obtained for the 
AlNbTaTi and HfNbTaTi alloys, these alloys will not be used in this analysis. 
The fracture surfaces of the alloys were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), with 
an FEI Quanta 600i Environmental microscope operating at an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. 
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6.4  Thermally-activated Yield Stress Model 
Following the total yield stress description given in Part I, the yield stress (sys) of the RHEAs 
studied is the total solid-solution strengthening contribution (sSS), which can be represented as a sum of a 
thermally-activated component (s*) and an athermal component (sa), as given in Equation 6.1. 
𝜎P ≈ 𝜎LL = 𝜎∗ + 𝜎m 																																																												(6.1) 
The athermal component was described in Part I, where it was shown to be correlated to both the 
total atomic size and elastic modulus mismatches of an alloy. At temperatures below the athermal plateau, 
there is a significant contribution from the thermally-activated yield stress component, which accounts for 
local barriers for dislocation motion [24,26,36,37].  
Different from the athermal regime, the local atomic arrangement around each dislocation 
segment influences the thermally-activated dislocation motion, since their motion occurs by the 
nucleation and propagation of double-kinks [27], which is a localized process. The approach chosen for 
modeling the athermal regime considers average values for the atomic properties, such as average atomic 
size and elastic modulus mismatches. This approach is not expected to work effectively for the thermally-
activated component, since local configurations might deviate considerably from the average value. 
For a dislocation segment to slip, it must overcome a local, short-range obstacle that requires a 
total energy F, which will be called the activation energy barrier [32], usually given in eV. For BCC 
metals, this obstacle is related to the nucleation and propagation of a double-kink. While at 0 K, all the 
energy for the dislocation slip needs to be provided by mechanical work. At higher temperatures, thermal 
energy will aid the dislocations in overcoming these short-range barriers [28]. 
Modeling any local deformation barrier requires the definition of the shape of the obstacle 
preventing the dislocation from slipping [38]. There are activation energy barriers defined specifically for 
BCC metals that are usually based on the activation energy for the nucleation and/or propagation of 
double kinks, considering the different possible configurations. Usually, these models divide the behavior 
of the double kink into several different regimes [39–41]. Often, the activation energy changes between 
regimes [39,40]. A full description of the thermally-activated deformation mechanism yields accurate 
predictions, but they often have a complex nature, of several temperature regimes, and require a large 
number of experiments per alloy. These approaches are usually applied to pure metals. Here, a more 
practical approach is pursued, and as will be shown in the next section, the approach chosen here, 
although simpler, is still effective.. A general phenomenological activation energy barrier [32] is 
commonly used for metallic alloys, and is represented by Equation 6.2, which is known to accurately 
represent BCC and FCC alloys [33,42]:  
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Δ𝐺(𝑇) = 𝐹(𝑇)	  1 − Ë 𝜏 − 𝜏m𝜏O − 𝜏mÌ+¡
Í = 𝐹(𝑇)	  1 − Ë𝜏∗𝜏O∗Ì
+¡Í 																											(6.2) 
Where the DG term is the activation free energy representing the energy that must be supplied by 
thermal fluctuations at constant temperature and stress for the material to slip [32], t is the applied shear 
stress, ta is the athermal critical resolved shear stress component, and t0 is the shear stress required to 
move a dislocation at 0 K. Therefore, t * is the thermally-applied shear stress, and t0* is the critical 
resolved shear stress at 0 K. The p and q constants define the shape of the activation barrier. Values for 
these two constants are typically in the range 1/2<p<1 and 1<q<2 where q represents the “top” of the 
activation barrier while p models the “base” of the barrier [32]. The values  p=1/2 and q=3/2 have been 
shown to result in a good representation of the experimental data [32,33]. While variations in p and q 
yield different shapes for the calculated yield stress-temperature dependence, the value of the activation 
energy remains similar [33]. The advantage of using this barrier is that a simpler description for F can be 
obtained where the experimental data is well represented by this phenomenological equation.  
The activation energy (DG) can be connected to dislocation motion though the probability of a 
dislocation jump, given by the total amount of thermal energy provided at a given temperature and DG via 
an Arrhenius expression, in Equation 6.3. 
𝜖̇ = 𝜖̇O exp 6−𝛥𝐺𝑘𝑇:																																																														(6.3) 
where k is the Boltzmann constant and 𝜖̇O is a pre-exponential term that can be represented by Equation 
6.4. 
𝜖̇O = 𝜌>Δ𝑎𝑏𝜈O																																																																			(6.4) 
in which rm is the mobile dislocation density, b is the burgers vector, Da is the distance the dislocation 
moves to overcome the obstacle, and no is the frequency in which the dislocation attempts to overcome 
the activation barrier. Combining Eqns. 6.2 and 6.3, an equation for the thermal yield stress (s*) can be 
derived, as given by Equation 6.5.  
𝜎∗ = 𝐹µ𝜏∗ = 𝜎O∗ Ï1 − 𝑘𝑇𝐹(𝑇) ln 6𝜖̇O𝜖̇ :
SÍÐ
S+ 																																											(6.5) 
where Ft is the Taylor factor. The total activation barrier (F) is expected to change with increasing 
temperature given that the shear modulus softens and the lattice parameter increases. Since the shear 
modulus contribution to F is more influential [32,33], in this work, a correction factor for the shear 
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modulus softening, f(T), following Laplanche et al. [36] is applied. The function is basically simulating 
the shear modulus softening of the RHEA as the temperature increases. The formulation for this term is 
given in Equation 6.6 [43]. 
𝑓(𝑇) = 𝜇(𝑇)𝜇O = 1− 𝑐Sexp 6 𝑐\𝑇 𝑇>⁄ : − 1																																															(6.6) 
where µ(T) represents the shear modulus of the material at temperature T and µ0 the shear modulus at 0 K. 
The constants c1 and c2 are empirical and are obtained by fitting experimental data to experiments. In 
Figure 6.1a, Equation 6.6 is fitted to experimental data for pure Mo from the literature [44], and it can be 
seen that Equation 6.6 represents well the elastic modulus softening of Mo when values for c1 and c2 are 
0.041 and 0.091, respectively, are used. In Figure 6.1b, the experimental shear moduli of other refractory 
metals [44] are shown to have somewhat similar behavior in the temperature regime of interest, up to 
about a homologous temperature of ~0.3. In this work, the constants for pure Mo are used for all of the 
alloys (Figure 6.1) to represent the average behavior of the refractory metals. Since Equation 6.6 is 
written as a homologous temperature (T/Tm), it should be a valid approximation for the shear modulus 
softening of RHEAs. The “melting temperature” Tm of each alloy is considered to be a weighted average 
of the melting points of the pure metals. 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Shear modulus softening of pure BCC refractory metals. (a) Exprimental data for pure Mo 
plotted together with Equation 6.(6) using values of  c1 and c2 of 0.041 and 0.091, respectively. (b) 
Experimental shear modulus data for other refractory metals, showing similar softening behavior. 
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6.5  Applying the Thermally-Activated Yield Stress Model 
In order to ensure the developed model works for BCC alloys, it was applied first to conventional 
BCC alloys and pure BCC metals and then to RHEAs, as presented next. 
6.5.1  Conventional Alloys and Pure Metals 
Appling the thermally-activated model to conventional BCC alloys and pure metals not only 
serves as a validation for the methodology but also helps to estimate a 𝜖̇O value. The total activation 
barrier for pure Nb and V using the same phenomenological activation barrier shape should be around 0.7 
eV [45]. The calculated thermal yield stress using Equation 6.5 for Nb is shown in Figure 6.2 by the 
dotted line. Using this value for the activation barrier, 𝜖Ȯ was estimated to be 9000 s-1. Since all alloys 
tested in this work are in the same annealed state and have relatively similar lattice parameters, the same 
value will be used for all alloys. Since this is a logarithmic term, its order of magnitude is more important 
than its absolute value [33]; therefore, using the same value for all alloys does not significantly impact the 
calculated activation energy and yield stress at 0 K. 
In Figure 6.2, the yield stress for several other pure BCC refractory metals and some conventional 
refractory alloys can be seen. Only pure metals with coarse polycrystalline or single crystal structures 
were selected for this plot to minimize any grain size contribution. For single crystals, the critical resolved 
shear stress was estimated and converted into a polycrystalline yield strength by the Taylor Factor. A 
value of 3 was used [46,47]. The model used in this work satisfactorily represents the experimental data 
with a reasonable accuracy. 
Two constants are obtained for each metal or alloy by fitting Equation 6.5 to experimental data, 
namely, the lattice resistance at 0 K (s0) and the activation energy barrier at 0 K (F0) terms. These can be 
understood by examining the plots in Figure 6.2. s0 represents the strength at 0 K, so the higher these 
values, the stronger the material is at low temperatures. On the other hand, F0 models the thermal 
dependence and determines the temperature at which the alloy still has a thermally-activated yield stress 
component such that, the higher this term, the higher the temperature at which the athermal plateau starts 
(Tc). At room temperature, all alloys shown in Figure 6.2 still have a significant thermally-activated yield 
stress component. Both parameters impact the magnitude of this component.  
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Figure 6.2 Experimental and calculated yield stresses at different temperatures for several refractory BCC 
pure metals and conventional alloys. The calculated lattice resistance at 0 K, activation barrier and the 
fitting coefficient of determination (R2) are presented in the top right corner of each plot. 
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The metals from group 5 in the periodic table, i.e., V, Nb and Ta, have the lowest calculated 
activation energy barriers, of around 0.7 to 0.8 eV. When these metals are alloyed, the activation energy 
substantially increases, whereas the lattice resistance at 0 K does not change. If the Ta alloys are 
analyzed, since s0 decreases with alloying additions but F increases, pure Ta is calculated to be stronger 
close to 0 K, but at temperatures above 50 K or so, the thermally-activated yield stress component of the 
Ta alloys is higher than that for pure Ta. This phenomenon is commonly reported in the literature as 
solid-solution softening, and is common in BCC alloys at low temperatures [24,25,48]. 
Mo and W, which are from group 6 in the periodic table, have larger s0 and F values than the 
metals from group 5. W has the highest values for both and, therefore, is the strongest metal shown in 
Figure 6.2 at all temperatures. While W and Mo alloys are usually stronger, they are often brittle at room 
temperature [34,49]. For this reason, the ductilities of these alloys have not been studied as much as for 
Nb and Ta-based alloys. 
The data sets for Mo and W were modeled in the literature with more specific equations for 
double-kink nucleation in BCC metals [39–41]. Using these models, the estimated activation energy for 
double kink nucleation was 1.27 eV for Mo and 1.75 eV for W at temperatures between 220 and 600 K. 
At higher temperatures, multiple slip systems become active, so, at temperatures above 350 K for Mo and 
650 K for W, the yield stress drops more rapidly with increasing temperature. The activation energies 
found using the more fundamental models [39–41] are close to the values encountered here, 1.2 and 1.81 
eV, respectively. This and Figure 6.2 show that the phenomenological equation used here can effectively 
describe the whole temperature regime. Therefore, the approach chosen, although simpler, is still 
effective. 
6.5.2  Refractory High Entropy Alloys 
The experimental thermally-activated yield stress components of the RHEAs produced in this 
work are shown in Figure 6.3. The plot also includes the calculated thermally-activated yield stress 
components using the model developed here. Good agreement between the experimentally measured and 
calculated values show that RHEAs can be effectively described by the model.  
The RHEAs are shown to exhibit similar behavior to that of conventional refractory alloys. As the 
alloying content increases, the F0 term keeps increasing. Pure Nb and Ta have an F0 below 0.8 eV, 
whereas the ternary NbTaTi alloy has an F0 term almost two times larger (1.54 eV). All concentrated 
solid solutions have significantly higher activation energy barriers with the WNbTaTi alloy with the 






Figure 6.3 Experimental and calculated thermally-activated yield stress components at different 
temperatures for the RHEAs produced in this work. The calculated lattice resistance at 0 K, activation 
barrier, and the fitting coefficient of determination (R2) are presented in the top right corner of each plot. 
 
When the yield stresses calculated for the conventional alloys and the RHEAs are plotted together 
(Figure 6.4), the effect of alloying becomes evident. Upon alloying, the activation energy of all alloys 
increases significantly; the increase is more than the average of the activation energies of the pure metals 
(e.g., compare the binary Ta-2.5W alloy with the RHEAs). This increase in the F0 term with alloying is 
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possibly a consequence of the diversity in the local atomic arrangements and how they impact double-
kink nucleation. As shown by Rao et al. [42] by atomistic simulations of the slip process in a BCC 
Co16.67Fe36.67Ni16.67Ti30 alloy, these local composition variations increase the intrinsic strength of this 
multicomponent alloy. In their simulations, the activation energy barrier for dislocation motion was 
predicted to be in the 7.25 to 9.89 eV range. Although the F0 values for RHEAs are shown here to be 
high, the calculated values for the Co16.67Fe36.67Ni16.67Ti30 alloy are most likely too high, based on the 
experimentally-measured values shown in this work, where the largest measured value was 1.89 eV. 
The RHEAs show, in most cases, a higher lattice resistance extrapolated down to 0 K compared 
to pure metals. For example, the MoNbTaTi alloy, is predicted to be stronger than pure Mo, Nb and Ta at 
all temperatures. WNbTaTi, on the other hand, is stronger than Nb and Ta, but weaker than W at 0 K. No 
rule of mixtures analysis seems to be valid for these terms, and the high s0 would have to be attributed to 
Ti, which is unlikely, since this metal in the BCC form is softer than the group 6 and 7 metals. Likewise, 
no rule of mixture term appears to be valid for the F0 term, reinforcing the complex nature of the 
thermally-activated deformation component. All these results reinforce the postulate that local atomic 
configurations, rather than an average term, dictate the thermally-activated yield stress parameters. It 
should be noted that the model used here might not represent the low-temperature data of RHEAs, since 
no experimental data here below room temperature were acquired. However, since the model effectively 
represents conventional refractory alloys and pure metals down to low temperatures, the 0 K extrapolation 
for RHEAs may still be valid. 
Interstitial elements are also known to have a strong effect on the thermally activated yield 
strength of BCC metals [30]. Small differences in interstitial element contents might considerably change 
this component [30]. Although the interstitial element content was low, and about the same for all alloys, 
the same content might impact each composition differently, so the variability observed in F0 and s0 
might be a convolution of an intrinsic behavior of each RHEA together with the influence from these 
interstitial elements, in this case, most likely oxygen. Furthermore, the interstitial elements most likely 
have different solubilities in different RHEAs. The effect of interstitial elements in RHEAs is usually 
ignored and moving forward in the direction of a more fundamental understanding the dislocation motion 
in RHEAs at low temperatures, the interstitial elements effect needs to be addressed.  
By magnifying the temperature range near room temperature (Figure 6.4b), it is possible to see 
how significant the thermally-activated contribution is to the total yield strength, especially for RHEAs. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that attempting to apply an athermal model to room temperature data will 
yield inaccurate predictions, as shown in Part I of this work. Furthermore, by plotting the athermal yield 
stress against the thermally-activated deformation parameters for the 5 RHEAs produced here (Figure 
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6.5a), it is clear that the thermally-activated yield stress component does not have a direct simple relation 
to the athermal yield stress component, sa. In fact, the activation energy barrier at 0 K, F0, does not 
correlate at all with sa. While the yield stress at 0 K, s0, qualitatively scales with sa, this correlation is 
weak and two alloys with similar sa components, MoNbTaTi and WNbTaTi, have different s0 values. 
The same is true for the CrMoTaTi and CrMoNbTi alloys. 
 
 
Figure 6.4 Calculated yield stress versus temperature plots for pure metals, conventional alloys and 
RHEAs. (b) Magnified view of the temperature range close to room temperature. The plots show that 
alloying clearly increases the activation energy barrier. 
 
 
Figure 6.5 (a) Comparison between the athermal yield stress component sa and the two thermally-
activated yield stress components, s0 and F0, showing there is no direct correlation between them. (b) No 
correlation is seen between the two thermally-activated yield stress components and the shear modulus. In 
each graph, the blue “x” markers correspond to the blue scale on the left, the red “o” markers correspond 
to the red scale on the right. Each alloy is indicated next to each point. 
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From Figure 6.5b, it is also clear that there is no strong, direct correlation between the two 
thermally-activated yield stress components. By directly comparing F0 and s0, it can be seen that their 
values are independent. For conventional alloys, it is sometimes considered [26] that F0 scales with the 
shear modulus of the alloy, which is shown to not be true for RHEAs in Figure 6.5b. The lack of 
correlation between the thermally-activated yield stress components and different alloy parameters 
reinforces one of the main ideas of this work, namely, that the thermally-activated yield stress component 
should be studied on its own, since it depends on local interactions between the atomic species, rather 
than on average values between the average properties of all elements in a given solid solution. 
Density functional theory or molecular dynamics simulations could potentially be a powerful way 
to study these local interactions. Alternatively, this might be accomplished by the development of new 
statistically-based models that consider not only average values, but also distributions of possible 
configurations to determine what is locally preventing a RHEA to yield. 
By combining the thermal and athermal yield stress predictions developed in parts I and II of this 
work, the full yield-stress vs. temperature behavior of the five RHEAs can be predicted effectively, as 
shown in Figure 6.6. The athermal yield strength value dictates the yield stress plateau, and this term is 
also present at all temperatures below that. At higher temperatures, not shown in the graph, longer-range 
thermally-activated mechanisms are triggered, and the yield stress again starts to drop. This occurs at 
temperatures of 1000 °C or higher for the alloys studied here. The athermal yield stress value is calculated 
based only on the composition of the alloy, while the thermal yield stress requires the F0 and s0 terms, 
which are composition-specific. Therefore, the high-throughput yield stress calculations can only be 
performed for the high-temperature yield stress. Attempting to extrapolate to room temperature will 
generate errors, since one of the following approximations would need to be developed: (1) apply the 
athermal model at room temperature, or (2) guess the thermally-activated parameters for the alloy. As 
shown in this work, neither are effective. Since RHEAs are alloys developed for high temperatures, the 
athermal yield stress component is much closer to the operating temperature of these alloys and, this term 
is more important than the room temperature yield stress. A limitation that RHEAs might display at room 
temperature is a lack of ductility, as observed in several RHEAs reported so far [12,50–52]; this is 




Figure 6.6 Full yield stress predictions combining the thermally-activated and athermal models developed 
in this work. The modeled values are compared to experimental values for all RHEAs produced in this 
work. 
 
6.6  Ductility of the RHEAs 
The alloy ductilities were analyzed by determining if they fractured in a brittle manner after 
deforming up to 30% in compression at room temperature. Fracture was considered when: (1) the stress 
suddenly dropped to zero, such as the mechanical behavior of the CrMoNbTi and CrMoTaTi alloys at all 
temperatures, or (2) when a peak stress was followed by a decrease in stress, as seen on the stress-strain 
curves of MoNbTaTi and WNbTaTi at 20 °C. All other tests performed in this work did not cause the 
fracture of the samples; these “ductile” conditions include the NbTaTi, AlNbTaTi and HfNbTaTi alloys at 
all temperatures, and the MoNbTaTi and WNbTaTi alloys at temperatures above 100 °C. 
The fracture surfaces of the brittle room temperature tests were characterized by SEM (Figure 
6.7). The main fracture mode operating in all samples was transgranular cleavage, as observed by the 
intragranular fracture with planar facets. Some localized regions displayed mixed behavior with some 
intergranular fracture. The cleavage mechanism reinforces the lack of ductility of these alloys at these 
temperatures. 
A simple ductility criterion for RHEAs was proposed by Sheikh et al. [35] for an RHEA to be 
brittle, namely, that the average valence electron concentration (VEC) of the alloy has to be larger than 
4.6. For VEC < 4.4, the alloy is predicted to be ductile. The VEC of each element is simply the number of 
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valence electrons, so it is respectively 4, 5 and 6 for metals from groups 4, 5 and 6 in the periodic table 
and 3 for Al. The fundamental idea behind this criterion proposed by Sheikh et al. [35] is that the 
instability mode that occurs first upon loading a perfect crystal dictates if the alloy is brittle or ductile. 
The nucleation of dislocations is only possible when shear instability occurs [53], which is basically a loss 
of symmetry upon loading. So, by first-principle modelling, the VEC was shown [53] to control whether 
shear instability or {100} cleavage would occur first upon loading perfect crystals perpendicular to a 
{100} plane. By decreasing the number of valence electrons in the RHEA, a lower Fermi energy level is 
achieved and shear instability, which leads to ductility, is favored [35]. 
 
 
Figure 6.7 Fracture surface of brittle samples after room temperature compression testing. The planar 
cleavage facets indicate that the predominant fracture mechanism is transgranular cleavage. 
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A problem with this formulation is that real materials will not behave as perfect crystals. The 
nucleation of dislocations will not occur when shear instability occurs, they will nucleate from existing 
defects. Furthermore, fracture will initiate at defects that concentrate stress, so that the local stress reaches 
the cleavage stress. Therefore, the cleavage stress may be relevant for ductility, however, the shear 
instability stress should not be as much. The yield stress dictates when the alloy will deform and therefore 
a balance between the yield strength of the alloy and the cleavage stress might yield a more meaningful 
correlation. 
Nonetheless, the VEC ductility criterion was applied to the RHEA compression results. An 
apparent correlation was observed between ductility and the average VEC values (Figure 6.8a), i.e., alloys 
with larger VEC values tended to be more brittle behavior compared to those with lower VEC values. 
However, the alloys with lower VEC values also have a lower yield strengths such that the loads carried 
by the alloys with lower VEC is smaller. Likewise, at the moment of fracture, the load in the higher VEC 
samples is higher than the load applied in any of the lower VEC samples. This again indicates that the 
yield stress is most likely an important parameter for the ductility analysis. 
 
 
Figure 6.8 (a) Ductility as a function of the VEC and temperature for all RHEAs studied here. 
Temperature is also shown to contribute to the ductility of RHEAs. Not all samples were tested at all 
temperatures shown in the graph. It was assumed that if the alloy was found to be ductile at a certain 
temperature, it would be ductile at higher temperatures as well. (b) VEC versus yield strength plot of 
several pure BCC metals, conventional alloys and RHEAs from this work and literature at room 
temperature [14,18,19,35,49,50,54–62] 
 
To evaluate this hypothesis, data from the RHEAs together with data from several other alloys 
from the literature, are shown Figure 6.8b. The figure shows that the fracture of several different BCC 
alloys is more closely related to the yield stress of the material rather than the VEC value. In fact, by 
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making the simple approximation that the cleavage stress is similar for all alloys, a line can be drawn at 
around 1 GPa, above which most compositions are brittle and below which most compositions are ductile. 
This approximation is not realistic, since ductility will depend, among other things, on the alloy 
composition, the interstitial element content, grain size and the local stress state next to the critical defect. 
However, the 1 GPa line still correlates better to experimental alloys than the VEC criterion. The 
complete list of all compositions plotted on Figure 6.8b is provided in Table 6.1 
BCC metals display a ductile-to-brittle transition (DBTT), above which the metal is considered to 
be ductile. A phenomenon related to the DBTT is observed for WNbTaTi and MoNbTaTi alloys, which at 
room temperature are brittle, but at higher temperatures become ductile. As the temperature goes up, the 
yield strength decreases, so again the strength of the material can be correlated to ductility. The room 
temperature compression tests of both these alloys fracture before 30% deformation is achieved; the flow 
stress at the higher temperature is below the fracture stress of these two samples at room temperature, 
reinforcing how the stress carried by the sample is crucial for the fracture behavior. 
Furthermore, interstitial elements are known to play a big role in the ductility of BCC metals, 
even in small concentrations. The ductility of conventional refractory alloys is significantly decreased by 
interstitial element additions. While controlling carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) contents is manageable by 
selecting C and N-free crucibles for the production process, oxygen (O) is a bigger problem, since it can 
be easily incorporated into the melt pool upon production from residual air in the furnace chamber. The O 
content is not typically reported in RHEAs. In conventional refractory alloys, O substantially affects the 
ductility of some alloys [63]. In other cases, such as binary Nb-Hf alloys, the solubility of oxygen is low 
[64,65], since HfO2 forms, leaving almost no O in solution. Overall, the effect of interstitial atoms in 
RHEAs is not well understood and further research in this area is necessary. 
The analysis presented here suggests that stronger RHEAs are more likely to be brittle for the 
simple reason that the stress applied to the material during plastic deformation is higher. Alloys with 
higher W, Mo and Cr contents were shown in Part I to be typically stronger since they are stiffer and tend 
to have higher atomic size and elastic modulus mismatches. On the other hand, alloys with Ti, Zr and Hf 
tend to be softer. For this reason, RHEAs with higher contents of these latter elements will have more 





Table 6.1 Room temperature ductility and yield strength of several pure BCC metals, conventional alloys 
and RHEAs from this work and literature [14,18,19,35,49,50,54–62]. An alloy was considered ductile if it 
could deform 30% in compression or at least 3% in tension. 
Alloy VEC 
Room Temperature 
Yield Strength (MPa) 
Brittle? 
Pure Metals and Conventional Alloys 
Pure Ta 4.7 393 No 
Pure Nb 5.05 158 No 
Pure Mo 5.11 450 No 
Nb70Ti30 4.92 537 No 
Nb95W5 4.93 310 No 
Nb89W11 5.1 620 Yes 
Nb92Ti8 5.09 380 No 
Nb93.5Hf5.5Zr1 5.08 275 No 
TaW10 5.06 1275 Yes 
Ta91W4.5Mo4.5 4.7 648 No 
Ta90W8Hf2 5.05 661 No 
Ta88W10Hf2 5.11 723 No 
RHEAs 
NbTaTi 4.7 573 No 
WNbTaTi 5 1056 Yes 
MoNbTaTi 5 1211 Yes 
HfNbTaTi 4.5 834 No 
CrMoNbTi 5.25 1631 Yes 
CrMoTaTi 5.25 1795 Yes 
AlNbTaTi 4.25 1151 No 
NbMoTaW 5.5 1058 Yes 
VNbMoTaW 5.4 1246 Yes 
HfMoTaTiZr 4.6 1600 Yes 
HfNbMoTaTiZr 4.7 1512 Yes 
Hf0.5Nb0.5Ta0.5Ti1.5Zr 4.25 900 No 
MoNbTaV 5.25 1500 Yes 
HfNbTiZr 4.25 890 No 
MoNbHfZrTi 4.6 1719 Yes 
TaNbHfTiZr 4.4 929 No 
AlMo0.5NbTa0.5TiZr 4.3 2000 Yes 
Al0.4Hf0.6NbTaTiZr 4.32 1841 Yes 
AlNbTiV 4.25 1000 Yes 
AlCr0.5NbTiV 4.4 1300 Yes 
AlNb1.5Ta0.5Ti1.5Zr0.5 4.2 1280 Yes 
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6.7  High-Throughput RHEA Alloy Development 
Developing high-throughput models or characterization techniques for property predictions 
allows [66–69] for the evaluation of large alloy composition fields in a timely fashion. With high-
throughput methodologies, evaluating a quinary system would not require hundreds of experiments; 
instead, it can be modeled by computational alloy design and/or by making and characterizing a few 
compositionally-graded samples. Analytical models are advantageous since they can be applied to large 
composition fields. 
The models developed in this work are an important step in this direction. By being able to 
perform high-throughput solid-solution strengthening calculations in RHEAs, a large number of RHEAs 
can be studied in a realistic amount of time, which includes studying non-equiatomic compositions. 
Although non-equiatomic RHEAs [50,70–72] have been produced and studied, this composition field is 
enormous and, therefore, the amount of experiments performed are only sampling an infinitesimal area of 
this composition space. In FCC non-refractory HEA systems, it has been shown recently that predictive 
modeling [69] can be used to identify alloys with significantly better properties in the non-equiatomic 
composition space. 
Alloy design insights can more easily be extracted from comprehensive property models. Trial-
and-error experimentation is not adequate for dealing with the large composition space of RHEAs. 
Models for other interesting properties, such as oxidation resistance or precipitation strengthening could 
be combined with the models developed here. This mix between computational alloy design and 
experimental testing of selected compositions is the most promising way of exploring RHEAs. 
Moving forward, the ductility of RHEAs needs to be further investigated. Fundamentally 
understanding how the material composition and the interstitial element content impact ductility are 
relevant scientific questions. The effect of interstitials on the low temperature strength is related to the 
ductility problem since interstitials in BCC metals are potent solid solution strengtheners. From a 
practical standpoint, several compositions shown in Figure 6.8b have high strengths, therefore finding 
strong RHEAs is typically not an issue. Finding compositions with a good strength-ductility balance is 
more challenging. For low temperature applications, grain size refinement is a common way of increasing 
strength without losing too much ductility, which could be applied to a lower strength RHEA. However, 
this might not be practical for high-temperature applications. For this latter case, having an alloy with a 
moderate athermal yield stress but with a low thermally-activated component might be a solution would 
have relatively similar yield stresses from low to high temperatures, and possible an acceptable ductility 
at all temperature ranges. 
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6.8  Summary and Conclusions 
The thermally-activated yield stress component of RHEAs, pure BCC refractory metals, and 
conventional refractory alloys was interpreted using a physics-based model. The following conclusions 
were drawn: 
• The thermally-activated yield strength model adequately represents the experimental data of 
all the refractory BCC metals and alloys analyzed. 
• The room temperature yield stresses of all RHEAs have a significant thermally-activated 
contribution that needs to be evaluated separately from the athermal component when the 
yield stress of these materials is modeled. 
• The activation energy barrier (F0) and the lattice resistance at 0 K (s0) are higher in RHEAs 
in comparison to conventional alloys and pure metals; this explains the high strength of 
RHEAs at room temperature, which have large thermal and athermal yield stress components 
at this temperature. 
• Neither F0 nor s0 can be predicted by any rule of mixtures treatment of the values of the pure 
metals, since the thermally-activated deformation mechanisms rely on short-range 
interactions that deviate from average values. 
• The ductility of the RHEAs produced in this work are discussed together with data from the 
literature of other RHEAs, pure metals and conventional alloys. It is shown that the stronger 
alloys are more likely to be brittle, this is the major factor controlling ductility of RHEAs. 
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CHAPTER  7  
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
A summary of this dissertation is presented here, together with the main conclusions. 
Recommendations for future work are also provided. 
7.1  Summary and General Conclusions 
High entropy alloys (HEAs) are new and promising classes of metallic alloys that can be 
designed to have desirable combinations of properties. In this study, the solid-solution strengthening of 
HEAs was investigated, where the goal was to understand which parameters control it. It was shown that 
the behavior of HEAs is mostly similar to that of conventional alloys, i.e., similar parameters were 
observed to control solid-solution strengthening. However, it was also shown that the magnitude of the 
strength changes upon alloying was more pronounced in HEAs compared to conventional alloys. The 
strengths of several single-phase face centered cubic (FCC) and body centered cubic (BCC) HEAs were 
experimentally measured; these results were used to develop different high-throughput models for quickly 
assessing the solid-solution strengthening behavior of HEAs.  
It was shown that the room temperature solid-solution strengthening behavior of FCC HEAs 
based on the CrMnFeCoN system can be effectively represented by different models based on atomic size 
mismatch. Two models from the literature were evaluated, and the outcome was shown to be extremely 
dependent on the atomic radii used. A strategy was developed to identify the most physically significant 
atomic radii set, such that reasonably accurate predictions are possible; using this approach, it was 
possible to perform high-throughput alloy design strategies and to identify significantly stronger non-
equiatomic HEAs in this system, compared with the strongest ones reported previously in the literature.  
A high-throughput experimental methodology was also developed to characterize 
compositionally-graded alloys from this system, which involved nanoindentation combined with EDS 
measurements and conversion models from the literature that consider strain hardening to assess the yield 
stress of a large number of compositions quickly and accurately. The quantitative agreement of this 
methodology was good, and enabled the design of bulk alloys tested under tension that match strength 
predictions. 
The microstructures of several new BCC refractory HEAs (RHEAs) were characterized by multi-
scale characterization techniques. The experimental results were compared to different phase prediction 
tools available in the literature for HEAs. Specific strategies for alloy design were discussed. 
Thermodynamic simulations can be accurate, if a complete database is used. Empirical thermodynamic 
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parameters are shown to be inaccurate when applied to a large group of RHEAs, but can be a powerful 
alloy design tool if applied on specific subsystems of alloys. This approach was effective in enabling the 
production of several single-phase RHEAs for mechanical property studies. 
The solid-solution strengthening behavior in BCC RHEAs was shown to be more complex than 
in FCC HEAs. The strength of these materials was shown to be composed of athermal and thermal 
components, where the athermal component results from the dislocation interactions with collective 
solute effects, namely, average atomic size and elastic modulus mismatch of the lattice. The yield stress 
generated from these interactions can be modeled with reasonable accuracy using a model developed in 
this work. Unlike the FCC alloys where the elastic modulus mismatch contributions can be ignored, it 
was important to include them for the RHEAs to generate accurate yield stress predictions. 
The room temperature yield stress of all RHEAs has a significant thermally-activated contribution 
that needs to be evaluated when the yield stress of these materials is modeled. This comes from localized 
interactions between the dislocations and the solute fields, and cannot be predicted by average terms. The 
activation energy barrier and the lattice resistance at 0 K are higher in RHEAs in comparison to 
conventional alloys and pure metals; this explains the high strength of RHEAs at room temperature. They 
have large thermal and athermal yield stress components at this temperature. 
7.2  Recommendations for Future Work 
The present work has opened up several possibilities for HEA alloy development. For the FCC 
HEAs, there are several interesting elements that can be added to the CrMnFeCoNi system to improve 
corrosion resistance, strength and toughness. Clearly, the high-throughput methodologies developed here 
can guide the discovery of new alloy compositions. This can be further improved by combining other 
methodologies as well. For example, if corrosion resistance is important, a methodology could be 
developed to select for this property, and used in combination with the strength predictions performed 
here. Also, if further increase in alloy strength is the goal, identifying alloying additions and 
thermomechanical processing strategies that enable better microstructural control (e.g., refined grain size, 
precipitation hardening, etc.) can be pursued in a more rapid and systematic fashion. On a more 
fundamental level, better experimental links to confirm the relationship between lattice size mismatch and 
strength could be pursued; this could help identify where the simple models used here are applicable, and 
where they could be enhanced to improve quantitative strength predictions. 
For the BCC RHEAs, additional work is warranted on both the applied and fundamental levels. 
On the applied side, the models for athermal yield stress developed here could be used to design a strong, 
high-temperature alloy with high to moderate ductility at room temperature. Oxidation is a bigger 
problem compared to corrosion in these alloys; knowledge of how to form a mechanically stable passive 
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layer would enable the development of strong and stable alloys for refractory applications. On the more 
fundamental side, further understanding of what is controlling the thermally activated deformation 
behavior is important, separating the effect that is inherent to BCC metals and determining what 
contribution is attributed to interstitial elements. This might involve a combination of stress relaxation 
tests, internal friction tests, and/or cryogenic mechanical testing. As shown here, at room temperature the 
strength contribution is high, but it is also alloy specific. Understanding how Al is affecting the strength 
and ductility would be a significant advancement, as Al is desirable due to its low density and good 
oxidation resistance. This may be a key alloying addition to RHEAs. As shown, several RHEAs are quite 
strong, yet there is no fundamentally sound model for the prediction of ductility and toughness, which are 
crucial for more effective RHEA alloy design. Overall, the work performed in this dissertation presents 
new opportunities for high-throughput HEA alloy development. 
